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ABSTRACT
CaliopSim is a high-fidelity lidar simulation that has been developed to simulate
the expected instrument performance of the lidar named, Cloud-Aerosol Lidar with
Orthogonal Polarization (CALIOP), on-board the Cloud-Aerosol Lidar and Infrared
Pathfinder Satellite Observations (CALIPSO) spacecraft. The CALIPSO mission is being
developed by NASA Langley Research Center, in collaboration with the French Space
Agency (CNES). The simulation tool is designed to generate realistic lidar data that
models the CALIOP measurement data including the noise characteristics inherent to
analog detection. These data are used for testing the CALIOP algorithms and production
processing software. This paper describes the CaliopSim models for the atmosphere,
CALIOP instrument laser transmitter and receiver subsystems, CALIPSO payload
operations, and CALIPSO spacecraft operations. The atmosphere model provides
complete flexibility in defining the molecular, aerosol, and cloud composition relative to
locations along the CALIPSO orbit track. The instrument and operation models convert
the model atmospheres into the simulated CALIOP measurements. The output simulated
data includes digitized 1064 nm total backscatter profiles and 532 nm backscatter profiles
for both the parallel and perpendicular polarization states.

THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE CALIPSO LIDAR SIMULATOR

INTRODUCTION
The Cloud-Aerosol Lidar and Infrared Pathfinder Satellite Observations
(CALIPSO) mission, to be launched in Spring 2006, will obtain global aerosol and cloud
measurements from space [lj.The CALIPSO mission is being developed by NASA
Langley Research Center, in collaboration with the French Space Agency (CNES). The
primary objective of the 3-year CALIPSO mission is to provide improved observations of
aerosols and clouds needed for use in global climate models.
The CALIPSO payload consists of three co-aligned, near-nadir viewing
instruments: a 2-wavelength polarization-sensitive lidar, an imaging infrared radiometer
(HR), and a high-resolution wide field camera. CALIOP (pronounced the same as
“calliope”) is the name of the CALIPSO lidar and is an acronym for Cloud-Aerosol Lidar
with Orthogonal Polarization [2].
Currently in development are algorithms to produce calibrated level 1 data products
for each instrument and to derive geophysical variables for the IIR and lidar level 2 data
products. Testing the functionality of these algorithms requires high-fidelity simulated
data. A software simulation of CALIOP has been developed to produce simulated lidar
profiles for this purpose and forms the basis of the research performed in this thesis.
The simulation tool, CaliopSim, is designed to generate simulated lidar backscatter
data that matches the expected performance of CALIOP, including its random noise
characteristics [3]. The simulation design follows a modular approach so it could be
updated as the lidar instrument design matured. By adjusting the instrument parameter
2
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settings, the simulated data can also be made to match the expected performance of the
actual instrument at any stage in its lifetime. (The instrument characteristics will naturally
change as the instrument ages.). It also has the flexibility to accept virtually any
combination of atmospheric conditions, which allows the user to produce a wide range of
simulated data for testing. Output simulated data includes digitized 1064 nm total
backscatter profiles and 532 nm backscatter profiles for both the parallel and
perpendicular polarization states. CaliopSim is developed using the IDL software from
Research Systems, Inc., and executes on Windows and UNIX platforms.
The specifications and functions of the CALIOP instruments were obtained from
vendor specification tables, tests of individual lidar components, and through
conversations with engineers developing and testing the lidar. CaliopSim maintains
consistency with the lidar simulation FREESIM [4], which is used to support engineering
aspects such as instrument performance trade studies and atmospheric test signal
predictions.
The thesis is organized as follows. Chapter 1 provides a summary of CALIPSO and
CALIOP. This chapter presents a brief description of the CALIPSO mission, spacecraft,
and spacecraft operations, and then provides a detailed view of the CALIOP instruments
and CALIOP instrument operations. Chapter 2 explains the functions of CaliopSim in
reference to the operations of CALIOP. It follows the path of a single lidar pulse from
pulse transmission to the resulting digitized data and relates the functions within
CaliopSim to the operations of CALIOP. Chapter 3 provides the details of the CaliopSim
models that define the molecular and particulate components of the atmosphere. Chapter
4 describes the parameters that define the CALIOP laser transmitter. Chapter 5 describes

the CaliopSim simulations of the CALIOP receiver subsystems including the telescope
and aft optics, which includes the filter and detector packages for each wavelength. In
conclusion, Chapter 6 presents results obtained from CaliopSim for both day and night
settings under several atmospheric conditions.

CHAPTER 1
CALIPSO AND CALIOP OVERVIEW
Space Iidars can provide a global, vertical view of the atmosphere within a
relatively short period of time. The first spaceborne lidar to demonstrate this capability
was the Lidar In-space Technology Experiment (LITE) [5] which was flown on the Space
Shuttle Discovery as part of the STS-64 mission in September 1994. LITE operated for
53 hours and provided a comprehensive view o f the cloud and aerosol structure within
Earth’s atmosphere. To illustrate the capability of a space-based lidar, Figure 1.1 shows
measurements obtained by LITE [6], [7], [8] during a Space Shuttle orbit that passed over
the Atlantic Ocean and western tip of Africa. These measurements reveal a layer of wind
blown Saharan dust (colored in yellows and reds) rising to approximately 5.0 km and
centered at 20.ON latitude [9]; a high cirrus cloud deck within the Intertropical
Convergence Zone (ITCZ) (colored in white) extending from 10.0 km to 17.0 km in
altitude and centered at 10.ON latitude [10]; and a layer of smoke from biomass burning
(colored in green) near the equator and rising to approximately 3.0 km [11]. Since the
orbital velocity of the Space Shuttle was approximately 7.4 km s'1 and the laser pulse
repetition rate was 10 Hz, LITE was able to capture this high definition, vertical
distribution of the atmosphere near the west coast of Africa within approximately 18
minutes.
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0.0

Latitude, dcg

iigSCTaimfw»i
8140.0 km
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Figure 1.1. The LITE data are displayed as a color-modulated, altitude time-plot of
background-subtracted signal profiles for orbit 115 on September 16, 1994. The colors
vary with signal intensity: blue corresponds to molecular; yellows, oranges, and reds
correspond to moderate aerosol loading, and white corresponds to strong backscatter
received from some clouds, dense aerosol layers, and the surface. The measurement
locations for this orbit are indicated on the map as solid blue (nighttime) and red
(daytime) lines, and the white circles on the track near Africa identify locations where the
orbit track and LITE measurements coincide. The shadowing effect below the vertically
thick or very dense clouds indicates insufficient lidar signal to penetrate the clouds and
make measurements below.
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Currently in operation is the Geoscience Laser Altimeter System (GLAS) launched
in 2003. GLAS is a two wavelength, nadir viewing instrument that has been providing
ice-sheet topography and aerosol profiling from space [12].
The CALIPSO lidar, CALIOP, will provide measurements similar to those
obtained from LITE and GLAS. CALIOP along with the CALIPSO Infrared Imaging
Radiometer (HR) and Wide Field Camera (WFC) will operate continuously, except for
routine spacecraft maintenance, throughout the planned three year mission. The raw
measurement data for all three instruments will be downlinked to Earth receiving stations
daily, converted to level 0 data products, and routed to the NASA Langley Research
Center Atmospheric Sciences Data Center (ASDC). Once the data arrive at the ASDC,
the CALIPSO Automated Processing System (CAPS) will initiate a production process
for each instrument to convert the level 0 data into higher order data products. A
production process consists of software modules that are based on the individual
instrument capabilities and the overall scientific requirements derived from the
instrument specific requirements documents and Algorithm Theoretical Basis Documents
(ATBDs). The requirements documents and ATBDs were written with the goal of
optimizing the data return from each instrument to maximize the total scientific return.
During the development stages for both the prototype algorithms and the
production software, testing is performed using simulated data. For the lidar, the
simulated data are generated by CaliopSim. The requirements for CaliopSim were to
generate realistic lidar data that modeled the CALIOP measurement data including the
noise characteristics inherent to analog detection. To accomplish these requirements,
CaliopSim contains models for the atmospheric conditions, CALIOP instrument

subsystems, CALIPSO payload operations, and CALIPSO spacecraft operations. The
atmosphere model defines the atmospheric conditions for locations along the CALIPSO
orbit track, and the instrument and operation models convert the model atmosphere into
the simulated CALIOP measurements. Presented in the next two sections are summaries
of the CALIPSO spacecraft and payload operations and CALIOP instrument and
instrument operations. This summary material is derived from a more comprehensive
description of the CALIPSO spacecraft and CALIOP presented by Winker et. al [13].

1.1 CALIPSO Spacecraft
The CALIPSO spacecraft will fly in an orbit with a nominal altitude of 705.0 km
and inclination of 98°. The orbital characteristics are such that the CALIPSO satellite will
follow a 16-day repeat cycle. CALIPSO orbit tracks for three days of the 16-day repeat
cycle are displayed in Figure 1.2. The days 1 to 3 are identified by the colors blue, green,
and red, respectively. Each orbit track precesses approximately 25° west longitude from
the previous orbit. In the global view (part a), the CALIPSO orbit tracks are easily
distinguished over the regions extending from the equator to mid-latitudes. For the polar
regions, the denser orbit track coverage is easier to view as a polar plot. As an example,
the CALIPSO three day coverage over Antarctica is displayed as a polar view (part b).
The CALIPSO orbit track locations are stored as a database of one second orbit track
locations for the entire 16-day repeat cycle and are generated by CALIPSO Mission
Operations. The 16-day orbit track database is used as the source of CALIPSO
measurement locations by CaliopSim.
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Figure 1.2. CALIPSO orbit tracks for three days. Days 1 to 3 are colored blue, green, and
red, respectively. A global view is in part (a) and a polar view is in part (b).
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The CALIPSO spacecraft is not pointed directly downward toward the surface of
the Earth, but is pointed at a small angle off the spacecraft geodetic local vertical to avoid
specular reflection of the lidar pulse into the receiver system. This small offset angle is
used to determine the off-nadir vector, or lidar range vector that extends along the path of
the pulsed lidar energy from the satellite to the surface of the Earth. An illustration of the
CALIPSO nominal spacecraft geometry is provided in Figure 1.3.
The orbital velocity of CALIPSO will be approximately 7.4 km per second. The
combined orbital velocity and lidar operational repetition rate (20.16 Hz) defines the
spacing (approximately 1/3 km) of the lidar measurements relative to locations on the
surface of the Earth.

Lidar
Range Vector

' \ Spacecraft

Off-nadir Angle

Sub-spacecraft Point
Lidar/
Footprint

Geoid

m
■TALIPSO
Orbit Track

Figure 1.3. CALIPSO nominal spacecraft geometry and lidar footprint spacing.
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1.2 CALIPSO Payload and CALIOP Operations
CALIOP has two major subsystems: the laser transmitter subsystem and the
receiver subsystem. The CALIOP laser transmitter subsystem contains two redundant Qswitched Nd: YAG laser and beam expander systems. The receiver subsystem consists of
a telescope, aft optics, Lidar Receiver Electronics (LRE), and analog-to-digital converter
(ADC) modules.
The two subsystems are mounted on a T-shaped optical bench to provide a stable
transmitter-to-receiver alignment. During flight, accurate co-alignment between the laser
transmitter and receiver subsystems is maintained through an active boresight system. A
three-dimensional view of CALIOP is illustrated in Figure 1.4. The laser transmitter
subsystem is pictured to the left of the T-shaped optical bench and it attaches to the flat
“T” panel of the optical bench. For the receiver subsystem, the telescope is mounted on
one side of the T-shaped bench and the remaining receiver components are mounted on
the other side.
To illustrate the layout of CALIOP, a functional block diagram of the instrument is
provided in Figure 1.5. The CALIOP laser transmitter subsystem transmits laser light
simultaneously at 532 nm and 1064 nm at a pulse repetition rate of 20.16 Hz. Each laser
pulse generates 220 mJ of 1064 energy, which, after passing through a frequency doubler,
yields 110 mJ of energy at each of the two wavelengths. The laser pulse duration is 27
nsec and the laser line widths are 0.028 nm and 0.060 nm for 532 nm and 1064 nm
channels, respectively. Beam expanders increase the beam diameter at the source and
then collimate the outgoing beam.
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Laser
Radiator

Boresight
Mechanism

PMTs

Beam
Expanders
Lasers

Transmitter Subsystem

Telescope

Receiver Subsystem

Figure 1.4. Three dimensional view of the CALIOP transmitter and receiver subsystems.

The CALIOP receiver subsystem measures backscatter intensity at 1064 nm and at
two orthogonally polarized components of the 532 nm backscattered signal. The output
laser energy for 532 nm is linear polarized, but backscatter energy contains a combination
of unpolarized light and light with the original polarization direction. The receiver
telescope is an all-beryllium 1-meter Cassegrain. A field stop defines the receiver fieldof-view and is located between the telescope and aft optics. The receiver full angle, field
of view of 130 grad is used to reject stray light. The aft optics bench includes a
collimating lens, dichroic beam splitter, polarizing cube, combined Etalon and blocking
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filter package for the 532 channels, and combined interference and blocking filter
package for the 1064 channel. The optical filter packages for both channels are used to
block incoming solar light. The detectors include photomultiplier tubes (PMT) for the
532 channels, and an avalanche photodiode (APD) for the 1064 channel.
Downstream of each detector are the Lidar Receiver Electronics (LRE), which
house a series of amplifiers and a low-pass filter. The first in the series of amplifiers is
the pre-amplifier, or Transimpedance Amplifier (TIA). For the 1064 nm channel, the
APD detector and TIA are combined together to form the APD module and are housed
within the aft optics bench. For the 532 nm channels, the PMT detectors and TIA units
are mounted separately and the 532 channel TIA units are part of their respective LREs.
Each channel TIA functions identically by electronically subtracting the solar background
from the signal and then applying a constant gain factor to the background-subtracted
signal. Following the TIA, the channel signals are split into two paths. Along one path,
the signal receives high-gain amplification and along the other the signal receives lowgain amplification. The high-gain signals are used to detect weak signals and the scaled,
gain normalized low-gain signals are used when the high-gain signal saturates the
digitizers.
Both the high-gain and low-gain signal amplifications are applied through a
combination of variable gain amplifiers (VGA) and post-amplifiers. The 1064 channel
has both a VGA and post-amplifier for the high-gain and low-gain paths. For the 532
channels, the high-gain path has both a VGA and post-amplifier, but the low-gain path
has only a post-amplifier. The VGAs for all channels are programmable and have
separate day and night settings, while the post-amplifiers have fixed gain settings. Both
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the 532 channel post-amplifier gain settings are fixed to the same value, while the 1064
channel has different fixed post-amplifier gain setting applied for the high-gain and lowgain paths.
Following post-amplification, a fixed DC offset is applied to the signal. The DC
offset prevents the subsequent digitization process from clipping negative-going noise
excursions that result when the background is subtracted from small backscatter signals.
Before digitizing the signal, a third order low-pass Bessel filter with a bandwidth of
approximately 2.5 MHz temporally spreads and combines the effects of each signal pulse.
This low-pass filter produces a minimum pulse width that is approximately 30.0 meters.
The filtered signals are then passed to the ADC modules. For each of the 1064 nm
and 532 nm parallel and perpendicular channel paths, two 10 MHz 14-bit ADCs provide
effective 22-bit dynamic range signals. Weak signals are obtained directly from the highgain ADC, however for signals that saturate the high-gain 14-bit digitizers, samples from
both the high- and low-gain digitizers are re-scaled and merged to provide the effective
22-bit dynamic range into a single profile before being downlinked.
There are four data acquisition regions (High Altitude Background, Baseline,
Backscatter, and Low Altitude Background) and the altitude ranges corresponding to
each region are summarized in Table 1.1. The region altitudes, listed on the left, are
relative to mean sea level (MSL). Using an on-board geoid model and orbit propagator,
the CALIPSO Payload Controller makes a real-time determination of the range to MSL
for each laser shot. For each data acquisition region, on-board timers gate on and off the
PMT detectors and signals from all three channels are acquired (the APD detector has no
gate and is always on). The analog signals are sampled at 10 MHz, which corresponds to
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a 15.0 m range interval. Samples acquired over the High Altitude Background Region
(112.0 km to 97.0 km) are used to determine the background signal, which is subtracted
before digitization. Samples acquired over the High (80.0 km to 65.0 km) and Low (-11.0
km to -18.5 km) Baseline Regions provide measurements of the DC-offset, which get
subtracted from the digitized signal during the on-board processing. Finally, the samples
acquired over the Backscatter Region between 40.0 km (30 km for 1064 nm channel) and
-2.0 km are the source of the downlink data.
The on-board Payload Data Handling System (PDHS) prepares the digitized
profiles for downlink. The receiver electrical bandwidth and the laser pulse repetition rate
determine the fundamental sampling resolution of the lidar. In the vertical, the sampling
resolution is 30.0 meters and in the horizontal, 333.0 meters. However, further altitudedependent averaging takes place before the data are staged for downlink to reduce the
data size. The on-board averaging scheme takes into account spatial uniformity of the
atmosphere with increasing altitude. The horizontal and vertical averaging scheme is
summarized in Table 1.1 for the Backscatter Region. For the highest altitude region,
between 40.0 km and 30.1 km, the backscatter is due primarily to the molecular
component of the atmosphere. Over this region, the horizontal resolution is 5.0 km and
the vertical resolution is 300.0 meters for the 532 nm channel. There are no
measurements for the 1064 nm channel over this region. For the next region between 30.1
km and 20.2 km, detection of stratospheric aerosols and polar stratospheric clouds are
possible and the horizontal and vertical resolutions are modified to 1.67 km and 180.0
meters, respectively. The data between 20.2 km and 8.2 km are averaged to 1.0 km
horizontally and 60.0 meters vertically to allow for detection of even the thinnest cirrus
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layers. The highest data resolution falls within the 8.2 km and -0.5 km region. This region
contains the highest concentration of the aerosol and cloud measurements and samples
are obtained with a horizontal resolution of 333.3 meters, and 30.0 meters vertically for
the 532 nm channel and 60.0 meters vertically for the 1064 nm channel. The lowest
region between -0.5 km and -2.0 km provides information about pulse stretching from
dense clouds, delayed recovery from the surface return, and underwater observations of
fish schools or krill. The horizontal resolution for this region is 333.0 meters and the
vertical resolution is 300.0 meters.
In order to maintain consistency of data over the various averaging regions, the
CALIPSO production processing organizes the CALIOP profile data into major frames.
Each major frame corresponds to a 5.0 km horizontal distance along the lidar
measurement track and includes the data for 15 profiles at the three CALIOP
wavelengths.
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Table 1.1. CALIOP measurement regions and averaging scheme
km
High Altitude Background Region

km
km

High Altitude Baseline Region

km
Backscatter Region
1064 nm Vertical
Resolution, m

Horizontal
Resolution, km

532 nm Vertical
Resolution, m

5.0

300.0

1.67

180.0

180.0

1.0

60.0

60.0

0.33

30.0

60.0

0.33

300.0

300.0

40.0 km
30.1 km
20.2 km
8.2 km
-0.5 km
-2.0 km
- 11.0 km
-18.5 km

Low Altitude Baseline Region

CHAPTER 2
CaliopSim DESIGN AND FUNCTIONALITY

Chapter 1 provides descriptions of the CALIPSO spacecraft operations, CALIOP
instruments, and CALIOP instrument operations. This chapter uses the CALIPSO and
CALIOP specific information along with a description of space lidar operations to
explain the CaliopSim design and functionality. This chapter contains three Sections.
Section 2.1 presents a summary of space lidar operations relative to CALIOP and
provides an example of expected CALIOP measurement data. Section 2.2 presents an
overview of the individual components that are part of the larger CaliopSim Software
Package. Finally, Section 2.3 provides a high level description of how CaliopSim
simulates space lidar operations. It describes how CaliopSim models the CALIOP
transmitted laser energy, collection of solar energy, the interaction of laser energy and
atmospheric constituents, and the functions of the CALIOP instruments as they receive
and process the backscatter and solar energy.

2.1 Overview: Space Lidar Operations
For each lidar pulse, the CALIOP measurement data will provide the vertical
locations and optical properties of the aerosols and clouds within the atmosphere. The
image in Figure 2.6 provides an example of cirrus and cumulus clouds that will be
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Figure 2.1. Example cirrus and cumulus clouds that will be detected by CALIOP.

detected by CALIOP [14]. As the CALIPSO spacecraft passes over scenes similar to the
cloud image, the CALIOP transmitted pulse energy interacts with the particles in the
atmosphere and is scattered back to the lidar or removed from the receiver field of view
by particle absorption or scattering. The laser energy that remains within the receiver
field of view and scattered back to the lidar is collected by the receiver telescope and
converted to an analog signal as it passes through the CALIOP receiver filters, optics, and
amplifiers. The analog signals are sampled over the CALIOP sampling frequency and
converted to digital count readings before storage for data downlink.
The digitized data are stored as individual elements within an on-board data profile.
Each element in the data profile corresponds to a range from the lidar and is associated
with a volume of atmosphere from which the signals were received. During ground
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processing, the range referenced profile elements are subsequently referenced to mean
sea level. The illustration in Figure 2.2 provides a graphical representation of the

Spacecraft Altitude
705 km
Ofif-nadir Angle
Lidar Range Vector
On-board
Profile
Element

Range From
Lidar

Altitude Relative To
0.3
7.5 meters

665 .009 km

Mean Sea Level
40.0 km

7.5 meters
7.5 meters

665.024 km

7.5 meters
7.5 meters

665.039 km
665.054 km

7.5 meters
7.5 meters
7.5 meters

Lidar Footprint

39.985 km
39.97 km
39.955 km

0.0 km Surface

7.5 meters
2801

7.5 meters

-2.0 km

Figure 2.2. Example of the relationship between range from the lidar (marked every 15
meters along the Lidar Range Vector), the altitude or height above mean sea level, and
the storage location of the digitized signal within an on-board data profile.
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relationship between range from the lidar, the altitude or height above mean sea level,
and the storage location of the digitized signal within an on-board data profile.
This illustration shows that the laser energy returned to the lidar from the range
665.009 km is stored in element number 1 of the lidar system on-board profile. This
single sample represents the backscatter energy from a volume of atmosphere at an
altitude of 40.0±0.0075 km above mean sea level. For this illustration, this process is
repeated for each 15 meters along the lidar range vector until the distance along the range
vector corresponds to an altitude of -2.0±0.0075 km relative to mean sea level. The lidar
range vector is not parallel to the lidar-to-surface nadir vector, but is pointed in an offnadir direction. In this example, the off-nadir angle is 0.3°. The off-nadir angle is used to
register each sample along the lidar range vector to an altitude above mean sea level
during the ground processing. Once the altitude registration is completed, the lidar profile
data are ready for analysis.
Figure 2.3 contains three examples of lidar profile measurements. The lidar data
used to create these examples were obtained from LITE (orbit 127 over Central Europe)
and modified to the CALIPSO resolution using CaliopSim. On the far right (part c) is a
color-modulated, altitude time-plot containing 4500, CALIPSO 532 nm total (combined
parallel and perpendicular channel) background-subtracted signal profiles. The profiles
are numbered 1-4500 in the horizontal direction and are referenced to a height in
kilometers above mean sea level in the vertical direction. The LITE measurements show
multiple cloud layers extending from approximately 2.0 km to 10.0 km in altitude for
profiles numbered 1-4500, and an aerosol layer extending from the surface to
approximately 3.0 km in altitude in profiles numbers 2000 to 4500. On the far left
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Figure 2.3. Range resolved lidar profiles for the 532 nm parallel channel. Profile in part (a) is a 1.0/3.0 km resolution. Profile in
part (b) is anaverage of 240 profiles (80.0 km). Part (c) is a color-modulated image of 4500 profiles.
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(part a) is a signal profile in count values vs. altitude corresponding to the first profile in
the color-modulated image. The center profile (part b) is an average of the first 240
profiles in the color-modulated image. The black rectangle drawn over the image
identifies the 240 profiles included in the averaged profile.
In all three plots, the weak backscatter signal above 1.0 km is due to the backscatter
from the molecular component in the atmosphere. The profile plots indicate the
molecular backscatter count values are near 0.0. In the color-modulated image, the low
count values are indicated by the color blue. The backscatter signal received from the
clouds rises above the molecular background and four individual cloud layers (labeled 1
through 4) are identified in the 240 profile average. Arrows link the cloud layers
identified in the image to the cloud layers in the average profile. For both the single
profile and averaged profile, the cloud layer labeled 1 produced the strongest intensity
return. This does not necessarily imply that the lower layers are weaker scatters. Losses
in transmitted energy due to the scattering that occurs in upper layers will directly affect
the backscattered intensity of the lower layers. During the post-processing of the
CALIOP data, transmittance corrections are applied to compensate for the loss of signal
due to passing through higher altitude clouds [15].

2.2 CaliopSim Organization
The primary uses of the CaliopSim data are for testing both the CALIPSO
algorithms and production processing code. Therefore, the simulated data must accurately
represent the lidar measurements made during in-flight operations. To accomplish this,
each simulated lidar pulse is correlated to a location (latitude and longitude) along the
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CALIPSO 16-day orbit track and includes coincident ancillary data, meteorological data,
and the particulate content of the atmosphere.
The ancillary and meteorological data are retrieved from a MetManager database.
The MetManager data are a subset of the CALIPSO MetManager data, which provides
both meteorological and ancillary data to each of the three CALIPSO instrument
subsystems during production processing. The MetManager data are generated for each
measurement location along the simulated CALIPSO 16-day orbit track and includes
vertical profiles of molecular number density (m' ), ozone number density (m‘ ), and
temperature (K); the tropopause height (km) and temperature (K) [16]; CALIPSO 16-day
orbit track location (latitude (degrees) and longitude (degrees)); IGBP surface type
(land/water/vegetation index) [17]; digital elevation model surface elevation (km) [18],
date, time (GMT); and lighting (day/night) conditions.
The particulate content of the atmosphere is defined according to location, e.g. over
deserts (lofted dust); over oceans (marine aerosol plus aerosol transport off continents);
over biomass burning (lofted smoke); over the tropics (high altitude cirrus); over mid
latitudes (low altitude cirrus and cumulus); over polar regions (Polar Stratospheric
Clouds (PSC) and arctic haze); over coastal regions (low stratus decks); and over urban
areas (polluted aerosols). A stand alone software tool named Layer Generator (L-Gen)
allows users to define multiple aerosol and cloud layers relative to locations on the
CALIPSO 16-day orbit track. L-Gen is developed using IDL (a product of Research
Systems, Inc.) and the details of L-Gen are described in Subsection 3.3.3.
Figure 2.4 summarizes the flow of input and output data products used by the
MetManager (part a), L-Gen (part b), and CaliopSim (part c). The L-Gen input data
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includes the MetManager data and the Aerosol and Cloud Layer Definitions. The Aerosol
and Cloud Layer Definitions contain the optical properties and the vertical and horizontal
dimensions of each cloud and aerosol layer included in the particulate model. The L-Gen
output data contains the particulate layer definitions and their associated ancillary data,
which together are organized as data structures corresponding to a single lidar pulse.
The input data to CaliopSim includes: Instrument Configuration Specifications; the
Run-time Configuration; the PMT and APD gain multiplication Cumulative Distribution
Functions (CDFs); meteorological data; and the L-Gen particulate models. During the
CaliopSim initialization phase, the two Configuration data files and detector CDFs are
read, processed, and stored within CaliopSim parameters. The Instrument Configuration
Specifications are defined in the appendix. The PMT and APD gain multiplication
Cumulative Distribution Functions (CDFs) are generated as off-line CaliopSim processes.
The IDL procedure BuildPDF generates the PMT and APD gain multiplication
Probability Density Functions (PDFs) and the IDL procedure BuildCDF generates the
corresponding CDFs. The details of the detector PDF and CDF calculations are presented
in Section 5.2.
CaliopSim operates on one profile set at a time. A profile set includes the profiles
for the 1064 nm total, 532 nm parallel, and 532 nm perpendicular channels. Fifteen
profiles sets define one major frame. Once a major frame has been processed, the
simulated data are directed to the output file.
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16-day Orbit Track
GMAO - Meteorological Data
CALIPSO Level 0 Data - Day/Night Flag
SRTM30 - Surface Elevation
IGBP - Surface Type
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M eteorological D ata
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Backscatter

L-Gen Output
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Figure 2.4. High level flow of the entire CaliopSim process including (a) MetManager,
(b) L-Gen, and (c) CaliopSim.
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2.3 CaliopSim vs. CALIOP
The CaliopSim process closely follows the operation of CALIOP. Corresponding to
each CALIOP laser pulse, CaliopSim computes 1064 nm total backscatter signals and
532 nm backscatter signals for both the parallel and perpendicular polarization states that
simulate the CALIOP lidar returns. The backscatter signals P(r,z,A) from a sample
volume of atmosphere at range r from the spacecraft and at an altitude z above mean sea
level are given by
P (r ,z ,X ) = PBkX r ,z ,X ) + PBkg(X),

(2.1)

where for a specific wavelength A, PBks(r,z,A) is the laser radiation backscattered into the
receiver and PBkg(A) is the background radiance.
The CaliopSim output contains the simulated 1064 nm total volume-backscatter
profiles and 532 nm volume-backscatter profiles for both the parallel and perpendicular
polarization states, PBks(r,z,A) in digitizer counts. These profiles are described by the lidar
equation [19], [20], [21] as
^ , L ^ ) = T < W ' ( Z, 2 ),
r

(2.2)

where C(X) is the CaliopSim calibration coefficient (countsm 3 ) and P'(z,A) (m' 1sr'1 ) is the
*

attenuated volume-backscatter profile. The calibration coefficient contains the simulated
effects of the instrument and the attenuated volume-backscatter coefficients describe the
scattering properties of the components (molecular, aerosol, cloud) in the atmosphere.
During the CaliopSim process, the range from the lidar, r, is defined as an array with
indices referenced to height above mean sea level, z. Thus for simplicity, the backscatter
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energy profile, PsksfaX), will be described as a function of z and X for the remainder of
this document.
The following Subsections provide a high level description of how CaliopSim
models the atmosphere, the CALIOP instruments, and how the instrument effects are
applied to the model atmosphere. Subsection 2.3.1 begins by describing how CaliopSim
models the CALIOP transmitted laser energy and the collection of solar energy. Next,
Subsection 2.3.2 provides a summary of the atmosphere models. It first part covers the
molecular and particulate models that are used to simulate the interaction of the laser
energy with the atmospheric constituents, and the second part summarizes the solar
radiance model used to simulate the background energy. Finally, Subsection 2.3.3
presents an overview of how the CALIOP instrument models are applied to the
atmosphere models to produce the simulated CALIOP data. The details of the atmosphere
models are presented in Chapter 3 and the details of the CALIOP instrument models are
presented in Chapters 4 and 5.

2.3.1 Energy Models
For the Baseline and Backscatter Regions the source of the light energy is the laser
pulse energy. For the Background Region, the source of the light energy is the solar
irradiance.
To model a single laser pulse, CaliopSim defines the effective laser energy Ej(X)
(0.0933 J) as the product of the laser energy E q(X) (0.11 J) and the optical efficiency of
the beam expander k (0.848). Given the quantum energy of a single photon is hc/X, the
number of photons Np(X) corresponding to E t(X) is computed as
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(2.3)

N p ( X) = E t ( X ) N f ( X) ,

where the photon factor Nf ( X) (units: J '1) is defined as 2/ (hc ),
(6.6262e-34 Js), and

c

h

is Planck’s constant

= 2.997924508e+8 ms' 1 is the speed of light. The number of

photons are calculated as Np(X=5'$2 nm) = 2.5e+17 and A7>(/l=T064 nm) = 5.0e+17.
The duration of a single CALIOP laser pulse

td is

27 nanoseconds. This results in a

laser pulse length of 8.1 meters. The length of the scattering volume is 4.05 meters (S y =
td * c /2 .0

= 4.05 meters), and is determined as the two-way trip the pulse energy takes to

the scattering source and back to the receiver. Figure 2.5 illustrates pulse length (part a)
and the length of the scattering volume (part b).
As the light is scattered back to CALIOP, the individual photon pulses are not
counted at the detector. Instead, the detectors operate in an analog mode, where the
photon energy is integrated and treated as a current at the detector anode. Following the
detectors, transimpedance amplifiers electronically subtract the background signal and
convert the photodiode current into a voltage. Following the transimpedance amplifiers,
variable- and fixed-gain amplifiers provide further gain amplification, and the analog-todigital converter takes the analog signal and converts it to a digital output. The analog-todigital converter samples and digitizes the voltage at the CALIOP sampling frequency of
0.1 microseconds, which corresponds to a 15 meter range bin. In CaliopSim, a single
scattering volume (4.05 meters) is correlated to one CALIOP 15 meter range bin.
At this point in simulation, the CaliopSim calibration coefficient for backscatter energy
includes the following elements: effective transmitted laser energy Et (A), photon factor
N f(X ),

and scattering volume length Sy. Multiplication by the factor 1. 0/ t d converts
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Figure 2.5. Part (a) illustrates CALIOP pulse length vs. 15.0 meter range bin. Part (b)
illustrates scattering volume length vs. 15.0 meter range bin.

the calibration coefficient to units of meters per second. The CaliopSim calibration
coefficient for backscatter energy Csks(A) (units: photons-m-s’1) is then given as

C „ ,(* ) = * , ( * ) — ■

(2-4)

TD

The solar background measurement does not include laser pulse energy, but does
include the wavelength dependent solar spectral irradiance F(A). The top of the
2
1
atmosphere solar spectral irradiance values F(A) are defined as 1848.0 Wm' pm’ for 532
nm and 668.0 Wm^pm' 1 for 1064 nm [22]. For these values of F(A), the photon flux
2 pm’1) is defined as
density for the solar energy (units: s’1m’
N p (A) = F ( A ) N f (A),

(2.5)

and the value for NP(A=532 nm)is 4.95e+21 and the valuefor NP(A=1064 nm) is
3.57e+21. Since the topof the atmosphere solar spectralirradiance values areused in the
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calculation of the background radiance lBkg(X), the background calibration constant
CBkg(A') only includes the term for photon factor NF(X). Also, the solar background is not
a function of range bin size and the calibration constant values for Sv and

are not

applied to the background calibration coefficient. At this point in CaliopSim, CskgW
(units: photons-J'1) only includes one term, the photon factor, NF(X).
The diameter of the CALIOP outgoing beam increases as the laser energy travels
through the atmosphere. The radius of the outgoing beam far away from the telescope
receiver is defined as the product of the full-angle angular divergence

and the distance

from the receiver, r [20], [23]. In CaliopSim, the value for Od (100.0 prad) is provided by
the instrument designers. This results in a footprint diameter of 70.5 meters near the
surface of the Earth. The simulator applies a telescope blur circle 0B (35.0 prad) to the
full laser divergence angle to include the extra spread in the area of the returned footprint
from every altitude. This provides an effective transmitter laser half-angle divergence
angle 0F (67.0 prad). The effective half-angle divergence is included in the calculation of
the field stop transmission.

2.3.2 Atmosphere Models
As the laser energy travels through the atmosphere it interacts with the molecular,
cloud, and aerosol particles and may be scattered back toward the lidar, multiply
scattered within the lidar field of view, or removed from the lidar field of view by particle
absorption or scattering. The particle scattering described in this document is limited to
the single scatter process. However, CaliopSim is capable of including the effects of
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multiple scattering due to aerosols and clouds and these effects are optionally included
during the L-Gen process [15], [24], [25].
For the Baseline and Backscatter Regions, the attenuated volume-backscatter
(3'(z,A) defines the scattering and extinction of the laser energy due to the components in
the atmosphere [15], [19]. The attenuated volume-backscatter is given by
(2.6)

J3'(z,A) = J 3 ( z ,A ) T 2 ( z ,A ) .

P(z,A) (km^sr"1) is the total volume-backscatter coefficient formed by summing the
altitude dependent molecular and particulate (aerosol and cloud) volume-scattering
coefficients as
P( z , X) = p m(z, X) + Pf (z,X).

(2.7)

The volume-backscatter p(z,A) specifies the 180° backscatter of the laser energy as it is
returned to the receiver.
T2 (z, X) is the two-way transmission between the lidar and the sample volume, and
is given by
(2.8)

T 2( z , X) = e~2r{z’i).

The two-way transmission specifies the extinction (absorption or scattering) of laser
energy. The optical depth r(z, A) is defined as
z

r ( z , A) = jcr(z ,A^dz ,
0

(2.9)

where o(z,A) (km'1) is the total volume-extinction coefficient formed by summing the
altitude dependent molecular, particulate, and ozone volume-extinction coefficients
a ( z , A ) = a m(z, A) + a p (z,A) + a 0 3 (z,A).

(2.10)
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The ozone absorption coefficient

0 0 3 (2 , /1)

is negligible at 1064 nm and is only applied to

the 532 nm signals. The lidar ratio S(z,A) (sr) provides the relationship between the
extinction and backscatter coefficients as
(2 .11)

CALIOP measures two orthogonal polarization components at 532 nm backscatter
signal. The output laser energy for 532 nm is linear polarized, but backscatter energy
does not always remain in the polarized state. Light backscattered from spherical
particles remains polarized, however light backscattered from non-spherical particles
produces a depolarized signal [26]. The depolarized signal contains a combination of
unpolarized light and light with the original polarization direction. The component of
light that remained polarized in the same direction as the original polarization state is
called the parallel component. The other component is called the perpendicular
component. The CALIOP polarization cube separates the backscatter signal into the
parallel and perpendicular components. CaliopSim computes both the molecular and
particulate parallel f5xp(z,/1) and perpendicular J3Xis(z,X) volume-scattering coefficients as

(2 .12)

A ,s ( z’/l) = P , A Z’X) 5*’

(2.13)

where Sx is the depolarization ratio and the x subscript refers to the molecular or
particulate component of the backscatter. The depolarization ratio is the ratio of the
signal intensity in the perpendicular channel to the parallel channel. The 532 nm volumescattering profiles for the parallel fip(z,X) and perpendicular P$(z,X) channels are defined
as
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Pr (z,X) = PmP(z,X) + Pp,,(z,yI),
p s (z,y I) = PmS{z,Z) + p pS{z,X).
The details of the molecular, particulate, and ozone models are presented in Section 3.3.
The following presents an example of how the Baseline and Backscatter Region
model is defined within CaliopSim. Figure 2.6 contains profiles of 532 nm volumebackscatter Pp(z,X) (solid lines), two-way transmission

(dotted lines), and

attenuated volume-backscatter P'p(z,X) (dashed lines). Each profile has a cirrus layer at
13.0 km to 15.0 km and a dust layer at 0.0 km to 1.0 km. The cirrus layer in plot (a) is
described as a weak scattering layer and the cirrus layer in plot (b) is described as a
strong scattering layer. The dust layer is the same in both plots and is considered as a
moderate scattering layer. The particulate optical properties for both the cirrus and dust
layers are defined in Table 2.1 [27], [28], [29]. The optical properties include cirrus and
dust layer particulate total volume-backscatter J3p(z,/1), volume-backscatter for the parallel
PPtp(z,X) and perpendicular pp ^(z,X) channels, volume-extinction ap(z,X)t optical depths
tp(z,/I),

depolarization ratios Sp(z,X), and extinction-to-backscatter ratios, or lidar ratios

Sp(z,X).
For the profile in plot (a), the particulate volume-backscatter and volume-extinction
coefficients for the cirrus layer are weaker than for the dust layer. The two-way
transmission (dotted line) is approximately 1.0 through and below the weak cirrus layer
and it decreases in value from the top to the base of the dust layer. The attenuated
volume-backscatter profile (dashed line) shows minimal loss in laser energy through and
below the cirrus layer and therefore, will permit detection of the lower dust layer. This
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Table 2.1. Cirrus and dust layer definitions
Layer
weak cirrus
strong cirrus
dust

(km sr )
0.0004
0.1
0.025

PP,p
(km sr )
0.000296
0.066
0.0185

(km^ p{ssr i)
0.00048
0.033
0.00648

Gpx)
(km"1
0.01
2.25
1.0

Tp
0.02
4.5
2.0

(sr)
22.5
22.5
40.0

0.5
0.5
0.35

will be shown later in an example of simulated data plotted in Figure 2.8. For the profile
in plot (b), the volume-backscatter and volume-extinction coefficients are stronger for the
cirrus layer than for the dust layer. The two way-transmission decreases rapidly through
the strong cirrus layer, remains constant below the cirrus layer (extinction due to the
molecular component is nearly constant), and decreases within the dust layer. The
attenuated volume-backscatter profile shows that the combined strong backscatter and
attenuation for the cirrus layer produces very small attenuated volume-backscatter values
at the base of the cloud layer and below. As will be shown in a later example using
Figure 2.8, the low attenuated volume-backscatter values from the base of the cirrus layer
to the surface will fall below the detection limits of CALIOP. Thus, the dust layer will
not be detected in the output lidar profile.
The background radiance is also collected at the same time as the backscatter
2
11
energy. The background radiance iBkgfaA) (Wm" pm" sr' ) is supplied by a two-stream,
plane parallel model, which computes a top of the atmosphere radiance from single
Rayleigh scattering plus a Lambertian surface and overlying layer [30]. The calculation
for background radiance is given by
A M

) = W H ' s W + /, W ) A ( A

(2-15)

where I r is the scattering intensity due to the Rayleigh component of the atmosphere, Is is
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Figure 2.6. Volume-backscatter, two-way transmission, and volume-attenuated
backscatter coefficient profiles for the 532 nm parallel channel. Profiles in parts (a) and
(b) include a cirrus layer at 13.0 km to 15.0 km and a dust layer at 0.0 km to 1.0 km. The
cirrus layer is described as weakly attenuating in part (a) and strongly attenuating in part
(b).

the Lambertian scattering intensity from the surface, I f is the scattering intensity from an
overlying layer, Tr is the two-way transmittance through the Rayleigh atmosphere, and z
corresponds to the profile elements within the Background Region. The details of the
background radiance model are provided in Section 3.2.

2.3.3 Instrument Models
The CALIOP receiver telescope collects both laser energy scattered back to the
lidar and solar background radiance. The amount of light collected by the telescope
depends upon the primary mirror effective area. CaliopSim calculates the primary mirror
effective area A r as the product of the fraction of the unobscured primary mirror area A c
•

*

2

(0.9) and the area of the receiver at the primary mirror y4o(0.7853m ),

(Ar = Ac*Aq =
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0.71 m ), where the diameter of the primary mirror is 1 meter. The solid angle subtended
by the receiver is defined as the primary mirror effective area divided by the square of the
distance from the receiver to the scattering volume (C2(r) =A r&2).
The fraction of light that passes through the receiver and on to the detectors
depends upon the (a) transmission of the field stop, (b) throughputs (both reflectivity and
transmission) of the optical elements in the receiver, and (c) optical filter transmissions
for the narrowband filters.
The field stop defines the receiver field-of-view and is located between the
telescope and aft optics. For the backscatter energy, the transmission of the field stop is
modeled as a percentage throughput and depends upon the effective transmitter half
angle beam divergence angle (6fc = 0.0675 mrad), receiver field-of-view (full angle

Q fo v

= 130.0 prad), separation of the laser from the telescope axes (£*=0.0 meters, <Sr=0.5
meters), and boresight misalignment (0x=0.0 mrad, 6fy=0.02 mrad). The percentage
throughput for both the 532 nm and 1064 nm channels is Tfsb,a = 0.788. The values
reported here for Sx, Sy, Ox, and 0y serve as approximations to the actual values. For the
solar background, the field stop transmission is determined by the receiver field-of-view
at the surface of Earth. Thus, the amount of solar background transmitted through the
field stop for both the 532 nm and 1064 nm channels depends upon the area within the
receiver field of view. Therefore, the amount of solar background transmitted through the
field stop is modeled as A f s s , a = 6597.1 m .
The optical throughputs of the optical elements in the receiver including the
telescope (primary and secondary), collimating lens, dichroic beam splitters, and
polarizing cube were measured in the laboratory by the instrument builders and modeled
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as a single percentage of optical throughput, Tr(A=532) = 0.77 and Tr(A=1064) = 0.82.
The receiver telescope collects the backscatter light and focuses it on the field stop. The
collimating lens collimates the light before it goes through the remaining receiver optics.
By collimating the light, the optical elements will receive light that is perpendicular to
their optical surfaces. The dichroic beam splitter separates the incoming light into the 532
nm and 1064 nm paths. The polarizing cube separates the parallel and perpendicular
components of the 532 nm signal into two separate paths.
The narrowband optical filter package for the 532 channel consists of a combined
Etalon and blocking filter, and the 1064 channel consists of a combined interference and
blocking filter. For both channels, the fraction of the backscatter energy that is
transmitted through the combined filters is the product of the normalized laser energy and
the filter transmission integrated over a range of wavelengths centered on the laser center
wavelength. The backscatter energy transmission factors for the 532 nm and 1064 nm
channels are computed as the product of the individual filter transmission factors
including: (a) narrowband filter transmission Tnbb,532 = 0.7 and Tnbb,io64 = 0.898, (b) peak
narrowband filter transmission Tpki532 = 0.87 and Tpk,io64 = 0.903, and (c) blocking filter
(solar) transmission TBs,532 = 0.73 and TBstio6 4 = 1.0.
The throughput for solar background light is determined by the area under the
transmission curve of the combined filters. The solar background throughput factors for
the 532 nm and 1064 nm channels are defined as Anbs,532 = 0.0587 nm and AnBs,io64 =
0.466 nm, respectively.
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When the return signal reaches the detector, the number of photons per second
collected by the receiver from a volume of atmosphere for the 1064 nm and both 532 nm
polarization states is calculated as
N r ( z ) = N Bt<.Az ) +Nmg,r’
^ ( z) = ^ , s - ( 4 + ^ , , .

(2-16)

N 1064 (z)
= N Bks,I064 (z)
+ N Bkg,1064
V /
V /
The Ngks,A(z) terms contain the backscatter contributions and the NBkg,x terms
contain the background contributions. Using the common wavelength reference X to
represent the three wavelengths for the 1064 nm and both 532 nm polarization states, the
expressions for the backscatter NBks,x(z) terms can be written as
(2.i7)
and the number of photons per second received from the solar background NBkgix can be
written as

N BX A = Ij^ - C Bks{Z),

(2.18)

where the scale factor Sx is 2.0 for the 532 channel and 1.0 for the 1064 channel. The
scale factor splits the signal for the 532 channel into the parallel and perpendicular
components.
•
To this point, the calibration coefficient C Bks(X) (units: photonsm 3 s"1sr) contains

the simulated instrument effects applied to the returned backscatter signal and is
expressed as

c Bb 0 ) = N r

W 7; W 7™ O ) 7™ W 7;., W -

(2.i9)
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A special case is made for the surface return. In this case, Sy/to is set to 1.0. In doing so,
this simulates the number of backscatter photons for the surface return as a single point
within the surface range bin.
The background calibration coefficient Cskg(^) (units: photons•J'1m3sr) is defined as

CBkg«

=K

m

P K * ( * K (A

(2.20)

The next step is to simulate the two detectors for the 1064 nm channel and the two
532 nm channels. The detector for the 1064 nm channel is an Avalanche Photodiode
(APD) and the detectors for the 532 nm channels are Photomultiplier Tubes (PMT). The
detector simulations are accomplished in two steps. The first step models electron
emission at the photocathode and the second step models the detector gain amplification
process.
When photons arrive at the detector photocathode, a photosensitive surface within
the photocathode emits a burst of electrons. The variations in the signal that occur as
photons are absorbed by the surface of a photocathode and converted into electrons are
referred to as shot noise [31]. This process follows Poisson statistics and can be
simulated by a Poisson distribution [32], [33]. The Poisson distribution is described as

(2.21)

where Pf;((j)(z, A), k) is the probability of generating A:electrons at the photocathode with
the mean arrival rate of (f>(z,X) photo electrons per range bin. In simulating this process, a
random deviate is then drawn from the Poisson distribution and stored within the profile
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<&(z,X) to represent the number of electrons generated at the photocathode from the range
bin z.
For the Background Region, the photoelectron mean arrival rate is defined as
K

M ) = O a * F K W + Vx-

(2-22)

where ijq(A) is the detector quantum efficiency, N qcW (units electrons per second) is the
detector dark current, and B is the system sampling interval (f?=0.1 microseconds). The
quantum efficiency is the measure of the effectiveness of the photocathode to produce
electron charge from incident photons [34]. The detector dark current arises from thermal
energy within the detector and is independent of the light collected by the detector [34].
Multiplication by B provides the conversion from electron per second to electrons per
range bin. Both the quantum efficiency and detector dark current are characteristics of the
photocathode and are provided by the instrument developers. The values for quantum
efficiency are: rjq(532 nm) = 0.109 and rjq(1064 nm) = 0.4 [35]. The values for detector
dark current are:

N d c (5 3 2

nm) = 2.13e+3 electron s'1and N d c ( 1 0 6 4 nm) = 3.8e+8

electrons s’1. The dark current values defined here simulate the lidar end-of-life
conditions. The dark current value for the 532 nm detector is the true detector dark
current. For the 1064 nm detector, the dark current value is the noise-equivalent dark
current.
For both the Baseline and Backscatter Regions, the mean photoelectron arrival
rates are defined as
*«. M ) = [ ( * » . M ) + * » , W K 0 ) + tfflc W ] B■
A special case is made for the surface and the mean number of photoelectrons is
computed as

(2-23)
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*», ( ■ =

N *. f s v / ^ K (* ) + [* « * P H W +

( *)] *>

(2.24)

where the first term represents the number of photoelectrons for the surface return as a
single point within the surface range bin and the second term represents the volume
return from the atmospheric component of the surface bin.
An example provided in Figure 2.7 will be used to show the CaliopSim steps from
attenuated volume-backscatter to digitizer counts. The example begins with the profile
labeled (a), which is a 532 nm (parallel channel) attenuated volume-backscatter profile
P ’p(z) with a cirrus layer at 13.0 km to 15.0 km and dust layer at 0.0 km to 1.0 km. The
profile labeled (b) has been converted to mean number of electrons at the detector
photocathode (f)(z,X). The profile labeled (c) shows the random results <P(z,l), or Poisson
deviates, generated from the mean number of electrons at the photocathode (p(z,l). The
electrons generated at the photocathode are plotted as single points (integer values) and
only the non-zero Poisson deviates are included in this plot. The profile labeled (d) shows
the results after applying the detector gain and the profile labeled (e) shows the profile in
the final output form of digitizer counts. The profiles labeled (d) and (e) will be discussed
later in this subsection.
The electrons generated at the detector photocathode are directed by electrode
voltages towards the electron multiplier where gain multiplication takes place. The gain
multiplication takes place through a process called secondary emission. The PMT gain
multiplication occurs as electrons are accelerated through a series of dynodes each having
a dynode gain multiplication factor [32]. Upon impacting each dynode, secondary
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Figure 2.7. Five profiles for the 532 nm parallel channel, labeled (a) through (e),
summarize the CaliopSim process beginning with photons arriving at photocathode to the
digitized signal. The profiles are described as: (a) volume-attenuated backscatter, knf'sr'
l; (b) mean number of electrons generated at photocathode; (c) number of electrons at
photocathode after applying random process; (d) results after detector gain multiplication,
signal current at detector anode, Amperes; (e) at final stage, digitized signals in counts.

electrons are released and accelerated towards the next dynode until reaching the detector
anode. The APD operates by converting each detected photon into a cascade of moving
carrier pairs [34]. As photons are absorbed by the APD, electron-hole pairs are generated
and a strong reverse-bias voltage sweeps one carrier towards the multiplication region.
This process creates an “avalanche” of electrons in the substrate and eventually results in
electron multiplication, which is the mechanism by which APDs produce internal gain.
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For both detectors, at the detector anode, the multiplied electrons are collected as an
output signal in Amperes.
The detector simulation for the PMT uses a multiply stochastic Neyman type-A
process [32], [36] to calculate the probabilities of obtaining k electrons at the detector
anode for the <t>(z, A) electrons generated at the photocathode. The Neyman type-A
process assumes the secondary electron emission at each dynode stage having a
multiplication factor m is a Poisson process. For the CALIOP PMT, the detector gain is
1.5e6, the number of dynode stages n is 13, and the multiplication factor, or mean dynode
gain, m is 2.98595971 [35].
The secondary electron emission for the APD is modeled using a combined Poisson
and Gaussian probability distribution [37], [38] to calculate the probabilities of obtaining
k electrons at the detector anode for the mean number of photoelectrons generated at the
photocathode, (j)(z,A). For CALIOP, the APD detector gain is 100.0 [35].
In CaliopSim, the random, gain amplified signals generated at the detector anode
are (a) scaled by the system sampling interval B (0.1 psec) to convert the simulated signal
to electrons per second and (b) multiplied by elemental electron charge e to produce a
signal in Amperes. The resulting CaliopSim profile at the detector anode is given as
'i>(z,X) = PD( S ( z , Z ) , k ) e / B ,

(2.25)

where Po(S(z,A),k) represents the random process implemented for each detector,
E(z,A),k) defines the electron distribution at the photocathode (cP(z,A) for PMT or (j)(z, A)
for APD), and the subscript D refers to PMT or APD. The calibration coefficients for
backscatter CsksW (units: m 3sr-A) and background CBkg(A) (units: J"1m3 sr-As) are also
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multiplied by the detector quantum efficiency rjq(X), elemental electron charge e, and the
mean detector gain Gd(A) and are defined as
( % , (A)G d {x) e

(2.26)

c sks ( a ) = CBtg ( X) % (A)Gd (A)«.

(2.27)

(A) =
and

This is the final calibration coefficient defined for the solar background signal. Directly
following the detectors, the average background is subtracted from W(z, X) at the
Transimpedance Amplifiers. The calibration coefficient for the backscatter signal Csks(^)
will be updated to include the effects of the follow-on amplifiers and filters, but will be
renamed as the system calibration coefficient C(X).
In reference to Figure 2.7, the profile labeled (d) contains the CaliopSim gain
amplified signal profile in units of Amperes that resulted after applying Eq. (2.25) to
0(z,yI), the electrons generated at the photocathode. Since the profile elements in 0(z,X)
are generated by random process, multiple realizations of the same initial conditions will
not yield duplicate results. Thus providing simulated lidar data that closely models the
detector noise characteristics of CALIOP.
Downstream of each CALIOP detector are series of amplifiers and a low-pass
filter. The first in the series of amplifiers is the pre-amplifier, or Transimpedance
Amplifier (TIA). The function of the TIA is twofold, first is to perform electronic
background subtraction [39], then to apply a gain in V/A to produce a signal in Volts.
To model the TIA background subtraction, CaliopSim first calculates the average
background as
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(2.28)

where N b is the number of elements in the Background Region. The average background
value is then subtracted from each element in the detector gain amplified signal profile
W(z,X) within the Baseline and Backscatter Regions. To complete the TIA simulation, the
background subtracted signals are multiplied by the TIA gain G t(A) (V/A) to produce a
signal in Volts. The wavelength dependent TIA gain values used in CaliopSim are listed
in Table 2.2 [35]. The background subtracted, TIA gain amplified signal profiles in units
of Volts are given as
(2.29)
Following the TIA, the CALIOP signal is split into two paths and receives either
high- or low-gain voltage amplification. The gain amplifiers along the high- and low-gain
paths provide both variable-gain (for day or night settings) and fixed-gain amplification.
The high-gain signals are used to detect weak signals and rescaled low-gain signals are
used to replace the high-gain signals that saturate the 14-bit digitizers. This effectively
provides an effective 22-bit dynamic range for the digitized signal.
For the 1064 nm channel, both the high- and low-gain paths contain variable-gain
and fixed-gain amplifiers. Along the 532 nm channel paths, the high-gain signal receives
both variable-gain and fixed-gain amplification, and the low-gain path only receives
fixed-gain amplification. In CaliopSim, the gain-amplification values are applied as
multiplicative factors to the signal profiles. The wavelength specific, variable-gain values
Gyp(A) and fixed-gain values Gpp(A) where the subscript P indicates high- or low-gain
path, are listed in Table 2.2 [35].
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The CaliopSim analog signal profiles for both the high- and low-gain signal paths
in units of Volts are now defined as
Pt„ (z, X) = P{z , X) GVP(X)G fp (A).

(2.30)

Before converting the signals to digitized count values, CALIOP first adds a
constant DC-offset to the signals to prevent clipping of negative-going noise excursions
that result when the background is subtracted from small backscatter signals. Then the
signals are passed through a third order low-pass Bessel filter to temporally spread and
combine the effects of each signal pulse. The low-pass filter produces a minimum pulse
width that is twice as wide as the CALIOP sampling interval of 15.0 meters. Finally, the
filtered signals are then passed to the CALIOP ADC modules for digitization.
For CaliopSim, the constant DC-offset values BLp(X) for each high- and low-gain
path are defined in units of digitizer count value. Therefore, to simulate the above three
CALIOP processes, CaliopSim first multiplies the simulated analog signals (units: Volts)
by the conversion factor Cad (units: count/Volt) to produce a digitized signal in units of
counts. The value for

C ad

is defined as (214-1 ) / D y p s , where D

4096.0). At the same time a fixed gain

G ad

vfs

is 4 Volts [35]

equal to 2.0 is applied to the

C ad

{C ad =

conversion

factor. Once the simulated signals are converted to units of digitizer counts, a constant
DC-offset BLp(,I) is added. The wavelength specific, DC-offset values BLp(A) are listed
in Table 2.2.
At this point in the simulation, the CaliopSim profiles for both the high- and lowgain paths are specified in units of count value and are defined as
Pp (z, X) = Pp ( z , X) G ad ( X) C ad + BLP{X).

(2.31)
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Table 2.2. TIA, VGA, post-amplifier gain, and baseline counts

532 nm Day
532 nm Night
1064 nm Day
1064 nm Night

532 nm Day
532 nm Night
1064 nm Day
1064 nm Night

TIA Gain
V/A

V ariable-amplifier,
High Gain, V

Post-amplifier,
High Gain, V

GT(l)
2.49e3
2.49e3
1.1 le6
1.1 le6

G vhW
28.18
177.8
16.52
31.62

GpuOV
1.25
1.25
6.15
6.15

TIA Gain
V/A

V ariable-amplifier,
Low Gain, V

Post-amplifier,
Low Gain, V

G t(A)
2.49e3
2.49e3
1.1 le6
1.1 le6

G vL(A)
1.0
1.0
4.85
4.85

Gpl(A)
1.25
1.25
1.23
1.23

Baseline Counts,
High Gain,
Counts
B lh W

5500.0
1600.0
7500.0
3000.0
Baseline Counts,
Low Gain,
Counts
B ll W

1200.0
1200.0
2000.0
1600.0

To simulate the CALIOP low-pass filter, the CaliopSim Pp(z,A) profiles are
convolved with an analytical approximation of the CALIOP system impulse response.
The details of this process are described in Subsection 5.3.1.
Before the CALIOP digitized signals are prepared for downlink, the effects of the
fixed DC-offset are removed from the profile data. CALIOP computes average DC-offset
values for both the high and low-gain signal paths using the measured signals obtained
from the High Altitude Baseline Region. The average DC-offset values are then
subtracted from the digitized signals within the Backscatter Region before the data are
averaged to the downlink data resolution. CaliopSim simulates this process by first
computing the averages over the Baseline Region for the three wavelength channels
along their respective high and low-gain paths. The average DC-offset values for the
high-gain paths P d c . h W and low-gain paths P

d c .l

W

are computed as

where zbase and ztop are the index values in the H(z) altitude array at the base and top
altitudes of the Baseline Region, respectively. Here,

ub

is the total number of elements in

the Baseline Region.
For the elements of P h (z,A ) that do not saturate the high-gain 14-bit digitizer, the
final digitized signals are staged for vertical averaging after subtracting the high-gain
average DC-offset P dc ,h ( V as
Pm (z, X) = PH ( z , X ) - P KiH (X).

(2.33)

For the P h (z,X ) elements that saturate the high-gain 14-bit digitizer, the corresponding
low-gain signals in P l (z,A ) are re-scaled as
PBt, (z, X) = (PL ( z , X y p ^ (X))GS(X),

(2.34)

where Gs(/\) is the high- and low-gain ratio and is defined as

sV ’

Gr , ( X) G p l (X)

The final CaliopSim wavelength dependent system calibration coefficients (units:
counts-m sr) are stored in the CaliopSim output data as
C( X) = N„ { X )^ ~ A rTfsb (X)T r {X)T nbb (X)T fk (X)T ss (X)
td

(2.36)

x % ( X) e GD{X)GT{X)GVp {X)GFp (X)G adCad.
In reference to Figure 2.7, the profile labeled (e) contains the CaliopSim simulated
profile in units of counts that resulted after application of the TIA background
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subtraction, TIA amplification, variable- and fixed-gain amplification, application of lowpass filter, digitization, and DC-offset correction.
The final steps in CaliopSim include vertically averaging the PsksfeA) profiles, and
after processing 15 profiles (one major frame), horizontally averaging the 15 profiles to
the altitude dependent horizontal averaging scheme. The altitude dependent vertical
resolutions are listed in Table 1.1 and summarized in Table 2.3.
Figure 2.8 contains images of CaliopSim profile data for the 532 nm parallel (a)
and perpendicular (b) channels. Each image contains 960 profiles and each profile
extends from -2.0 km to 20.0 km in altitude. The profiles are divided into 4 sections of
240 profiles. Each section contains a dust layer near the surface, and the first three
sections contain a cloud layer. The volume-backscatter and volume-extinction
coefficients within each cloud layer vary linearly from the first to the last profile to
produce returns that range from weak to strong. The volume-backscatter and volumeextinction coefficients for the aerosol layer remain constant for all 960 profiles. The
following lists for each layer, the layer type, layer base and top altitudes, and a profile
number:
1. Subvisible cirrus, 15.0 km to 17.0 km, profiles 1-240
2. Cirrus, 13.0 km to 15.0 km, profiles 241-480
3. Stratus, 1.0 km to 2.0 km, profiles 481 -720
4. Desert Dust, 0.0 km to 1.0 km, profiles 1-960
Table 2.4 contains the ranges of the particulate total, parallel, and perpendicular
volume-backscatter coefficients, volume-extinction coefficients, depolarization ratios,
and extinction-to-backscatter ratios for all four layers. Table 2.5 contains the average
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Table 2.3. CALIOP horizontal and vertical averaging regions
Altitude Region, km

Vertical Resolution, meters
532 nm
300.0
180.0
60.0
30.0
300.0

40.0 to 30.1
30.1 to 20.2
20.2 to 8.2
8.2 to -0.5
-0.5 to -2.0

Horizontal Resolution,
km

1064 nm
N/A
180.0
60.0
60.0
300.0

5.0
1.67
1.0
0.333
0.333

Table 2.4. Layer optical properties
Layer
1
2
3
4

i
(km sr )
0.0005-0.012
0.0004-0.1
0.01-0.22
0.025

Pp.p
(km sr )
0.00033-0.008
0.000296-0.066
0.01-0.22
0.0185

Ppf
(km sr )
0.000167-0.004
0.00048-0.033
0.0
0.00648

Op
(km'1)
0.015-0.36
0.01-2.25
0.18-4.0
1.0

sP
(sr)
30.0
22.5
18.0
40.0

sp
0.5
0.5
0.0
0.35

Table 2.5. Average Rayleigh layer optical properties
Layer
1
2
3
4

Pm
(knf'sr"1)
0.0002
0.0003
0.0013
0.0015

P m .P

(k in sr"1)
0.0002
0.0003
0.0013
0.0015

Pm, S
(km^sr"1)
7.37e-7
1.008e-6
4.665e-6
5.145e-6

<jm
(km'1)
0.00178
0.0025
0.0114
0.0125

Sm
0.0035
0.0035
0.0035
0.0035

sm
(sr)
8.4
8.4
8.4
8.4

molecular total, parallel, and perpendicular volume-backscatter coefficients, volumeextinction coefficients, depolarization ratios, and extinction-to-backscatter ratios over the
vertical extent of each layer [40], [41].
Extinction-to-backscatter ratios for the clouds typically range from 18.0 for water
clouds to 30.0 for clouds consisting mostly of ice particles [27], [28], [29]. Extinction-tobackscatter ratios for aerosols for both 532 nm and 1064 nm are reported by Omar [42]
and given parenthetically (532 nm, 1064 nm) as polluted dust (65.0, 30.0), polluted
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continental (70.0, 30.0), desert dust (40.0, 30.0), biomass burning (70.0, 40.0), marine
(20.0, 45.0), and background (35.0, 30.0).
This example shows how optical properties in an atmosphere model can be
adjusted to produce a wide variety of cloud and aerosol layers. The height and optical
properties of the dust layer remain constant for all 960 profiles. As the attenuation in the
three clouds layers increases, the detection of the dust layer below decreases to the point
of zero detection. The subvisible cirrus layer #1 remains transmissive for all 240 profiles
and this allows detection of the entire true cloud base. The true cloud base is detected
near the left edges of the cirrus (layer #2) and stratus (layer #3) layers, but as the
attenuation increases to the right the true cloud base is no longer available. All layers,
except for the stratus (layer #3), are depolarizing and the strength of the backscatter
signals can be seen in the 532 nm perpendicular channel image.
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Figure 2.8. Simulated CaliopSim data for the 532 nm parallel and perpendicular channels.
The four layers include (1) subvisible cirrus 15.0 km to 17.0 km, (2) cirrus 13.0 km to
15.0 km, (3) stratus 1.0 km to 2.0 km, and (4) desert dust layer 0.0 km to 1.0 km.
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The CaliopSim process is summarized in Table 2.6. The steps #1 through #4
perform initialization procedures. Step #5 reads and stores L-Gen layer definitions scenes
(300 major frames or less). Steps #6 through #19 perform the Major Frame Loop, which
consecutively process 15 profile sets (one major frame) in an L-Gen layer definition
scene. The CaliopSim calibration coefficient elements are summarized in Table 2.7.

Table 2.6. CaliopSim process

1.

2.

3.
4.

5.

6.

Initialization
Process CaliopSim initialization files:
a. Run-time Configuration
b. Instrument Configuration
c. APD/PMTCDFs
Define altitude and range arrays:
a. High resolution, 1 5 meter bins, H(z)
b. Averaged resolution, V532 (2) and V1064 (2 )
c. Range, Range (z)
Compute calibration constants:
a. See Table 2.7
Define CaliopSim ozone and molecular data
a. Ozone number density N 0 3 (2)
b. 532 nm ozone extinction cross-section, K0 3
c. Molecular number density N d (z)
d. Rayleigh molecular extinction cross-section, k r (X)
e. Rayleigh phase function, P r(X , 6)
Input L-Gen Layer Definition Scenes
Extract the L-Gen structures:
a. File Structure - Describes file attributes
b. Profile Structure - Stores particulate layer definitions
i. Depolarization Ratio SP532
ii. Lidar Ratio S p 532 , S P1064
iii. Volume-extinction Coefficients CJP532, <Jpio64
c. Profile Attributes - Describes profile attributes
d. Layer Structure - Describes layer attributes
Major Frame Loop
Build CaliopSim particulate profiles
a. Depolarization Ratio Sp(z, X)
b. Lidar Ratio Sp(z, X)
c. Volume-extinction Coefficients cjp (z ,X)
d. Total Volume-backscatter Coefficients f3p(z,/1)
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Note: Initialize dp, /3p, and Sp to 0.0 and Sp to 1.0.
The L-Gen layer data are transferred to the CaliopSim particulate profiles as follows

where I top and I Base, the top and base index locations relative to the H(z) altitude array.
7. Process MetManager data
a. Ozone Profile
i. Extract MetManager ozone number density
ii. Merge with CaliopSim ozone number density
iii. Calculate Ozone volume-extinction coefficients, dos(z,X)
b. Molecular Profiles
i. Extract MetManager molecular number density
ii. Merge with CaliopSim molecular number density
iii. Calculate molecular volume-extinction coefficients, dm(z,X)
iv. Calculate molecular volume-backscatter coefficients, p m(z,X)
c. Extract MetManager ancillary data__________________________________
8. Calculate CaliopSim Baseline and Backscatter Region profiles for:
a. Total volume-extinction coefficients, d(z,X)
b. Optical Depth
i. Total, r(z,X)
ii. Optically thickest layer, tl(z,X)
c. Two-way Transmission, T2(z,X)
d. Total and Polarized volume-backscatter coefficients
i. P(z,X=1064 nm)
ii. pp (z,X=532 nm)
iii. p$(z, X=532 nm)
e. Total and Polarized Attenuated volume-backscatter coefficients
i. P'(z,X=1064 nm)
ii. P'p(z,X=532 nm)
____________ iii. Ps(z, X=532 nm)__________________________________________________
9. Calculate solar background radiance, Ipkz(z,X)____________________________________
10. Apply instrument effects (laser, telescope, and receiver) to produce:
a. Number of photons per second for Background Region, Npkg(z,X)
b. Number of photons per second for Baseline and Backscatter Regions,
N bJcs(z,X)
c. Total Number of photons per second, N(z,X) = Nskx(z, X) + NBks(z,X)_______
11. Simulate mean number of electrons generation at detector photocathode to
produce:_____________________________________________________________
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a. Mean number of electrons per range bin for Background Region, </>Bkg(z,X)
b. Mean number of electrons per range bin for Baseline and Backscatter
________ Regions, <pBks(z,^)_______________________________________________
12. Simulate random number of electrons generation at detector photocathode to
produce:
a. Random number of electrons per range bin for Background Region,
0Bkg(z,
b. Random number of electrons per range bin for Baseline and Backscatter
________ Regions, 0 Bks(z,A)_______________________________________________
13. Simulate random detector gain, Po(E(z,l),k) 0 Bkg(z,X), 0 Bks(z,A)
a. PMT - Neyman type-A process, E(z, A) = 0 Bkg(z,X) and 0 Bks(z,X)
b. APD - Webb process, E(z,X) = (f>Bkg(z,/1) and $Bks(z,X)_________________
14. Convert gain amplified electrons per range bin to Amperes per range bin,
WBkg(z,X), iPBks(z,X)__________________________________________________
15. Calculate an average background, A*Bkg (2)
16. Simulate Lidar Receiver Electronics (LRE) Unit through Analog-to-digital
Converter.
a. Transimpedance Amplifier (TIA)
i. Perform electronic background-subtraction, P(z,X) = xPBks(z,X)-

17.
18.

19.
20.

ii. Apply TIA gain, G tiaW
b. Apply Variable Gain Amplifier (VGA) gain
i. High gain, GVH(X)
ii. Low gain, G v l ( X )
c. Apply Post-amplifier Gain
i. High gain, GFH(X)
ii. Low gain, GflQI)
d. Add DC-offset
i. High gain, BLH(X)
ii. Low gain, BLk(X)
e. Apply ADC Gain, Gadc(^)
f. Apply Analog-to-digital Conversion, ADC
g. Simulate low pass filter__________________________________________
Calculate an average DC-offset over Baseline Region______________________
Simulate CALIPSO Payload Data Handling Unit (PDHU)
a. Subtract average DC-offset
b. Merge high- and low-gain if necessary to produce effective 22-bit
resolution
c. Apply vertical averaging to Backscatter Region______________________
Apply horizontal averaging to one major frame (15 Profiles) of Backscatter
Region Data________________________________________________________
Output major frame data______________________________________________
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Table 2.7. Calibration constant terms included in both Cbics(A) and CskgW
Term
NP(l)
S v( td)
td
Ar

surface
A fssW
TfsbW
Tr(X)
Tnbb(^)
TpkW
A nbs(A)
TbsW
Thffl
e
Gd(X)
Gt (V
Gy(A)
Gp(X)
Gadc(^)
Cad

Description
Number of photons.
Length of the scattering volume for a pulse
duration of tq.
Pulse duration.
Primary mirror effective area.
Range to surface (background solid angle)
Amount of solar energy transmitted through
the receiver field stop.
Fraction of laser energy transmitted through
the receiver field stop.
Percentage of optical throughputs of optical
elements.
Narrowband filter transmission for
backscatter.
Peak narrowband filter transmission for
backscatter.
Narrowband filter throughput for solar
background light.
532 nm blocking filter transmission for
backscatter.
Detector quantum efficiency.
Elemental electron charge.
PMT and APD Detector gain.
Transimpedance (TIA) gain.
Variable amplifier gain.
Post-amplifier gain.
Analog-to-digital gain.
Analog-to-digital conversion.

Units
none

Section
2.3.1

meters

2.3.1, 4.4

seconds
m2
m

2.3.1, 4.4
2.3.3, 5.1.1
2.3.3

m2

2.3.3, 5.1.2

none

2.3.3, 5.1.2

none

2.2.3, 5.1.3

none

2.3.3, 5.1.4

none

2.3.3, 5.1.4

m

2.3.3, 5.1.4

none

2.3.3, 5.1.4

none
As
none
V/A
V/V

2.3.3, 5.2
2.3.3, 5.2
2.3.3, 5.2
2.3.3
2.3.3
2.3.3
2.3.3
2.3.3

v/v
V/V
counts/V

CHAPTER 3
ATMOSPHERE AND SURFACE MODELS

The CaliopSim atmosphere models provide the optical, microphysical, and
temporal properties of the molecular, aerosol, and cloud components of the atmosphere at
the wavelengths specific to the CALIOP lidar. For each simulated CALIOP laser pulse,
CaliopSim generates atmosphere models for the Background, Baseline, and Backscatter
Regions that include the same natural variability found within the atmosphere that
CALIOP will measure throughout each orbit.
The elements used to build the CaliopSim atmosphere models includes: the range
of the laser energy from the satellite; the altitude above mean sea level of the laser energy
as it is transported through the atmosphere; conditions of the Earth’s surface at each
measurement point (latitude, longitude, surface elevation, surface type
(land/water/vegetation), lighting (day/night), and wind speed over the ocean); solar
background; and the lidar backscatter and extinction properties of the molecular and
particulate components of the atmosphere.
This chapter is divided into three sections. Section 3.1 describes the range array and
altitude arrays, the CALIPSO 16-day orbit track database, and the ancillary data
contained in the MetManager. Section 3.2 describes the solar background model. Section
3.3 describes the ozone, molecular, surface backscatter model, and particulate (cloud and
aerosol) model.
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3.1 Lidar Measurement Environment
3.1.1 Range and Altitude Arrays
The volume-backscatter profiles computed within CaliopSim (Eq. (2.2) and
reproduced in Eq. (3.1)) are functions of both height above mean sea level and range
from the lidar.
P( z , X) = \ c ( X ) P \ z , X ) .
r

(3.1)

In Figure 3.1 the relationship between range from the lidar and height above mean
sea level is illustrated using the lidar solid angle subtended by the receiver. The solid
angle fl(r) is defined as the primary mirror effective area A r divided by the square of the
distance from the receiver to the scattering volume r 2 , (Q(r) = A r/t 2 ). In this example, the
vertex of the lidar solid angle is drawn at the tick mark labeled 40.0 km above mean sea
level (MSL) and at the distance 665.009 km from the lidar. During the simulation, the
altitude registered elements of attenuated backscatter (3'(z,X) are be scaled by the solid
angle Q(r), where the term Ar remains constant and is included in the calibration
coefficient C(A) and the r term varies with distance from the lidar. Thus, to accurately
simulate Eq. (3.1), range and height must be correlated.
The range elements are calculated along the lidar range vector and the lidar
sampling frequency determines the size of each range bin. The spacecraft pointing
geometry determines the lidar range vector and the lidar signal sampling frequency is 10
MHz making the size of each sampling interval 15.0 meters. The lidar pulse is not
pointed directly downward toward the surface of the Earth, but is pointed at a small angle
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665.054 km

39.955 km
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Figure 3.1. Relationship between range from lidar, altitude above mean sea level and the
lidar solid angle.

off the spacecraft geodetic local vertical to avoid specular reflection of the lidar pulse into
the receiver system. This small offset angle, or off-nadir angle, is used to determine the
lidar range vector.
The CaliopSim altitude array H(z) is then given by
H (z ) = H sc-{ra n g e(z)co s(0 N)),

(3.2)
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where H(z) is the height of a point above MSL that is at a distance range(z) from the
spacecraft and along the lidar range vector. Here, Hsc is the altitude of the spacecraft and
On is the off-nadir angle. For CaliopSim, nominal values for Hsc and On are defined as
705.0 km and 0.3°, respectively. Figure 3.2 illustrates how a lidar return range bin of
length 15.0 meters is associated to a height element H(z). The H(z) array extends from
100.0 km to -2.0 km altitude relative to the mean sea level and completely includes the
CALIOP Baseline and Backscatter Regions.
In addition to the H(z) array, height arrays corresponding the variable averaging
resolutions, V ^ z ) and V 1064(2) 9are generated. The top and base altitudes of the variably
averaged regions are labeled along the vertical axis in Fig. 15. The averaging regions are
numbered 1 through 5.

3.1.2 Orbit Track and Ancillary Data
The measurement locations for the simulated profiles are obtained from the
predicted one second CALIPSO 16-day orbit track database. Using the CALIOP pulse
repetition rate Pr of 20.16 Hz, the one-second track data are interpolated to the CALIPSO
orbit track to produce a nominal footprint spacing of 333.0 meters.
The ancillary data are taken from the MetManager and includes: tropopause height
(km) and temperature (K); latitude (degrees); longitude (degrees); IGBP surface type
(land/water/vegetation index) [17]; digital elevation model surface elevation [18]; date;
time; and lighting conditions (day/night).
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Figure 3.2. Illustration of lidar geometry and altitude registration.

3.2 Background Region Atmosphere Model

The atmosphere model for the Background Region is computed once for each laser
pulse. The background radiance IskgfaA) (W m^pm^sr'1) is supplied by a two-stream,
plane parallel model, which computes a top of the atmosphere radiance from single
Rayleigh scattering plus a Lambertian surface and overlying layer [30]. The calculation
for background radiance is given by
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(3.3)
where Ir is the scattering intensity due to the Rayleigh component of the atmosphere, Is is
the Lambertian scattering intensity from the surface, Ip is the scattering intensity from the
strongest overlying cloud or aerosol layer, and z is the profile element within the
Background Region. This equation is applied as stated provided the layer optical depth is
less than or equal to 20. If the layer optical depth exceeds 20, then Is(/i) is set to 0.0.
The Rayleigh scattering intensity is defined as
(3.4)

where b \ is the wavelength dependent solar spectral irradiance (1848.0 for 532 nm, 668.0
for 1064 nm, W m '^ m '1), P r (/i) is the Rayleigh scattering phase function,

jLio is

the cosine

of the solar zenith angle (usually set to 89.999 for night and 25.84 for day), fie is the
cosine of the observing zenith angle (jue= 1), and

2
Tr

(A) is the two way transmittance

through Rayleigh atmosphere. The Rayleigh scattering phase function is defined as
(3.5)
and the Rayleigh two-way transmission is

(3.6)

where

tr (A)

is the Rayleigh optical depth (0.1 for 532 nm, 0.006 for 1064 nm).

The Lambertian scattering intensity for the surface is defined as
(3.7)
where

a s(A )

is the wavelength dependent surface reflectance.
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The scattering intensity for an overlying layer is defined as
(3.8)
where ap(X) is the feature (cloud or aerosol layer) albedo and is defined as

(3.9)

Lp(/i) is the Lambertian reflectance from a cloud or aerosol layer, including the direct
beam and is defined as
(3.10)

where g is the asymmetry parameter (0.84) and

tf(/i)

is the optical depth of the highest in

altitude cloud or aerosol layer.
Figure 3.3 contains computed 532 nm and 1064 nm solar radiance values for a
range of surface albedo values and layer optical depths at the solar zenith angles (SZA) of
5°, 45°, and 85°. The 532 nm solar radiances are in part (a) and the 1064 nm solar
radiances are in part (b). The solar zenith angles 5°, 45°, and 85° represent a range of
high to low background lighting conditions. The layer optical depths range from 0.1 to
2.0 and are labeled on the set of curves for solar zenith angle at 45°. The surface albedo
values range from 0.1 to 0.9. These results show that for daytime conditions (solar zenith
angles at 5° and 45°) and for low surface albedos, the solar radiance values increase as
the layer optical depths increase. However, when surface albedos are high, the layer
optical depths have less of an influence on the solar radiance. For the nighttime
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Figure 3.3. 532 nm and 1064 nm solar radiance values for surface albedos from 0.1 to 0.9
and layer optical depths from 0.1 to 2.0 at the solar zenith angles 5°, 45°, and 85°. The
532 nm solar radiances are in part (a) and the 1064 nm solar radiances are in part (b).
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conditions, solar zenith angle at 85°, the solar radiance is nearly constant for all surface
albedos and layer optical depths.
Figure 3.4 is a color-modulated image of lidar profiles generated by CaliopSim for
daytime conditions. The image contains a weak aerosol layer from the surface to nearly
3.0 km and highly attenuating cloud layers from 2.0 km to 6.0 km. The surface can be
identified as a solid white line near 0.0 km, except near the left edge where the terrain
becomes mountainous. The surface albedo values are constant at 0.15. The aerosol layer
optical depths are very low, but the cloud layer optical depths are very high. The high
layer optical depths increase the solar background level and this can be identified in the
image as streaking above the clouds.
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•M
Tj
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5
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m
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3200 km

<---------------------- --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ►

Figure 3.4. CaliopSim data for daytime conditions. Reflection off the clouds increases the
background levels and adds noise to the signal. The noise in the data shows up as streaks
above the clouds.
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3.3 Baseline and Backscatter Region Atmosphere Models
In the Baseline Region, the extinction and backscatter of the lidar pulse energy is
due to the molecular and ozone components of the atmosphere. In the Backscatter
Region, the extinction and backscatter of the lidar pulse energy is due to the molecular,
ozone, and particulate (aerosol and cloud) components in the atmosphere. The ozone and
molecular models corresponding to each CALIOP lidar pulse are computed internally to
CaliopSim and are described in Subsection 3.3.1. However, the particulate model can
become complex due to the variety of the aerosol and cloud components of the
atmosphere. To provide the users of CaliopSim flexibility in defining the aerosol and
cloud models, the IDL procedure named Layer Generator (L-Gen) builds the aerosol and
cloud models according to user specified input. Subsection 3.3.2 describes the L-Gen
process.

3.3.1 Ozone and Molecular Models
Corresponding to a single CALIOP laser pulse, CaliopSim builds the ozone and
molecular models as profiles of 532 nm ozone volume-extinction; 532 nm and 1064 nm
molecular volume-extinction; and 532 nm parallel, 532 nm perpendicular, and 1064 nm
molecular volume-backscatter.
The models are generated from profiles of ozone and molecular number density
that are stored internally within CaliopSim and retrieved from the MetManager.
CaliopSim stores one ozone number density profile [43] and five molecular number
density profiles [44]. The ozone number density profile No 3 (z) extends from 0.0 km to
100 km and is defined in units m'3. A profile of the CaliopSim ozone number density is
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plotted as a function of altitude in Figure 3.5 part (a). The molecular number density
profiles N d (z) extend from 0.0 km to 100.0 km, are defined in units m'3; and include the
U.S. Standard, 1976; tropical, mid-latitude summer; mid-latitude winter; and sub-arctic.
Profiles of the five CaliopSim molecular number density profiles are plotted as functions
of altitude in Figure 3.5 part (b), and are identified by the line styles as listed within the
figure legend.
The MetManager ozone and molecular number density profiles are reported at the
locations coincident with the CALIPSO 16-day orbit track. The MetManager includes
*
3
vertical profiles of molecular number density (nf 3 ), ozone number density
(nf
), and

temperature (K) [16]. The MetManager molecular and ozone number density profiles
extend from 0.0 km to 60.0 km and are merged with the CaliopSim molecular and ozone
number density profiles to produce density profiles that extend to 100.0 km in altitude.
The number density models are merged using a linear interpolation over the altitude
range 44.5 km to 45.5 km. The merged molecular and ozone number density profiles are
interpolated to the CaliopSim altitude profile H(z).
Once the number density profiles are available, the volume-extinction and volumebackscatter profiles are generated. The 532 nm ozone volume-extinction coefficient
0 0 3 (2)

(km-1) profile, is defined as
CTo, {z ) = Ko,Noi {z ) ’

where

koj

= 2.728461e-31 km is the 532 nm ozone extinction cross-section at 220.0 K

[45]. The CaliopSim internal 532 nm ozone volume-extinction coefficient profile is
plotted as a function of altitude in Figure 3.6 (part a). The extinction due to ozone is
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Figure 3.5. Number density profiles for (a) ozone and (b) molecular.
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small, but significant for the 532 nm channel. The 1064 nm extinction and 532 nm
backscatter are insignificant and are not included in the simulated data.
Once the number density profiles are available, the volume-extinction and volumebackscatter profiles are generated. The 532 nm ozone volume-extinction coefficient
cto3 (z) (km'1) profile, is defined as
° o , ( z ) = Ko1No ,(z ) ’
where

kqs

<3-2)

= 2.72846le-3 1 km is the 532 nm ozone extinction cross-section at 220.0 K

[45]. The CaliopSim internal 532 nm ozone volume-extinction coefficient profile is
plotted as a function of altitude in Figure 3.6 (part a). The extinction due to ozone is
small, but significant for the 532 nm channel. The 1064 nm extinction and 532 nm
backscatter are insignificant and are not included in the simulated data.
The 532 nm and 1064 nm molecular volume-extinction coefficient <7m(z,X) (km'1)
and molecular angular volume-backscatter coefficient p m(z,X) (km^sr'1) profiles are
computed using the method described by Bucholtz [41]. Molecular volume-extinction am
is defined as
(3 J )
where Kr(/I) is the Rayleigh extinction cross-section per molecule described in units of
km . Bucholtz provides the analytic formula for computing
/e„(/l) = v4;r(B+c'l+OM),

K r(X )

as
(3.4)

where X is wavelength expressed in micrometers. The constants used in Eq. (3.4) are
defined in Table 3.1. The values of K r ( A ) for 532 nm and 1064 nm are 6.0750294e-028
km2 and 3.679658le-029 km2, respectively.
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Table 3.1. Bucholtz coefficients

Coefficient
A
B
C
D
7532
71064

Value
4.0161e-38
3.99668
1.10298e-3
2.71393e-2
1.442e-2
1.384e-2

Figure 3.6 (part a) contains plots of crm(z,X) for both 532 nm and 1064 nm, where N

d

( z)

is

the U.S. Standard, 1976.
Total molecular angular volume-backscatter f3m is defined as

<3-5)
where

P r (X, 0)

is the Rayleigh phase function (units: sr'1), which represents the variation

of the scattered intensity as a function of the angle

P,<( X’0 ) =

A

h i-,

\ [0 +

4(1+2rJ

0. P r

is defined as

) + (* - n ) c OS2 e \ ,

(3.6)

where yx is defined by
7 , = ^ ,

(3-7)

2 ~Pn

and pn is the depolarization factor. The 532 nm and 1064 nm y\ values are listed in Table
3.1. The reference to 6?is dropped from here forward and p m(z,X) is described as the
wavelength dependent volume-backscatter coefficient. Figure 3.6 (part b) contains plots
of p m(z,X) for both 532 nm and 1064 nm, where N

d

(z)

is the U.S. Standard, 1976.
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3.3.2 Surface Return Model
The backscatter coefficient calculation for a surface return follows one of two paths
depending upon the surface type classification as land or water. If the surface type is
land, the total 532 nm and 1064 nm surface backscatter coefficient is approximated as
(3.8)
where as(X) is the wavelength dependent surface hemispheric reflectance or albedo [46].
The 1/n factor is for Lambertian reflectance.
If the surface return is over water, CaliopSim uses a model described by Menzies
[47], which includes both the fraction of foam and sea surface reflectance to calculate the
backscatter coefficient. The sea surface reflectance ps(A) is defined as

(3.9)
where po(X) is the specular Fresnel reflection, O
nis the off-nadir angle, and the surface
wave mean square slope variance, <S2>. Values for <S2> are computed using a two
branch logarithmic fit for two wind speeds regimes and are defined as
= (0.85 In U -1.45)10_1, U > lms~x
(3.10)
( s 2) = (In 17 + 1.2)1 O'2, U < lm s~ \
The logarithmic form of the mean square slope variance cannot be used for wind
speeds at or near 0.0 ms . To compensate for very low wind speeds, the lowest wind
speed allowed is 0.5 ms" . This solution prevents <o > from becoming either undefined
at a wind speed of zero or negative at very small wind speeds. The reflectance values and
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mean square slope variance are plotted as functions of wind speed (ms'1) in Figure 3.7
parts (a) and (b), respectively.
The fraction of foam is also defined for two wind speeds regimes as
Ff = 0,

U <5 ms~],
(3.11)

Ff =0.001 W - 0.008,

U > 5 ms~\

where the fraction of foam increases from 0.1% to 1% in the wind speed range 5-10 ms'1.
The foam reflectance F r is defined as 1/m The total surface backscatter coefficient (sr"1)
is then defined as
p s (X) = Ff FR+ ( \.0 - F r ) ^ l .

(3.12)

The 532 nm land surface depolarization ratio is 0.25 and the water surface depolarization
ratio is 0.1 [48].
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Figure 3.7. The reflectance, mean square slope variance values are plotted as functions of
wind speed (m/s) in parts (a) and (b), respectively.
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3.3.3 Particulate Model
The L-Gen process builds the particulate (aerosol and cloud) models using a
combination layer and single profile process. The input to L-Gen is provided in two
forms, either as user specified particulate (cloud and aerosol) layer definitions or as
existing lidar measurements such as LITE, Cloud Physics Lidar (CPL) [49], and SAGE
III Ozone Loss and Validation Experiment (SOLVE) [50].
In either case, the L-Gen input is defined as a two-dimensional scene with both a
horizontal and vertical extent. The horizontal extent is specified along CALIPSO 16-day
orbit track and vertical extent is within altitude ranges of the CALIPSO downlink data.
The horizontal extent of any one scene is limited by the computer resources available to
store the data arrays. However, individual scenes may be seamlessly linked together after
they are processed by CaliopSim, to effectively provide no limit to the horizontal extent
of a scene.
If the input to L-Gen is in the form of attenuated backscatter from existing lidar
measurements, then a pre-processing step is required to convert the lidar measurements
into a format compatible with the L-Gen format. The conversion steps are unique to each
lidar system and are not presented in this document. Measurements from LITE and CPL
have been input into the simulator. They provide realistic spatial and optical
characteristics for testing the science algorithms and examples of simulated CALIPSO
data using LITE data as input are shown in Figure 3.8. LITE observations over southwest
Africa for September 17, 1994, are displayed in the top left comer. The simulated
CALIPSO data for the 1064 nm, 532 nm parallel, and 532 nm perpendicular channels are
displayed in the right top, left bottom, and right bottom corners, respectively. The
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Figure 3.8. Examples of CaliopSim data using LITE data as input.

locations of the LITE measurements are within the circled area of the orbit track map.
The LITE 532 nm channel was not polarization sensitive, so the simulated CALIPSO 532
nm perpendicular data were generated by assigning a depolarization ratio to the cirrus
layers at 18.0 km, and between 10.0 km and 15.0 km.
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One limitation in using existing lidar data as algorithm test data is that truth is not
always available to verify the performance of the CALIPSO science data processing
algorithms. However, when the simulated data are generated by the user specified option
the truth is always known since the layer definitions are included in the output of the
simulated results.
The input to L-Gen is organized as a scene that is composed of multiple aerosol and
cloud layers. Each layer in the scene is defined within an input layer definition block. A
layer definition block includes the layer start and end locations along the orbit track, top
and base altitudes, and optical properties. L-Gen processes one layer at a time and stores
the layer properties within working matrices that are sized to match the entire scene. Each
matrix column corresponds to one profile (lidar pulse) and each row corresponds to a
profile range bin. As layers are added to the working matrices they are checked for
overlap conditions. If layers overlap, the optical properties are updated within the region
of overlap to include contributions from both layers.
The L-Gen output data products are stored within data structures that correspond to
a single profile. This matches the single profile process used by CaliopSim. The output
data includes: 532 nm particulate depolarization ratios Sp; 532 nm and 1064 nm
particulate extinction coefficients op& 532 nm and 1064 nm lidar ratios S pa; profile
attributes (latitude, longitude, surface elevation, surface albedo, lighting, surface type,
and solar zenith angle); and layer attributes (base and top index into CaliopSim altitude
array, base and top altitude, aerosol or cloud flag, cloud ice or water phase, aerosol type,
and mean optical properties (optical depth, true backscatter color ratio, depolarization
ratio, and lidar ratio)).
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The LITE observations over Indonesia for orbit 14, September 9, 1994, Figure 3.9 part
(a), are used to introduce the L-Gen scene process. The LITE measurements were
obtained over the circled area of the orbit track (indicated on the accompanying map) and
contain high altitude cirrus layers, mid-altitude clouds that may be combination of ice and
water, and a low level aerosol layer. The LITE image contains 2000 individual profiles
and one of the profiles, selected from the location marked by the dashed line, is displayed
on the left as a plot of signal intensity vs. altitude. The single profile plot shows two
cloud layers centered at 17.0 km and at 14.0 km, plus a low altitude aerosol layer
between 3.0 km and the surface.
Figure 3.9, part (b) contains three examples of how the LITE scene may be
described as input to L-Gen. Scene 1 contains the same three layers as in the LITE image,
high altitude cirrus, mid-altitude cloud, and low level aerosol. In this scene, the layer base
and top altitudes for each layer were extracted from the LITE data and provided to LGen. This type of layer description provides the natural variability for the aerosol and
cloud top and base altitudes.
Scene 2 contains eight layers and each layer was generated using an L-Gen
internally stored function. For example, the high altitude cirrus in layer #1 is simulated as
an oval shape using the L-Gen built-in Gaussian shape function. This function requires
the user to supply the layer horizontal and vertical boundaries, and it computes layer
boundaries that vary as a Gaussian curve over the specified direction. The horizontal and
vertical layer boundary locations for this example are marked as small red circles in
Scene 2. The shapes of layers #2, #3, and #4 were also generated using the L-Gen
Gaussian shape function. The shapes of layers #5 through #8 were specified as constants
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Figure 3.9. Options for building simulated data. LITE measurements are in part (a) and
examples of three types of scene input are described in part (b).
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over both the horizontal and vertical directions. These layers are built using the L-Gen
Constant function. This method allows the user exactly specify the layer location and
shape and is useful when defining data for specific algorithm or code testing.
Scene 3 contains six layers and also uses the L-Gen internally stored functions to
compute the layer boundaries. For this example, the high altitude cirrus is divided into
two layers. For both layers, the L-Gen built-in Linear shape function is used to generate
layer boundaries that vary linearly over the specified direction. The locations of the
horizontal and vertical boundaries for this example are marked by small red circles in
Scene 3.
The specification of optical properties is treated in a similar way as for the layer
boundary parameters. The major difference is that the optical properties must be specified
for each profile element within the layer. The built-in L-Gen Constant, Gaussian, and
Linear functions may be applied to the optical parameter definitions in the x-axis and/or
y-axis directions independently. For example in Scene 1, layer #1 shows a constant
optical property for the entire layer and layer #3 shows an optical property varying
linearly in the y-axis direction from weak at the top (white) to strong at the base (black).
In Scene 3, layer #6 shows optical property variation in the x-axis direction from weak
(white) at the layer left edge to strong (black) at the layer right edge.
The L-Gen process is described in four parts: (a) the L-Gen layer input
specifications, (b) how L-Gen builds individual layers based on the input specifications,
(c) the mechanisms for recalculating optical properties for areas of layer overlap, and (d)
the L-Gen output products.
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Individual layers defined in a scene may be separate, contiguous, or contained
within other layers. The layer input specifications are organized as a script file. The first
line of a script file contains a Location Pointer into the CALIPSO 16-day orbit track. As
layers are added to the scene, they are assigned to track locations relative to the Location
Pointer.
The Location Pointer is followed by a series of Layer Definition Blocks. Each
Layer Definition Block defines one layer and contains twelve entries. Entries 1 and 2
specify the layer begin and end location along the 16-day orbit track relative to the
Location Pointer, and entries 3 through 12 describe the layer properties. Each entry
includes a Property Name and one or more Property Specifications. The Property
Specifications define how the spatial or optical properties change within the layer. Table
3.2 lists the 12 Layer Definition Block entries and their Property Names. The layer
properties in entries 9 through 12 are listed as Element A, B, C, and D, respectively.
These describe one of eleven Optical Property Combinations and are described later in
this section. Figure 3.10 illustrates the organization of a script file for three layers. The
location of each layer along the CALIPSO 16-day orbit track is indicated by a colored
oval. Each oval is numbered and the layer start and end locations along the CALIPSO
orbit track are linked to the profile start location and end location entries within their
respective Layer Definition Blocks.
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Table 3.2. L-Gen Layer Definition Block

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

8.
9.
10.
11.
12.

Layer Properties
Location of the first profile in the layer relative to first
profile in scene.
Location of the last profile in the layer relative to first
profile in scene.
Base altitude, km
Top altitude, km
Particle type (aerosol or cloud)
Cloud particle phase (ice or water)
Aerosol category (biomass burning, desert dust, polluted
dust, clean continental, polluted continental, polar,
polluted polar)
532 nm depolarization ratio (6532)
Element A
Element B
Element C
Element D

Property Name
start location
end location
base
top
type
phase
aer cat
depol
chi, ext532, ext064,
tau532, tau064, s532,
s064, mbp532, and
mbp064

There are five Property Specifications and they include Processing Type, Equation
Type, Axis Direction, Fill Type, and Layer Descriptor Values. Listed in Table 3.3 are the
Property Specifications and their definitions.

Figure 3.10. L-Gen input script file organization for three layers. The locations of the layers along a CALIPSO
identified by ovals labeled #1, #2, and #3.

orbit track segment are
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Table 3.3. Property specifications
Property
Specifications
Processing
Type

Property Specification Definitions

0 = process the layer value as a constant over the entire layer.
1 = calculate the layer value(s) according to Equation Type
user-defined = process layer using a user-defined equation
lin = process layer using a linear equation
gaus = process layer using a Gaussian equation
Equation
lin-lin = process using linear then linear in xy or yx directions
Type
lin-gaus = process using linear then Gaussian in xy oryx directions
gaus-lin = process using Gaussian then linear in xy oryx directions
gaus-gaus = process using Gaussian then Gaussian in xy or yx
directions
x = process in x-axis direction
y = process in y-axis direction
Axis Direction
xy = process in x-axis then y-axis direction
yx = process in y-axis then x-axis direction
full = fill layer using maximum horizontal or vertical endpoints
Fill Type
selected = fill layer using a calculated horizontal or vertical endpoint
Layer
Descriptor
varl, var2, var3, var4, var5.
Values

For Equation Type, if the option “user-defined” is specified, the user must supply
IDL code to provide the layer spatial or optical properties. If “lin ” or “gaus ” is specified,
then L-Gen uses Axis Direction, Fill Type, and varl through var5 to compute the spatial
or optical properties.
The linear variations in the x-axis or y-axis directions in the form L(v) are
computed as a function of v as
Z(v) = mv + b.
The slope m of the equation is defined as

(3.13)
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where Vo and

vn are

horizontal or vertical grid values that define the layer boundaries.

The Layer Descriptor Values, varl and var2, are either the vertical or horizontal distance
that correspond to Vo and yv, respectively. The y-intercept is defined by the first layer
descriptor value as
b = varl.

(3.15)

The Gaussian equation G(v) is defined as
/
'

\ var3

V-V

G(v) = var2 * exp

,

p eak

(3.16)

2d

Here, vpeak is the mean of the horizontal or vertical grid for the layer and the Gaussian
depth d is defined as
v0 -v peak

d=

Karl"
SH

where S b,

~I: if varl < var2and .S’b

VarK a r 2 )

(3.17)

J

I: if varl > var2.

If Axis Direction is specified as [x-axis then y-axis] or [y-axis then x-axis], then the
varl through var5 Layer Descriptor Values are supplied in the order required by the
specifications of Equation Type for each axis.
The Fill Type specification determines how each row or column is filled. When
‘f ulV is specified the variation in the axis direction is defined once using the minimum
and maximum endpoints and the Equation Type variation is applied consistently for each
column or row. If “selected’ is specified the variation in the axis direction is defined for
each column or row using the minimum and maximum row or column endpoints.
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L-Gen builds one layer at a time using temporary matrices to hold intermediate
calculations and then transfers the individual layer spatial and optical property definitions
to static matrices sized for the entire scene. The information required to build a single
layer is contained within a Layer Definition Block. Table 3.4 contains an example Layer
Definition Block.
Table 3.4. Layer definition block: aerosol layer
start location, 1________________
end location, 1440_____________
base, 1,gaus,x,full, 1.0,2.5,2.0_____
top, 1,lin,x,full,4.0,6.0___________
type,2________________________
phase,0_______________________
aer cat,2_____________________
depol, 1,gaus,x,full,0.105,0.295,2.0
chi, 0,1.01_____________________
ext 5J2,l,gaus,x,full,0.05,0.37,2.0
^532,0,65.0___________________
s064,0,30.0___________________

The first step in building a layer is to define the perimeter. The horizontal extent
(number of profiles included in the layer) is determined by start location and
end location, and the vertical extent is determined by base and top. For the example in
Table 3.4, the layer consists of 1440 profiles, the base of the layer will have a Gaussian
shape with both endpoints at 1.0 km in altitude and the center point at 2.5 km in altitude,
and the top will vary linearly from 4.0 km to 6.0 km in altitude.
The next step is to define the layer optical properties. The last five entries in a
Layer Definition Block are used to define the layer optical properties. In this example, the
layer optical properties are 532 nm depolarization ratio S, true color ratioX, 532 nm
extinction coefficient C532, 532 nm lidar ratio S532, and 1064 nm lidar ratio S jo64• The
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depolarization ratio variation in the x-axis direction is defined as a Gaussian function
with minimum values of 0.105 for the first and last profile and maximum value of 0.295
for the center profile. The color ratio is constant (1.01) for the entire layer. The 532 nm
extinction coefficient will vary across the layer (x-axis direction) as a Gaussian function
with endpoint profiles defined as 0.05 km'1 and the center profile as 0.37 km '1. Both the
532 nm and 1064 nm lidar ratios are constant throughout the layer as 65.0 and 35.0,
respectively. The variation of the 532 nm extinction coefficient over this layer is shown
in Figure 3.11.
The last four optical property entries within a Layer Definition Block form an LGen Optical Property Combination. There are eleven Optical Property Combinations.
During processing, L-Gen determines which Optical Property Combination has been
specified and calls a set of predefined rules to convert the input optical properties into the
L-Gen output optical properties that includes 532 nm and 1064 nm particulate extinction
coefficients errand 532 nm and 1064 nm lidar ratios S lxThe optical properties that may be included in the Optical Property Combinations
are:
•

true backscatter color ratio (X)

•

532 nm and 1064 nm volume-extinction coefficients

•

532 nm and 1064 nm optical depths (T532 and r m d

•

532 nm and 1064 nm lidar ratios (S532 and S1064)

•

532 nm and 1064 nm mean attenuated volume-backscattercoefficients
(P '532 and (3'i064)

(<7532 and

(J1064)
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The Optical Property Combinations and their corresponding rules to convert them to oix
and Six are listed in Table 3.5. The equations corresponding to these rules are described
in Eqs. (3.18) through (3.25).
The Optical Property Combination #6 (true color ratio X , 532 nm extinction
coefficient 0332, 532 nm lidar ratio S532, and 1064 nm lidar ratio S1064) is included in the
example Layer Definition Block in Table 3.4. For this example, the Optical Property
Combination Rules for obtaining <jlx and Six are applied as follows:
•

calculate 1064 nm extinction coefficients auo64 using X and

•

store

•

store S532 into SL532

•

store S532 into S L532

0332

into

0-332

(Eq. (3.24))

01532

Table 3.5. Layer descriptor combinations as applied per profile within a layer
Optical Property Combinatons
A

B

C

Rules for obtaining

and S u ( a L532, <7li064’ s L532’ s lio 6 4 )

D

1

<*532 <*1064

S532

^1064 None

2

<*532 <*1064

P‘532

P i 064 <*U - > x >.

3

x532 x1064

S532

Si 064 xX -> < *lA

4

x532 x1064

P’532

P i 064 xX -> <*IA

XA.

5 P’532 P'l064

S532

S 1064 S 1A & P’A. - > XA,

xX -> < * U

Xx <& P

>su

&P \ - >

S L^

6

X

<*532

S532

S 1064 <*L532 & X -> <*L1064

7

X

<*1064

S532

S 1064 <*L1064 &X~> <*L532

8

X

x532

S532

S 1064 x532 —> <*L532

<*L532 <£X->ClL1064

9

X

x1064

S532

S 1064 x 1064 ~><*L 1064

<*L1064<£X-> <*L532

10

X

3*532

S532

S 1064 SL532 & p 532 —>x532 x532 -> <*L532

<*L532 {£X-><?L1064

11

X

P 1064

s 532

S 1064 SL1064 & P’1064->x 1064 x1064 -><*L1064

<*L1064

X—> <*L532

Figure 3.11 contains the layer described in Table 3.4 for the 532 nm extinction
coefficient 07,532. The Gaussian variation of the 532 nm extinction coefficient in the xaxis direction can be seen in Figure 3.11 as the minimum value of 0.05 km '1 at the two
endpoints and the maximum value of 0.37 km '1 in the center.
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Figure 3.11. The L-Gen 532 nm extinction coefficient layer described in Table 3.4.

The equations used in the Optical Property Combination rules are described as
follows. The layer optical depth

T u ( I x)

for each profile may be calculated as a function

of the layer volume-extinction coefficient du(IxJy), or as a function of the layer mean
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lidar ratio S mlaGx) and mean attenuated backscatter ratio P'a(Ix). Here, Ix and Iy are layer
horizontal (x-direction) and vertical (y-direction) index locations defined relative to the
particulate optical property matrices. The layer optical depth as a function of volumeextinction is given by
/

rM

,

y ‘"p

= J . 04 ff/ d v ) + ° - u ( v + >)]A*>

<3-18)

where AR the range bin size. The layer optical depth as a function of the layer mean lidar
ratio and mean attenuated backscatter ratio is given by
-1
u ( / ) = _ L _ v ----------------------------------------------------- (3.19)

T LA

where Az is the layer thickness.
Equation (3.19) can be used to solve for S m l a as a function of
1
Su n ( I ) =

and

tla

if recast as

-M O

----------

7

v

(3.20)

The layer volume-extinction coefficient profiles 07532 and cflio64 are calculated as

\

‘

Here layer true backscatter color ratio profile X is defined as
y )
X ( / I \ = a 71064
' ' ^ y^ x^^ ‘y)
//

L \

x’

y )

( T

0

71064 \

t \

x7

y J j

Cr7 5 3 2
C

)
( J

7532 \

T

x7

(3 22)

\

y J

The profiles 07532 and <jlio64 may also be defined as

°7532

(i

=

(3.23)
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and
( V > il064 ( / , / J x , ( / , / J
(3.24)

The layer profile mean volume-extinction coefficients
function of

tlx and

omx may

also be expressed as a

are defined as

(3.25)

Once the individual layer optical property matrices are defined they are transferred
to their respective particulate optical property matrices named (JP532, <Jpio64, Sp532, ^532
and Spio64• Figure 3.12 is used to help explain this process. The five composite optical
property matrices are drawn such that each contains 62 profiles and 32 altitude elements.
Four individual layers, indicated as rectangles, have been placed within the particulate
matrices and are identified on the composite matrix labeled Spio64• The five individual
layer matrices along the right side of the figure represent layer number 4. When the
individual layer 4 matrices were mapped into their respective particulate matrices, they
intersected within layer number 3.
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Figure 3.12. Illustration of L-Gen composite matrices.

When layers intersect, the optical elements within the intersection regions are
modified to produce a composite of the optical element properties. The Eqs. (3.26)
through (3.30) provide the specific optical element composite definitions.
The particulate 532 nm depolarization ratios Sp are computed as
= Ppx5 p + P ixSi

S

(3.26)

p

Ppx+ Pix
where the subscript X refers to the 532 nm parallel channel. The particulate and layer 532
nm parallel volume-scattering coefficients J3px and Pix are defined by

p.PX

and
1 + S.

B,
“

(3.27)
1 + S.
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and the particulate and layer 532 nm total volume-scattering coefficients are defined by
and

(3.28)

7*532

7.532

The updates to the particulate 532 nm and 1064 nm lidar ratio profiles are applied
as
s

= S »P l S U ( ° M + C r «
"
Su ^ + S^ u

(3.29)

)

Finally, the 532 nm and 1064 nm particulate volume-extinction profiles are updated as
a p i =tTn + a u-

(3'3°)

The L-Gen output data are organized as a series of structures. The first structure,
FileStructure, defines values common to the entire scene. Following theFile Structure
are the Profile Products. There is one Profile Product perlidar pulse and it contains three
structures named: Profile Structure, Profile Attributes, and Layer Structure. Profile
Structure stores the five particulate profiles values (opm,

0 pio64>&P532, Sps32 ,

and Spjo64);

Profile Attributes stores attributes common to the five particulate profiles; and Layer
Structures stores the individual layer definitions.
Listed below is the complete list of the L-Gen output data structures:
1. L-Gen and CaliopSim versioning information.
2. Data creation date.
3. Index value link Ipop into the CaliopSim altitude grid.
4. Index value link hase into the CaliopSim altitude grid.
The Profile Structure includes the particulate optical property profiles:
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1• <5p532
2. CTp532
3. Op1064

4.

Sp532

5.

S p j0 6 4 -

The Profile Attributes contains:
1. Lidar Footprint Latitude (degrees)
2. Lidar Footprint Longitude (degrees)
3. Surface elevation
4. 532 nm and 1064 nm surface albedo
5. Lighting (day/night)
6. Surface type (water/land)
7. Wind speed (m/s)
8. Vegetation index (IGBP)
9. Solar zenith angle (degrees)
The Layer Structure is organized as ten layer attribute records per profile and each record
includes:
1. Layer base height (km)
2. Layer base index into CaliopSim altitude grid
3. Layer top height (km)
4. Layer top index into CaliopSim altitude grid
5. Particle type (aerosol/cloud)
6. Cloud phase (ice/water)
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7. Aerosol type
8. 532 nm and 1064 nm mean optical depth
9. Mean true backscatter color ratio
10. Mean 532 nm depolarization ratio
11. 532 nm and 1064 nm mean lidar ratio
Figure 3.13 graphically illustrates the L-Gen output data structures. The location of
the L-Gen scene relative to the CALIPSO orbit track is contained within the circled area
on the orbit track plot. File Structure contains the top and base index locations of the LGen scene within the CaliopSim altitude array H(z). The entire scene contains seven
layers and they are labeled on the Spio64 matrix. The Profile Attributes and Layer
Structure are defined for the single lidar pulse that is marked by the dark lines near the
center of the Spio64 matrix.
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Figure 3.13. Illustration of the four L-Gen output data structures.
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An example is included to show the L-Gen input and output for a scene consisting
of multiple cloud layers and an aerosol layer. The L-Gen input Layer Definition Blocks
are described in Table 3.6. Layer Number One describes an aerosol layer and Layer
Number Two describes multiple cloud layers. The simulated clouds are highly
attenuating due to their strong extinction coefficients (both cru32 and cruo64 are set to 10
km '1 or 20 km '1). The cloud depolarization ratios are within the range 0.01 < 5 < 0.6. The
depolarization ratios are applied to each profile within the cloud layers and the
depolarization values range from weak at the top to strong at the base. The cloud lidar
ratio values (S 1532 and Slio 64) are set to 1.0.
The output L-Gen scenes for the 532 nm and 1064 nm particulate extinction
coefficients and depolarization ratios are in Figures. 3.14 and 3.15, respectively. The 532
nm and 1064 nm particulate backscatter coefficients are in Figure 3.16. Particulate
backscatter is not included in L-Gen output, but is computed as ratio of cjpx and Spx.
The CaliopSim output obtained from the L-Gen data for the total 1064 nm total and
532 nm parallel and perpendicular volume-attenuated backscatter, km ^sr'1are shown in
Figures 3.17 and 3.18, respectively. For all wavelengths, the highly attenuating clouds
block the detection of the aerosol and surface. The aerosol layer is visible for both the
532 nm parallel and 1064 nm channels, but is not present in the 532 nm perpendicular
channel data because the aerosol depolarization ratio was set to 0.0.
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Table 3.6. EXAMPLE L-Gen LAYER DEFINITION FILE
Layer One: Aerosol Layer_________________________________________________
start location, 1__________________________________________________________
end location,2880_______________________________________________________
base, 0,0.0______________________________________________________________
top, 1,gaus,x,full, 1.5,3.7,2.0________________________________________________
type;0,2________________________________________________________________
phase, 0,0_______________________________________________________________
aer cat , 0,1___________________________________________________________________
depol, 0,0_______________________________________________________________
chi,0,1.392______________________________________________________________
ext 532,1 ,gaus,y,full,0. 1,0.2,2.0____________________________________________
s532,0,35.0_____________________________________________________________
s064,0,30.0_____________________________________________________________
Layer Two: Cloud Layers_________________________________________________
start location,1__________________________________________________________
end location,2880_______________________________________________________
base, 1,user_defined (IDL Program is provided to read cloud base altitudes extracted
from LITE data)_________________________________________________________
top, 1,user_defined (IDL Program is provided to read cloud base altitudes extracted
from LITE data)_________________________________________________________
type, 0,1_________________________________________________________________
phase;0,1_______________________________________________________________
aer cat,0,0_____________________________________________________________
depol, 1,user_defined (IDL Program is provided to compute depolarization ratios for
each profile. Depolarization ratios vary from 0.01 < 8 < 0.6.)____________________
chi, 0,1.0________________________________________________________________
ejc/_532,l,user_defined (IDL Program is provided to compute extinction coefficients
for each profile. Extinction coefficients are 10 km '1 or 20 km '1.)_________________
^532,0,18.0_____________________________________________________________
s064,0,18.0_____________________________________________________________
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Figure 3.14. L-Gen results for 532 nm and 1064 nm particulate extinction coefficients,
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CHAPTER 4
CALIOP LASER TRANSMITTER SIMULATION

The CaliopSim instrument simulations closely model the expected performance of
the CALIOP instruments. This chapter describes the CALIOP laser transmitter subsystem
simulation. The specifications and functions of the CALIOP instrument components were
obtained from vendor specification tables, tests of individual lidar components, and
conversations with engineers developing and testing the lidar. All laser transmitter
parameter values defined in the CaliopSim are listed in the appendix.
The CALIOP laser transmitter subsystem contains two redundant Q-switched Nd:
YAG laser and beam expander systems. The lasers transmit laser light simultaneously at
532 nm and 1064 nm at a pulse repetition rate of 20.16 Hz. The output laser pulse energy
for each wavelength is 110 mJ. The laser pulse duration is 27 nsec and the laser line
widths are 0.028 nm and 0.060 nm for 532 nm and 1064 nm, respectively. Beam
expanders increase the beam diameter at the source and collimate the outgoing beam to
decrease the beam diameter near the surface of the Earth.
The CaliopSim laser transmitter subsystem defines parameters and functional
expressions that are specific to the CALIOP laser and laser transmitter subsystem. All
parameters and expressions defined in this module are applied within the CALIOP
receiver simulations.
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The laser transmitter parameter definitions that are described in this chapter
include:
•

wavelengths of the transmitted laser light X (532 nm and 1064 nm)

•

laser pulse energy Eo(X)

•

laser line width 8 X532 and 8 X1064

•

optical efficiency of the beam expander k

•

pulse duration

•

pulse repetition rate P r

•

angular divergence of beam Od

•

telescope blur circle Or

td

The Laser transmitter functional expressions are defined using the laser transmitter
parameter definitions. The functional expressions include:
•

transmitted laser energy Ej(X)

•

effective transmitter beam divergence 6g

•

energy density across the transmitted laser beam E d

•

laser energy expressed as a function of wavelength Lg532(X) and Leio64(X)

•

the length of scattering volume Sy

•

photon factor Ny(X)

4.1 Transmitted Laser Energy
The transmitted laser energy E j is a function wavelength X and is proportional to
the product of the laser pulse energy E q(X) (units: J) and the optical efficiency of the
beam expander k and is defined as
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(4.1)

ET(X) = E ^ ) k .
The values provided for E t(/i) (532 nm and 1064 nm) and A:are 0.11 J and 0.848,
respectively, resulting in Ej(A)=0.0933 J.

4.2 Beam Divergence and Energy Density
The distribution of E t is not constant across the laser beam, but it varies axialsymmetrically about the central beam axis and is modeled as a Gaussian [20]. The
highest concentration of beam energy is along the central beam axis and the energy varies
with radial distance from the axis. The laser energy per unit area, or energy density,
'y

across the transmitted laser beam E d (units: Jm' ) is used in the Receiver Module to
compute the transmitted laser energy through the telescope field stop received from a
range r. The energy density is defined as
(4.2)

At a range r from the receiver, rB (meters) is the horizontal distance from the center of the
beam, and w(r) (meters) is the radial extent of the beam, or where the beam energy has

2

dropped to 1 /e of its value on the beam axis.
The radius of the laser pulse w(r) at a given range is computed as
(4.3)
where wq is the radius of the 1 /e 2 contour at r = 0 and 6 d is the half-angular divergence of
the beam and is defined by the angle
(4.4)
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The value Od is the far-field angular radius of the Gaussian beam and is therefore,
the half-angle angular divergence. In CaliopSim, the value for Od is provided by the
instrument designers and is defined within the CALIOP input stream. The simulator
applies the telescope blur circle Ob to the full laser divergence angle to include the extra
spread in the area of the returned footprint from every altitude. This provides an effective
transmitter laser divergence angle Oe and is defined as
(4.5)
Since the Oe replaces 6 d and the measurement range of interest is so far away from
the telescope receiver, wq «

Oev, Eq. (4.3) may now be rewritten as
(4.6)

where w(r) is the effective beam radius. The values of 6 d,

Ob ,

and

Oe

are 50.0 prad, 35.0

prad, and 135.0 prad, respectively.

4.3 Laser Energy as a Function of Wavelength
When calculating laser energy transmission through narrowband optical filters, the
laser energy is defined as a function of wavelength. Since the laser energy is distributed
over a narrow band of wavelengths centered about a central wavelength, a Gaussian
probability function may be used to model the energy distribution as a function of
wavelength X about the mean wavelength X0 [33], [54]. This function is expressed as,

2cr

2

(4.7)
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In order for Eq. (4.7) to represent the CALIOP energy distribution, the standard
deviation a must be expressed as the laser linewidth or full width at half maximum 8 X1
(meters). To accomplish this, Leao(2o+SAl /2) is equated to L eao(2q)/2. This can be done
because at the distance SAao from the peak energy value, the energy value is reduced by a
factor of two. This equation is described as

1
2

(4.8)

which reduces to

e

1
2’

(4.9)

and the solution for a is described by

(4.10)

Eq. (4.10) can now be substituted into Eq. (4.7) to produce

(4.11)

The units for L eao are m '1.

4.4 Scattering Volume
The length of the laser pulse (8.1 meters) is determined by the product of the pulse
duration ib=27 ns and the speed of light c=2.997924508e+08 m s'1. The length of the
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scattering volume Sy over which the laser energy is scattered back to the receiver is half
this distance,

s„ =

(4.12)

This is due to the return trip required for the pulse to reach a range r from the lidar
receiver and return back. The calculated value for Sy is 4.05 meters.

4.5 Photon Factor
The product of the photon factor Ny(A) (J'1) and transmitted laser energy Er(A)
defines the photon number. The photon factor is determined by

<4.B)
where h is Planck’s constant (6.6262e-34 Js) and c = 2.997924508e+08 m/s is the speed
of light. Nf(532 nm) is 2.17el8 photons-J"1 and Nf(1064 nm) is 5.35el8 photons-J’1.

CHAPTER 5
CALIOP RECEIVER SIMULATION

The CaliopSim receiver simulation closely models the expected performance of the
components within the CALIOP receiver subsystems. The specifications and functions of
the CALIOP receiver instrument components were obtained from vendor specification
tables, tests of individual lidar components, and conversations with engineers developing
and testing the lidar. All receiver parameter values defined in the CaliopSim are listed in
the appendix.
The receiver subsystem consists of a telescope, aft optics, Lidar Receiver
Electronics Unit (LRE), and analog-to-digital converters. The receiver telescope is an all
beryllium 1-meter Cassegrain. A field stop defines the receiver field-of-view and is
located between the telescope and aft optics. The aft optics includes a collimating lens,
dichroic beam splitter, polarizing cube, combined Etalon and blocking filter package for
the 532 channels, combined interference and blocking filter package for the 1064
channel, photomultiplier tubes (PMT) for the 532 channels, and an avalanche photodiode
(APD) for 1064 nm. The LRE houses a series of amplifiers and filters for each channel.
These include a Transimpedance Amplifier (TIA), variable gain amplifiers (VGAs), postamplifiers, and a low-pass filter. Finally, two 10 MHz 14-bit analog-to-digital converters
provide effective 22-bit dynamic range signals.

Ill
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The CaliopSim receiver subsystem simulation is divided into three Sections.
Section 5.1 describes the modeling of the reflectivity and transmission of the optical
elements in the receiver including, the telescope, field stop, collimating lens, dichroic
beam splitters, polarizing cube, and narrowband filters. Section 5.2 describes the two
detector models for the PMT and APD. Section 5.3 describes the model for the low-pass
filter. The models for the LRE amplifiers and filters are fully explained in Chapter 2. For
the 532 nm parallel and perpendicular channels, all models, except for the detector
models, are identical.

5.1 Reflectivity and Transmission of the Optical Elements
5.1.1 Receiver Telescope Simulation
The amount of light collected by the telescope depends upon the primary mirror
effective area A

r

(m ) and is modeled as
(5.1)

where A

c

is the fraction of the unobscured primary mirror area and A q is the area of the

receiver at the primary mirror. A q is given by

^

A =7r
^

(5.2)

r d

2

where R d (meters) is the diameter of the receiver telescope. The values for Ac and Ro
were provided by the builders of the telescope as 0.9 and 1.0 meter, respectively. The
laser energy is scattered into the lidar system solid angle Q(r) (sr) defined by
Q(r) =

AlR_
r.2

’

(5.3)
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where 1/r2 is included as a term in the lidar equation defined by Eq. (2.2) . The value for
Ar is 0.71 m2 and is included in the CaliopSim calibration constant.

5.1.2 Field Stop Transmission Simulation
The transmission of the field stop for backscatter energy TfsbW is modeled as a
percentage throughput and includes the effective transmitter beam divergence, receiver
field-of-view, separation of the laser from the telescope axes, and boresight
misalignment. The transmission for the solar background TpssW is determined by the
receiver field-of-view.
The field stop transmission for backscatter energy TpsbW depends upon fraction of
laser energy within the receiver field-of-view Opov at a given range. The full angle
receiver field-of-view is an angular value and has been provided by the instrument
designers as 130.0 prad. To compute the field stop transmission for a range r from the
receiver, two circular regions representing the receiver field-of-view and the laser
illumination are projected on to a target plane perpendicular to the receiver system. The
radius of the receiver field-of-view circle rpov (meters) at any range r from the lidar is
defined as

f -

(5-4>

The effective radius of the laser illumination, w(r) (meters), at range r from the lidar is
dependent on the effective laser divergence and is defined in Eq. (4.6).
Within the target plane an x, y coordinate system centered at the telescope axis is
defined and the radial distance rt for any point from the center of the telescope axis to
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2

•

2 1/ 2

rpov is defined as rt = (x +y )

•

. Now, the separation of the laser transmitter and receiver

telescope on the spacecraft payload, and misalignments in mounting the laser transmitter
on the payload the emitted laser beam and receiver field-of-view may be defined relative
to the x, y coordinate system centered at the telescope axis. The x- and y-coordinate
separation values are defined as *Sy=0.0 meters and *SV=0.5 meters, respectively. The xand y-misalignment values are defined as 6 ^ 0 .0 mrad and #^0.02 mrad, respectively.
The distance d, or displacement line, between the laser axis and telescope axis at range r
within the tangent measurement plane is
(5.5)
2

The laser energy density (J/m ) over the target plane of interest can then be defined as
(5.6)

where the point rp(rh y/) from the center of the laser beam circle is defined as
(5.7)
Here y/ is the angle between the displacement line and the line from center of telescope to
nAn example of the receiver field-of-view and laser illumination on a surface is
presented in Figure 5.1.
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Figure 5.1. Illustration of receiver telescope field-of-view and laser divergence overlap.

The amount of laser energy tfSB(V enclosed within the receiver field-of-view circle
at a range element r is the integral of Eq. (5.6) over y = 0 to 2;rand rt = 0 to rfov
2 n rFOv

tFSS( A ) = j

\ ED{ rE{rrV')<5-8)

0 0

The fraction of backscatter laser energy transmitted through the receiver field stop is
defined as

tfsA a ) = ‘ fJ
At the surface, the values for r p o v , w, d,
1064)

a )I EA A Y

tfS B (A = 5 3 2

and

1 0 6 4 ),

( 5-9)
and

T fsb( A = 5 3 2

and

are 45.82 meters, 47.6 meters, 14.8 meters, 0.071 J, and 0.788, respectively.
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For the solar background, the amount of solar background transmitted through the
field stop depends on the area within the receiver field-of-view at the surface. The radiant
1 2
energy tpssW (units: W pnf sr' ) enclosed within the receiver field-of-view circle at the
range element rsurface is the integral of the solar radiance hkg (units: Wm‘2|um'1sr‘2) over y/
= 0 to 2 n and rt = 0 to rpov
2?r vfov
(K « W = f

f

( 5- 10)

0 0

The solar radiant energy transmission factor

T fss

is thus modeled as an area and is given

by
( * ) / '« , P ) For rsurface = 705.0 km,

T f s s (2 ,= 5 3 2

and 1064)

(5-11)

is 6597.1 m2. Background material for the

telescope and field stop transmission simulations can be found in reference [20].

5.1.3 Multiple Optical Elements Simulation
The optical throughputs of the optical elements in the receiver including the
telescope (primary and secondary), collimating lens, dichroic beam splitters, and
polarizing cube were measured in the laboratory by the instrument builders and reported
as a single percentage of optical throughput, Tr(X=532) = 0.77 and Tr(Z=1064) = 0.82.

5.1.4 Narrowband Filter Simulations
The narrowband optical filter package for the 532 parallel and perpendicular
channels consists of a combined Fabry-Perot etalon and blocking filter, and the 1064
channel consists of a combined interference and blocking filter. The CALIOP
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narrowband optical filter transmission values were provided by instrument designers and
are applied in CaliopSim. Included in this subsection are analytic functions for estimating
the filter transmissions. Both the measured and computed transmission values are
reported following each filter description.
For both the 532 nm and 1064 nm filter combination types, the computed fraction
of backscatter energy transmitted through the filters is obtained by integrating the product
of the normalized laser energy and filter transmission function. The integration is
computed over a range of wavelengths centered on the laser center wavelength. The
throughput for solar background light is determined by the area under the transmission
curve of the combined filters [54].
The laser spectral energy distribution is modeled as a Gaussian, and defined by Eq.
(4.11). The transmission curve for 532 channel etalon is modeled as an Airy function and
manufacturer-provided curves are used for the interference and blocking filters.
For the 532 nm channels, the CALIOP Fabry-Perot etalons have been tuned to
transmit incident energy over a narrow spectral band that matches the narrow spectral
band of laser energy centered at 532 nm. Etalons [52] are described as two, flat planeparallel transparent plates covered with low-absorbing, reflective coatings. The reflection
Ir

and transmission A intensities of the plates depend upon the type of coatings that are

applied. The spacing, or gap, between the plates forms a cavity, which is resonant at
specific frequencies. As plane waves enter the etalon, they are multiply reflected and
transmitted. Constructive and destructive interference allows transmission of only a
narrow spectral band at a series of wavelengths given by
nX

= 2///cos(#),

(5.12)
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where n is the order of interference, t is the gap thickness, /u is the index of refraction of
the gap medium, and

6

is the angle of incidence within the medium.

Figure 5.2 schematically represents the reflection and transmission of waves
through an etalon. As waves are transmitted they combine, and transmitted waves with no
phase difference interfere constructively and produce a transmission maximum. When
focused by a lens, the interference fringes form concentric circles.
The 532 nm etalon transmittance function used in CaliopSim is based on the Airy
Function as described by Atherton [53]. In applying this equation, it is assumed that t, jd,
0, I r,

and A remain constant. Thus, the 532 nm narrowband transmittance function is

defined as
-i

The peak transmission TPk(A) is provided by the instrument designers and was
obtained from laboratory measurements before the etalon was integrated within the
receiver subsystem. The quantity

(5.14)

is known as the reflection finesse and is only dependent on the reflectivity of the coatings
Ir.

The reflection finesse determines the sharpness of the intensity peaks, or passbands.
The maximum etalon transmittance occurs when n, the order of interference is an

integer value
n

=

2/1//cos(0)

(5.15)
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Figure 5.2. Plane waves, E, enter the etalon they are multiply reflected and transmitted.
The etalon gap thickness is / and the angle of incidence within the medium is 6 .

The minimum transmission will occur between maximum transmission peaks when
T.P K
r 2F ^2
1+
\ K j

(5.16)
'

The spacing between the passbands, or free spectral range AAP (meters) is
A/l =
‘
n

(5.17)

The full width at half maximum transmission 8 Ag (meters) is given by:

dX„

=

(5.18)
YinA I
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The values for t, /u, 6 , Ir, and I t used for CaliopSim were obtained from design
specifications for the CALIOP etalon. The measured specifications for the CALIOP
etalon were not available at the time of this writing. For CaliopSim, the etalon gap
medium is modeled as air and the angle of incidence within the medium is 0.0 radians.
The values provided to model the etalon are given as: index of refraction of the medium
within the gap // is 1.0, the angle of incidence 0 is 0.0 radians, the gap size t is 188328.0
micrometers, the peak transmission TrkQi) is 0.87, and the reflectivity and transmission
of the coatings Ir and I t are 0.87 and 0.89, respectively. Imperfections in the optical
surface, errors in parallelism, and inclusions and imperfections in the material between
the reflective surfaces degrade the finesse and were factored into the definitions for Ir, It,
and TPK(X).
Figure 5.3 contains a plot of the 532 nm narrowband transmittance function te(X)
normalized by the peak transmission TPk(X) as a function of wavelength (solid line), and
a plot of the 532 nm normalized laser energy Les32(X) computed using Eq. (4.11) also as a
function of wavelength (dashed line). The wavelength range of the plot extends from 531
nm to 533 nm. The peak of the laser energy is centered at 532 nm and the laser linewidth,
or full width at half maximum 8 X532, is 0.028 nm. The passband full width at half
maximum of the transmittance function 8 XP is calculated using Eq. (5.18) and is equal to
0.028 nm. The spacing between fringes, or free spectral range, AXP is calculated using
Eq. (5.17) and is equal to 0.75 nm. The peak intensity transmission occurs at wavelength
values 532 nm-AXg, 532 nm, and 532 nm+zU^. The passband centered at the 532 nm
wavelength coincides with the narrow spectral band of laser energy for the 532 nm
channel.
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Figure 5.3. The 532 nm narrowband transmittance function teW normalized by the peak
transmission TpkO0 is plotted as a function of wavelength (solid line). The 532 nm
normalized laser energy L psnW is plotted as a function of wavelength (dashed line).

To compute the fraction of the backscatter energy that is transmitted through the filter,
the product of the normalized laser energy and filter transmittance function is integrated
over a range of wavelengths centered about the laser center wavelength. The limits of
integration are selected such that the maximum amount of laser energy is included in the
integration. For the 532 channel, the fraction laser energy transmitted through the etalon
is defined as
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Aq-\-.xSAp
1 NBH.S12

W

J

(5.19)

The numerical integration carried out over the spectral range Xq±A.0SAe results in the
value, Tmbb,532(A) = 0.7. This value is then multiplied by the filter peak transmission
T p k (5 3 2 n m )

= 0.87 to generate the 532 nm narrowband backscatter transmission factor.

The etalon alone is not effective in blocking the solar background radiances and an
etalon and blocking filter combination is required to eliminate most of the background
solar energy. Although, the transmission of the 532 nm channel blocking filter has been
provided by the instrument designers, the specifications were not. The blocking filter
transmission factor provided by instrument designers is Tbs,532(A) = 0.73.
To show how a blocking filter may be modeled, an example is provided. The
example blocking filter has similar characteristics to the CALIOP 532 nm blocking filter.
The blocking filter bandpass is approximately 1.0 nm and an analytic expression for the
blocking filter transmittance function was obtained by computing a polynomial fit to
manufactured supplied filter transmission curves [54]. The analytical expression for the
blocking filter transmittance function is defined as
r » P ) =T0( A) , i f A>Z0

(5.20)

= Tx(A), otherwise
where

./=!

The values for A and B are listed in Table 5.1.

(5.21)
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Table 5.1. Constant values for blocking filter transmission expression
A = 0.72023
B4 = -110.55995

B1 =0.03047
B5 = 232.59804

B2 = -0.15537
B6 = -201.47059

The combined etalon and blocking filter transmittance function

B3 = 15.86218
B7 = 63.02521
tq(A)

is then

determined as the product of the etalon and blocking filter transmittance functions
'c - W

=

(5-22)

Figure 5.4 part (a) contains plots of the etalon
(dashed curve), and combined

Tc ( A )

te(A

)

(dotted curve), blocking

tb

()I)

(solid curve) transmittance functions as functions of

wavelength. When the two filters are combined, the intensity transmission of the center
passband, which matches the narrow spectral range of the laser energy is not reduced.
However, as noted in the plot, the peaks of the two side passbands of the etalon filter are
lowered.
The throughput for solar background light is then determined by the area under the
transmission curve of the combined etalon and blocking filter. To illustrate this, a series
of integrals of the combined filter transmittance function tc(A) over the wavelength
ranges Aq±Ax, where Aq= 532 nm and Ax values ranging from 0.0 to 1.0 nm (bandpass of
blocking filter) were computed as
Aq T A^

'W
The A

Nb s ,5 3 2 ( A )

W

=

K

f ) " -

(5-23)

integral values (solid curve) are plotted as a function of wavelength

in Figure 5.4 part (b) along with the normalized combined filter transmittance function
tc (A )

(dotted curve). This plot shows transmitted solar energy is low near the passband

centered at 532 nm, increases as the

tc (A )

curve widens relative to distance from the
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Figure 5.4. 532 nm etalon, blocking, and combined filter transmission functions vs.
wavelength (a) and integrated combined filter values (Anbs,532 (V ) and combined filter vs.
wavelength (b).
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central wavelength, levels off near tq W minimum, rapidly increases near the passband
fringes, and levels off to a value of 0.0587 nm after passing the fringes. The throughput
for solar background light for the combined etalon and blocking filter is Ams,532(A) =
0.0587 nm.
The optical filter for the 1064 channel is a combined filter consisting of an
interference filter and blocking filter. The combined filter transmittance function was
provided by Hunt [55]. Hunt calculated the transmittance function as the sum of three
Gaussians each having the form

(5.24)

where, the values for the constant terms A, w, and Ac for each of the three Gy equations
are listed in Table 5.2.
The transmission curve for the 1064 nm combined filter is computed as
(A) = GI p ,) + GJ p ) + G3p ) .

(5.25)

The three Gaussian curves and the 1064 nm combined filter transmittance function
tg(/y,

are plotted as functions of wavelength in Figure 5.5 part (a). The filter peak

transmission Tpk(A) is 0.903 and the full width at half maximum SAg = 0.475 nm.
As for the 532 channel, the fraction of 1064 nm backscatter laser energy
transmitted through the combined filter is computed as the product of the normalized
laser energy and filter transmittance function integrated over a range of wavelengths
about the center wavelength. The range of wavelengths is selected such that filter
transmission values beyond the wavelength limits are zero.
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Table 5.2. Constants for three Gaussians used to calculate 1064 nm transmission curve
Gaussian Equation, Gy
Gi
g2
g3

A
0.1853e-09
0.1853e-09
0.095e-09

w
0.282e-09
0.282e-09
0.7e-09

Ac
-0.105e-09
0.105e-09
0.0

The fraction of backscatter energy transmitted through the 1064 channel filter is
given by
l Q+xS/

U

.W

=

J

Aq

—XSXq

<5-26)

The laser spectral energy distribution Leio 64 function is defined using Eq. (4.11),
where the laser linewidth or full width at half maximum value SAjo64 = 0.060 nm was
provided by the instrument designers. The limits of integration were set to Xq±3.0SAq and
the result of the integration is Tnbb, 1064(h) = 0.898. The 1064 nm narrowband peak
transmission is Tpk(1064 nm) = 0.903. In Figure 5.5 part (b) are plots of the 1064 nm
transmittance function tq(A) and CALIOP 1064 nm normalized laser energy L Eio64 (A) as
functions of wavelength. The tq(A) curve is plotted as a solid line and Leio 64 (A) is plotted
as a dashed line.
The throughput for solar background light for the 1064 channel is determined in the
same way as for the 532 channel. The area under the transmission curve of the 1064
channel combined filter is computed over the wavelength ranges Ao±Ax, for A q = 1064 nm
and Ax = 0 to 10 nm as
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The amount of solar background transmitted by the 1064 nm combined filter Anbs,io64 is
0.466 nm.
The Anbs, 1064 (A) integral values (solid curve) are plotted as a function of
wavelength in Figure 5.6 along with the normalized combined filter transmittance
function tq(A) (dotted curve). This plot shows transmitted solar energy is low near the
passband centered at 1064 nm, increases as the tq(A) curve widens relative to distance
from the central wavelength, and levels off to a value of 0.466 nm.
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5.2 Analog Detector Simulations
Two detector models are defined in CaliopSim, one for the photomultiplier tube
(PMT) used in both the 532 nm parallel and perpendicular channel simulations, and the
other for the avalanche photodiode (APD) used in the 1064 nm channel simulation. For
both detectors, incoming photons are absorbed at the photocathode, a photosensitive
surface within the photocathode emits electrons due to the photoelectric effect, and the
released electrons are amplified within the detector to produce a gain amplified analog
signal at the anode.
There are several noise sources that must be considered when simulating the PMT
and APD and these include (a) photon noise (also called shot noise), which is associated
with the random arrival of the photons at the photocathode, (b) circuit noise, which
results from the thermal motion of charged carriers in resistors and amplifiers, and (c)
excess noise, which is a result of the multiplication process [31].
Photon noise is simulated in the same way for both the PMT and APD detectors.
When photons arrive at the detector photocathode, a photosensitive surface within the
photocathode emits a burst of electrons. The variations in the signal that occur as photons
are absorbed by the surface of a photocathode and converted into electrons are referred to
as shot noise. For constant incident radiation, the emission of photoelectrons from a
photocathode is a Poisson process and may be simulated using Poisson statistics [32].
The Poisson distribution used by CaliopSim to simulate this process is described as

(5.28)
where PE((j)(z,k),k) is the probability of generating k electrons at the photocathode with
the mean arrival rate of (f)(z, X) photoelectrons per range bin. A random deviate is then
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drawn from the Poisson distribution described by the mean number of photoelectrons
defined in (f*(z,X) and stored within the profile @(z, A) to represent the number of electrons
generated at the photocathode from the range bin z.
The photoelectron mean arrival rate is defined as
^>(z,X) = [ N ( z , X ) ^ ( X ) + N l x {X) ]B

(5.29)

where N(z,X) is the number of photons per second, rjq(X) is the detector quantum
efficiency, N

d c

(X )

is the detector dark current (units: photoelectrons per second), and B is

the system sampling interval (Z?=0.1 microseconds). The quantum efficiency is the
measure of the effectiveness of the photocathode to produce electron charge from
incident photons. The detector dark current arises from thermal energy within the
detector and is independent of the light collected by the detector. Multiplication by B
provides the conversion from electron per second to electrons per range bin. Both the
quantum efficiency and detector dark current are characteristics of the photocathode and
are provided by the instrument developers. The values provided for quantum efficiency
are:

r jq ( 5 3 2 n m )

= 0.109 and

are:

N q c (5 3 2 n m )

r jq ( 1 0 6 4 n m )

= 0.4 [35]. The values for detector dark current

= 2.13e+3 electron s'1 and N

d c

(1 0 6 4 nm )

= 3.8e+8 electrons s'1.

The circuit noise is not directly modeled by CaliopSim, but is folded into the
detector dark current values. The values of the dark current for each wavelength were
tailored so that the standard deviations of the simulated signals computed over the
Baseline Region matched the standard deviations of the expected CALIOP signals for the
same region and at the CALIOP end-of-life conditions. For nighttime conditions, the
expected 532 nm parallel and perpendicular Baseline Region standard deviations are 139
counts and the expected 1064 nm Baseline Region standard deviations are 2300 counts.
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Figure 5.7 shows the CaliopSim results for the 1064 nm and 532 nm parallel baseline
standard deviations for 4500 profiles of simulated data for nighttime conditions. The 532
nm parallel and perpendicular channels produced nearly the same results and only the
parallel channel is included. The 532 nm parallel and 1064 nm simulated data Baseline
Region standard deviations are plotted in black and the means of the computed standard
deviation values are plotted as solid red lines. The computed 1064 nm mean standard
deviations are 2370.0 counts, which is consistent with the expected values. The computed
532 nm parallel and perpendicular mean standard deviations are 42.1 counts and 45.1
counts. Even though the means of standard deviations are low, the standard deviations for
individual profiles are often in the expected range of 139 counts. Since the average
number of backscattered photons over the Baseline Region is very small, the random
Poisson process that determines the number of electrons produced at the photocathode
often produces zero electrons. This occurs for a significant number of cases and thus
lowers the mean of the standard deviations over the set of 4500 profiles.
The detector gain amplification process is not the same for the two detectors. For
the PMT, the electrons generated at the photocathode are accelerated through a series of
dynodes each having a dynode gain multiplication factor m. Upon impacting each
dynode, secondary electrons are released and accelerated towards the next dynode until
reaching the detector anode [32]. The APD operates by converting each detected photon
into a cascade of moving charge carrier pairs [34]. As photons are absorbed by the APD,
electron-hole pairs are generated and a strong reverse-bias voltage sweeps one carrier
towards the multiplication region. This process creates an “avalanche” of electrons in the
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Figure 5.7. Standard deviations of signal over Baseline Region for 532 nm and 1064 nm.

substrate and eventually results in electron multiplication, which is the mechanism by
which APDs produce internal gain.
The excess noise that results during detector gain amplification is due to the
variations in the secondary electrons emissions. Both detector simulations are based on
processes that have a random element, which effectively produce the variations in
secondary electron emission. The results of the simulated excess noise are presented in
Chapter 6.
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The detector simulation for the PMT uses a multiply stochastic Neyman type-A
process [32], [36] to calculate the probabilities of obtaining k electrons at the detector
anode for the &(z, X) electrons generated at the photocathode. The secondary electron
emission for the APD is modeled using a combined Poisson and Gaussian probability
distribution [37], [38] to calculate the probabilities of obtaining k electrons at the detector
anode for the mean number of electrons that are absorbed at the photocathode, (/)(z,X).
This is a variation from the PMT implementation since the Poisson process that is used to
generate the randomized number of electrons is included within the APD probability
distribution.
The CaliopSim, the random, gain amplified signals generated at the detector anode
are described as
'V (z,X ) = PD{ z.(z,X ),k ),

(5.30)

where PD(S(z,X),k) represents the random process implemented for each detector,
E(z, X), k) defines the electron distribution at the photocathode {(P(z,X) for PMT or (j)(z,X)
for APD), and the subscript D refers to PMT or APD.
The PMT simulation is described in the Subsections 5.2.1 through 5.2.4. The topics
for the PMT include: PMT background, CaliopSim PMT implementation, building the
Neyman type-A distributions using a Direct Approach, and building the Neyman type-A
distributions using an Alternate Approach. The APD simulation is described in
Subsections 5.2.5 and 5.2.6. The topics for the APD include APD background and
CaliopSim APD implementation.
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5.2.1 PMT Simulation: Background
The electrons generated at the PMT photocathode are accelerated by an electric
field through a series of electrodes, called dynodes, within the detector. As the electrons
hit the dynodes, electron emissions are generated and become accelerated through the
remaining dynodes within the chain. The rate by which electrons are generated at each
dynode is determined by the detector mean dynode gain. The effect of this cascading
process produces a gain amplified signal at the PMT anode. Figure 5.8 illustrates a simple
case of the dynode cascade process for a PMT with mean dynode gain of 2.0. On the left
side of the illustration, a single photon of frequency v given by
(5.31)
strikes the photocathode, and a single electron is released and accelerated to dynode 1.
The dynode multiplication process produces two electrons, which are then accelerated to
dynode 2. A similar process occurs for dynodes 3 and 4 until reaching the PMT anode on
the far right of the illustration.

Photon
R adiation

dynode 1 dynode 3

secondary
electrons

P h otocathode

to
C u rren t-to-voltage
Am plifier

A n od e
dynode 2 dynode 4

P hotom ultiplier Tube (P M T )

Figure 5.8. Illustration of the dynode cascade process for a PMT with four dynodes.
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Although, this example shows two electrons emitted for every one electron that
strikes the dynode, the statistical spread of electron emissions for each electron strike
obeys Poisson statistics. To directly simulate this process, for each one electron arriving
at a dynode, a Poisson deviate is generated to determine the number of electrons emitted.
The Poisson deviates are drawn from a distribution with mean m (mean dynode gain) and
is given by

(5.32)
Here, Pm(k) is the probability that k electrons will be emitted from a dynode with a
multiplication factor of m. A sum of all deviates represents the total number of electrons
produced at the dynode stage. This total is passed to the next dynode in the chain, and the
process repeated until reaching the PMT detector anode. Although, this method
reproduces the expected PMT dynode chain process very well, it requires excessive
computer resources, and thus an alternative approach is required.

5.2.2 PMT Simulation: CaliopSim Implementation
For CaliopSim, the PMT dynode chain electron emission is modeled as a multiply
stochastic Neyman type-A distribution [32]. For each one electron generated at the
photocathode, this model calculates the probabilities of obtaining k electrons at each node
within the dynode chain having a Poisson-distributed secondary-emitting gain with mean
m. The probability distribution function (PDF) describing this model is defined as
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where the subscripts on the k variables refer to the dynode stage. By setting ko equal to
1.0, the probability distribution Pm(k„) describes the probability of generating kn electrons
at dynode stage n for one incident electron at dynode stage 1. For the CALIOP PMT, the
detector gain is 1.5e6, the number of dynode stages n is 13, and the multiplication factor,
or mean dynode gain, m is 2.98595971 [35].
The mean jun and standard deviation crn of the PDFs at each stage are determined
from the moment generating functions as defined by Liu [32]. The equations for the mean
and standard deviation are given as
jus = msW , .v = 1 —> n,

s = l- > « ,

(5.34)

(5.35)

Vj=°
where 5 is the dynode stage and W is the number of electrons. For the current
implementation of this model in CaliopSim, W= 1.0.
A cumulative distribution function (CDF) of Pm(kn) is then used as a lookup table to
determine the number of electrons generated at the detector anode. The CDF, Cm, is
defined as

± r .( 0
C " F )

= 7 w

V

* = 0 ~ >' * « » = <u » - i 3 + 6 c r , , . i 3 -

(536)

m ( A max )

where the x values define the number of electrons generated at the detector anode. Cm(x)
is normalization by the maximum value Cm(xmax). This step corrects for small errors that
are introduced during Pm(kn) formulation and the discrete integration calculation.
The PDFs for the CALIOP dynode stages 2-13 are plotted as functions of electron
number in Figure 5.9 (part a). The electron numbers range from 1.0 to jus+6 cts. The PDF
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Figure 5.9. PMT PDFs for dynode stages 2 - 1 3 part (a), and PMT CDF part (b).
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value for 0.0 is approximately 0.06 for each dynode stage. Table 5.3 lists the jus, crs, and
/us+6 crs for the dynode stages 1 through 13. Cm(x) is plotted as a function of electron
number in Figure 5.9 (part b).
The CaliopSim PMT detector simulation can now be described as follows. For each
altitude bin element z, the number of electrons Ne generated at the photocathode is
retrieved from the profile element <P(z,X). Then for each of the Ne electrons, a uniform
random variable ju is generated. The variable /i is used to interrogate Cm, and search for
the first Cm(x) value greater than ju. The value of x corresponding to the selected Cm(x)
represents the number of electrons generated at the detector anode for the one incident
photoelectron at dynode stage 1. The x values are summed, and the final iteration yields
the number of dynode chain gain amplified electrons generated at the detector anode for
the Ne electrons produced at the photocathode. The final results are stored within ^(z, X).
Both Pm(ki3) and Cm(x) are generated through several pre-processing steps and only
the Cm table lookup is included within CaliopSim. The implementation of Eq. (5.33) is
not straightforward and the following subsections describe two approaches (Direct
Approach and Alternate Approach) to building the Neyman type-A distribution for the
CALIOP PMT detector through dynode stage 13, Pm(ku).
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Table 5.3. Dynode stage mean, standard deviation, maximum electron number
Dynode
stage
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13

Mean, jus
2.99
8.92
26.62
79.49
237.37
708.77
2116.35
6319.34
18869.29
56342.93
168237.72
502351.06
1500000.02

Standard
deviation, crs
3.45
10.73
32.44
97.27
290.85
868.88
2594.84
7748.48
23137.07
69086.77
206290.72
615976.20
1839280.52

Maximum
electron number,
Ms+6 crs
23.69
73.27
221.25
663.11
1982.47
5922.02
17685.37
52810.25
157691.72
470863.56
1405982.07
4198208.25
12535683.13

Number of
electrons in PDF
25.0
75.0
223.0
666.0
1987.0
5934.0
17719.0
52909.0
157983.0
471732.0
1408573.0
4205943.0
12558776.0

5.2.3 PMT Simulation: Building the Neyman type-A Distribution, Direct Approach
This subsection describes a direct approach to building the probability distribution
Pm(kn) using an example for four dynode stages. A fully expanded multiply stochastic
Neyman type-A distribution for the dynodes 1 through 4 is described as

where subscripts on the k variables explicitly define a dynode and Smx is the probability
summation maximum. Pm(k4) describes the probability that k4 electrons will be generated
at dynode stage 4 for the dynode multiplication factor m. The electron numbers in the
final distribution range from 0 to Smx. In theory, Smx should approach infinity, but Smx is
limited by the precision of the software package or computer. The determination of Stnx is
discussed later in this subsection.
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Building Eq. (5.37) begins with the innermost summation. The term on the right is
the probability distribution Pm(kj), which provides the probabilities of generating ki
secondary-emitted electrons at first dynode from one incident electron for the dynode
multiplication factor m. Expanding Pm(ki) yields
Pm(kl) = p (m ,k ,) = — — , kt = 0 ^ S „ .
1•

(5.38)

Moving to the left in Eq. (5.37), the probability lawpfkim fa) represents the
probability of generating k2 secondary electrons at the second dynode from kj electrons
generated at first dynode and is defined as

p (k,m ,k1) = ( k'm\ * ' .
k2 •

(5.39)

The convolution of the two probability functions in Eqs. (5.38) and (5.39) yields
the probabilities of generating ^ secondary electrons at dynode stage two for all possible
k} electrons generated at dynode stage one. This convolution is described as

Pm(kl) = Y , [ p ( k'm’k2)P<»(kl)\’ k2 = ° - > S™*1=0

(5-40)

The expression, Pm(k2), can be substituted for the innermost summation term in Eq.
(5.37) to produce the following equation
5

f

Pm( K ) = E
£;,=0I

S

\

*4 ) Z {P (k2m’k3) Pm(K )}
k,=0

(5.41)

Following the same steps as described above, the next innermost summation in Eq.
(5.41) may be rewritten as

P*(kl ) = T , [ p ( k2m’kl)P„,(k2)\, k3=0 ^>S„*,=0

(5-42)
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Again, following the steps as above, the convolution function expression Pm(k3)
may be substituted into Eq. (5.41) to yield

P„ { K ) = Y J Lp ( h m A ) p m ( k i ) \ ’

*3=0

(5.43)

K =

The distributions Pm(kn), n= 1 to 4 are plotted as functions of electron number in Figure
5.10 (part b).
The convolution expressions in Eqs. (5.40), (5.42), and (5.43) adhere to a common
format and may be expressed in the standard notation

(*«■ ) = £ [ > ( * . . * « . R (*. )]•
* =0

= ° ^ s-

(5.44)

The probability terms within the D(kn,kn+i) remain constant throughout the entire
build process and are computed once and stored. In reference to Eq. (5.39), each
D(kn, kn+j) term is defined as
kn+\ g~knm
(■Km)
D { K ’k«*) = p { K m’h+\) =
K J

(5.45)

In matrix form, D(kn,kn+i) for kn=0 to S ^ and kn+i=0 to *S'W
UCis expressed as
K

Sj+1

I

(0rrif exp(-Om)
0!
(0m)xexp(-Om)
11

(1m)° exp(-lm )
0!
(lm)1exp(-lw )
1?

(0m ) 2 exp(-Ow)
2!

(1m f exp(-lw )
2!

(0m)Smx exp(-Om)
S mx !

(1m f mx exp(-lw )
S mx !

0!
1!
(5.46)
2!
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As the knm terms become large, the exponential terms in the probability equations
become very small and eventually the column size of the D matrix is bound by the limits
of the computer to represent a double precision value. When an entire column becomes
zero, the calculations are terminated and Smx is set to the last valid column. For the
CALIOP PMT, the mean dynode stage gain of m = 2.98595971 limits the number of
valid columns in the D matrix to 249 and S ^ is set to 249.
Figure 5.10 (part a) illustrates the probability distribution values of the D matrix for
electron numbers along the horizontal kn=0,.. .,249 and along the vertical kn+]=0,.. .,700,
respectively. Within the yellow shaded area the D matrix elements have probability
values greater than or equal to 1.0e-19. The highest probabilities are from 0.1 to 1.0 and
appear in the upper left comer of the plot. The long central stripe contains distribution
values greater than or equal to 0.01. The surrounding stripes indicate a 10.0 percent
decrease in distribution value. The value 1.0e-19 was arbitrarily chosen to represent
values with minimal contributions to the computed probabilities. The Figure 5.10 (parts
(a) and (b)) plots are referenced later in this subsection to help explain how the
CaliopSim PMT PDFs were constructed.
The number of valid elements that are included in the D matrix may directly affect
the accuracy of the computed probability distributions Pm(kn). This becomes apparent
when simulating PMTs with large dynode chain multiplication factors and a large number
of dynodes within in the dynode chain.
PDFs for the CALIOP PMT dynode stages 2 through 5 were calculated using the
direct approach and are plotted in as functions of electron number in Figure 5.11. The
large dots on the PDF curves identify electron numbers through //s+dcrs (see Table 5.3).
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Figure 5.10. D matrix (a), and probability distribution curves for dynode stages 1 - 4 (b).
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The small dotted line coincides with the D matrix maximum column size Snvc= 249. Upon
visual inspection, the Pm(kn), n=2, 3, 4 curves appear to accurately represent valid
distributions. However, as will be shown later, the distribution values for electron
numbers greater than 5^=249 in Pmfa) are affected by the limited number of terms
included in the probability summation and are suspect. Visual inspection of Pmfc) clearly
shows errors in the computed probability values near electron number 1000.0.
Beginning with the dynode stage 2 PDF, Pmfc), this distribution was calculated
using Eq. (5.44) for &2=0 to ^ = 2 4 9 , and the equation is rewritten as follows
249

(5.47)

Both the dynode stage 2 PDF,

P m fc),

and dynode stage 1 PDF,

P m(k i),

are plotted as a

functions of electron number in Figure 5.10 (part b). In Figure 5.10 (part a), the
horizontal and vertical axes correspond to the

kj

and &2 electron numbers, respectively.

For each Pm(k2) calculation, the highest order terms of both the D matrix (greater than
1.0e-19, shaded region) and

P m(k j)

distribution are included in the summation. This

provides a high degree of confidence in the calculated Pmfc) values. If Pmfa) were to
represent the final PDF in the dynode chain, the number of electrons included in

P m fc )

would be A:2=//2+d<T2=74. This is indicated by the dashed line in Figure 5.10 (part a).
The analysis for dynode stage 3 is repeated using the same steps as for dynode
stage 2. To summarize, the PDF, Pmfc), was computed using Eq. (5.44) for kj=0 to
Smx=249 electrons. This equation is rewritten as follows
249

(5.48)
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Figure 5.11. PDFs for the CALIOP PMT dynode stages 2 through 5. The large dots on
the PDF curves identify electron numbers through ius+6 crs (see Table 5.3). The small
dotted line coincides with the D matrix maximum column size 5'W
IX= 249.

The resulting dynode stage 3 PDF, Pm(k3), is plotted in Figure 5.10 (part b). For
Figure 5.10 (part a), the horizontal and vertical axes correspond to the £2 and Aj electron
numbers, respectively. As in the previous dynode stage 2 description, the highest order
terms for both the D matrix and Pm(k2) are included in the summation. Again, this
provides a high degree of confidence in the calculated PDF values. If Pm(k3) was to
represent the final PDF in the dynode chain, the number of electrons included in Pm(k3)
would be k3 =jU3 +6 <T3=221. This is indicated by the dashed line in Figure 5.10 (part a).
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The degree of confidence in the calculated PDF values for dynode stage 4 is
considerably lower than for the dynode stages 2 and 3. This is illustrated using the same
steps as described above. The PDF, Pmfa), is computed using Eq. (5.44) for k4 =0 to
jU4+6(i4=663 electrons and is rewritten as
249

(5.49)

The resulting dynode stage 4 PDF, Pm(k4), is plotted in Figure 5.10 (part b). For
Figure 5.10 (part a), the horizontal and vertical axes correspond to the ks and C/ electron
numbers, respectively. When calculating the Pmfa) probabilities for

greater than 500,

the high order terms within the D matrix (&j electron numbers greater than 249) are not
included in the summation because the D matrix is truncated at ks = 249. This creates a
low degree of confidence in the computed Pm(k4) values near the PDF tail (&/ greater than
500). The k4 =iU4 +6av=663 is indicated by the dashed line in Figure 5.10 (part a).
Although this example was specifically designed for the CALIOP PMT detector, it
provides enough evidence that the direct approach should not be the only choice for
building the intermediate dynode stage probability distributions for any number of
dynode stages and for any range of dynode chain multiplication factors.

5.2.4 PMT Simulation: Building Neyman type-A Distribution, Alternate Approach
As shown in the previous example, the direct approach applied to the CALIOP
values produced accurate intermediate PDFs through dynode stage 3. In order to calculate
PDFs for the larger dynode stages, an alternate solution is required. One solution is
provided by Liu [32], where they describe a method of transferring PDF values from
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earlier dynode stages to corresponding PDF values at later dynodes stages. Liu describes
the relationship between the early and later dynode stage PDFs as
( if
,
Ps(™s~Xk)
p,*i V [m
*])
= — —m — ->
L
-1/

(m

(5-50)

where m is the mean dynode gain, 5 is the starting dynode stage number, and / is the
incremental step between the starting dynode stage and ending dynode stage.
To test this approach, Neyman type-A distributions for the dynode stages 1 through
3 were generated using the direct approach. Then the distribution for dynode stage 13
was computed directly by Eq. (5.50), where 5=3, /=10, and Ar=223.0. This resulted in a
sparsely populated PDF. To maintain adequate spacing between electron numbers, the
procedure was modified to compute consecutive PDFs for the stages from 4 through 13.
This approach was tested and produced acceptable results, which are presented later
in this subsection. Flowever, when building the above test procedure it was noted that
consecutive dynode stage PDFs did not consistently scale by the constant mean dynode
gain m. This is illustrated using three PDF ratio profiles plotted as functions of electron
number in Figure 5.12. The PDF ratios are labeled P2/P3, P3/P4, and P4/P5, where P2
through P5 are distributions generated using the direct approach. The detector mean
dynode gain value m = 2.986 is plotted as a solid line for electron number from 0.0 to
300.0. The PDF ratio values are approximately equal to m for electron numbers near the
P2, P3, and P4 distributions mean values (the means are labeled //2, P3 , and H4.), but are
less than m for electron values away from the mean. From this plot it is also apparent that
the PDF ratios begin to approach the constant value m as the dynode stages become large.
To augment the constant scale factor approach, CaliopSim implemented a
combined variable scale factor and constant scale factor approach. The variable scale
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Figure 5.12. Three PDF ratio profiles as functions of electron number.

factor is applied for the early dynode stages and a constant scale factor is applied to the
later stages.
The process to build the variable scale factors begins by building PDFs using the
direct approach until the number of electrons for the next PDF will exceed Smx- The
current PDF is then used to transfer PDF values from the current dynode stage to
corresponding PDF values at the next dynode stage using variable scale factors. This
process continues until it is determined that the ratio between the previous and the current
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PDF is nearly constant. In the final steps, the current PDFs are then used to transfer their
PDF values to PDF values at the next dynode stage using a constant scale factor. The
variable scale factors used in the CaliopSim process are described later in this subsection.
A comparison of the constant scale factor and variable scale factor approaches was
performed to determine which method produced the best results. Before the comparison
testing began, PDFs through dynode stage 13 were generated using each approach. The
dynode stage 13 PDFs were then used to build corresponding CDFs. The comparison
study consisted of a series of 100 tests, where each test included 1.0e6 trials. A trial is
described as: (1) the number of photons arriving at the photocathode is set to one, (2) a
Poisson deviate is generated to simulate the number of electrons generated at the
photocathode, (3) the CaliopSim CDF Process is executed for each one electron
generated at the photocathode, (4) the total number of electrons generated by the CDF
Process is stored within an array element corresponding to one of the 1.0e+6 trials, (5)
after completing 1.0e6 trials, the mean and standard deviation of the 1.Oe+6 trial
distribution is computed. An example of a distribution generated after 1.0e+6 trials is
plotted as a function of electron number in Figure 5.13.
The percent relative error for each mean and standard deviation was computed after
the tests were completed as the difference between the expected and computed values
divided by the expected. The mean and standard deviation percent relative error vs. test
sample number for each of the 100 test samples are reported in Figure 5.14.
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Figure 5.13. An example of a distribution generated after 1.0e+6 trials vs. electron
number.
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Figure 5.14. Computed standard deviations and mean values for both the Constant Scale
Factor and Variable Scale Factor methods corresponding to the 100 test samples.

The results labeled Constant Scale Factor refer to the method described by Liu,
where PDFs 1 through 3 were generated using the direct approach and PDFs 4 through 13
were generated using a constant mean dynode gain value as the relationship between
consecutive dynode stage PDFs. The calculated percent relative error for the standard
deviation fluctuates about 0.8% and the percent relative error for the distribution mean
fluctuates about 0.4%. Although, these percent relative errors are small, better results
were obtained with the approach used by CaliopSim. In this approach, PDFs 1 through 3
were generated using the direct approach, the dynode stage 3 PDF values were
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transferred to the corresponding dynode stage 4 PDF values using variable scale factors,
and PDFs 5 through 13 were generated using a constant mean dynode gain value as the
relationship between consecutive dynode stage PDFs. The results for the CaliopSim
implementation are labeled Variable Scale Factor. The calculated percent relative error
for the standard deviation fluctuates about -0.05% and the percent relative error for the
distribution mean fluctuates about -0.14%.
The CaliopSim approach to building consecutive PDFs includes the flexibility to
generate and apply variable scale factors for a wide range of mean dynode gain values
and any number of dynode stages. The process builds a database of dynode stage PDF
ratio profiles over a range of mean dynode gain values. For the current CaliopSim
implementation, the ratio profile database is defined for 12 dynode stages (stages 2
through 13) and at 20 mean dynode gain values ranging from 1.2 to 3.1, with a 0.1
increment. The PDF ratio profiles RitS(k) are computed as

(5.51)

where z-1 to 20 is the index for the mean dynode gain, s = 2 to 13 is the dynode stage
number, and

12

is set to 25. The value for kmx is computed as (fii 3 +6 cri3)/m , where

jLii3 +6 cri3 defines the maximum number of electrons included in the dynode stage 13
distribution. All Ps PDFs are computed using the direct approach.
Figure 5.15 (part a) displays the plots of the PDF ratio profiles for the mean dynode
gain, mt = 1.5. This plot shows that at the early dynode stages the ratio profiles are not
constant (P2/P3 through S9/S10), but as the dynode stages increase the ratio profiles
approach the constant value m,. Ratio profiles can only be computed for valid Ps PDFs.
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Ratio profile elements computed with invalid PDF values are plotted within the dotted
circle in Figure 5.15 (part a). The invalid ratio profile elements are eliminated before
proceeding to the next step.
Next, a linear approximation to each valid ratio profile is computed and the slope
and y-intercept values are stored. The linear approximation is only applied to select
elements of PDF ratio profiles. The selection criteria is defined as follows: (1) the ratio
profile elements must be monotonically decreasing and be less than the mean dynode
gain, (2) the maximum number of elements included in the fit is 15, (3) the number of
elements for the first ratio profile (P2/P3) is limited to 5 elements, and (4) only the ratio
elements with electron numbers less than 500 are included in a fit. In Figure 5.15 (part b),
the ratio profile elements used for each linear fit are marked by the solid dots and the
linear approximations to the ratio profiles for the mean dynode gain, mt = 1.5 are plotted
as dashed lines.
Now, the slope and y-intercept values for each linear approximation are stored
within slope and y-intercept databases. In Figure 5.16, the slope (part a) and y-intercept
(part b) database values vs. mean dynode gain are plotted as solid bold dots. Linear
approximations are applied to the valid slope and y-intercept values (shown in bold) over
the 20 mean dynode gain values. Extrapolation is performed beyond the valid slope and
y-intercept values and these are plotted as lighter lines in the Figure 5.16 plots.
Next, slope and y-intercept values corresponding to the mean dynode gain of a
detector are derived from the slope and y-intercept linear approximations. The derived
slopes and y-intercepts corresponding to each PDF ratio are then used to reconstruct the
PDF ratio profiles for the corresponding mean dynode gain value. The reconstructed PDF
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ratio profiles are then used to build the dynode stage PDFs as part of the Alternate
Approach. In Figure 5.16, the solid rectangles mark the slope and y-intercept values that
are used to reconstruct the PDF ratio profiles for the CALIOP PMT.
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5.2.5 APD Simulation: Background
An avalanche photodiode (APD) operates by converting each detected photon into
a cascade of moving carrier pairs [34]. As a photon is absorbed by the APD, an electronhole pair is generated. A strong reverse-bias voltage accelerates the electrons through a
space-charged region or depletion region between a p-n junction consisting of a
positively doped p region and a negatively doped n region. As the electrons collide with
the semiconductor material, additional electron-hole pairs are released through impact
ionization. This process creates an “avalanche” of electrons in the substrate and
eventually results in electron multiplication, which is the mechanism by which APDs
produce internal gain.
During assembly of the CALIOP 1064 nm detector hardware, the APD and the
transimpedance amplifier (TIA) were combined as a single. As a result, it was not longer
possible for engineers to isolate the individual noise sources associated with the APD or
TIA. Thus, it was decided that the CaliopSim model for the APD and TIA would parallel
the PMT model, which includes the circuit noise within the detector dark current.
If the individual components of the noise characteristics of the APD and TIA were
known, the CaliopSim probability density functions (PDFs) would have been constructed
using the method described by Davidson [37]
oo

p ( x | n ) = I p ( x | m)Pn (m | /?).
m=

(5.52)

0

This PDF represents the accumulation of charge over a CALIOP sampling interval
and consists of the APD output electrons and any additive amplifier thermal noise charge.
The probability lawp(x\m) represents the probability of obtaining the Gaussian random
variable x with a driving rate of m secondary electrons and is given as

In Eq. (5.55) K is Boltzman’s constant (1.380658d-23 J/deg/molecule), T is the
equivalent noise temperature in Kelvin, and R is the shunt resistance of the photodiode
(Ohm). In Eqs. (5.54) and (5.55), I d s is the surface leakage current and is part of the
detector dark current [56]. The dark current (Amperes) for an APD is defined as
ID

where I d s is the bulk leakage current and

ID S

G

apd

I DD B l f i A, P D

(5.56)

is the detector gain. Since the APD

surface leakage current I d s is not multiplied by the APD gain, it is treated as a constant
DC current. However, the bulk leakage current I d b is multiplied by the APD gain it is
included as part of the background photoelectrons.
The second probability term in Eq. (5.52) is Pn(m \ n ), which is the probability that
an APD will generate m electrons in response to the absorption of n electrons at the
photocathode and is defined as

(:lx n G lAl,DF )

(5.57)
•exp

( m - G APDn )

Here, F (= Fapd) is the excess noise factor and is given by

where

k

is the ionization ratio. The ionization ratio is defined as the ratio of hole to

electron ionization probabilities (k < 1).
Since the information to build the probability law for Eq. (5.53) was not available,
it was eliminated and only Eq. (5.57) was used to build the APD PDFs. This is entirely
consistent to the APD probability distribution function as described by Webb [38]. This
distribution has a Poisson shape for a small number of input electrons and approaches a
Gaussian shape as the number of electrons increases. The effects of the parameters not
included in the Webb model are included in the detector dark current and modeled in the
same way as for the PMT, where the value of the dark current was tailored to match the
variance of the CALIOP signal measured over the Baseline Region.

5.2.6 APD Simulation: CaliopSim APD Implementation
As described in the previous subsection, the CaliopSim APD PDFs were generated
for P(m \ n ) as defined in Eq. (5.57). The values for the APD detector gain, excess noise
factor, and ionization ratio are

G apd

= 100.0 [35],

Fapd

= 3.245, and k = 0.0128

respectively. The ionization ratio value reported here is based on a typical value found in
APD specification sheets. The PDFs for n =1 to 2000 electrons were generated and the
corresponding cumulative distribution functions (CDFs) were stored in table format for
access by CaliopSim. The maximum limit of 2000 electrons was selected since more than
2000 electrons will saturate the low-gain channel. As examples, the PDFs generated for
input electron numbers 1, 25, 50, 100, 500, 1000, and 2000 are plotted in Figure 5.17.
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Figure 5.17. APD PDFs for a range of input electron numbers vs. electron number.

The APD cumulative distribution functions (CDFs) corresponding to the P(m \ n )
distributions are defined as
f P (x | n )
C» ( * ) = ' ^n
r ( r
\ Xmax ) ’

(5 59)

where the xo and xmax values vary for each PDF. The xo and xmax values correspond to the
first and last PDF values that exceed 1.0e-40.
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The implementation of the APD simulation within CaliopSim differs slightly from
the PMT implementation. For the PMT there is one CDF corresponding to dynode stage
13 and the CDF is interrogated for each electron generated at the photocathode. For the
APD detector simulation, there are separate CDFs for electron numbers between 0 and
2000. Also for the PMT simulation, the number of electrons Ne generated at the
photocathode are retrieved from the profile elements of &(z,X), which contains the
random results corresponding to the Poisson statistics. For the APD, the mean number of
electrons that are absorbed at the photocathode, (/>(z,A), provides the Ne electrons.
The APD detector simulation is described as follows. For each altitude bin element
z, the number of electrons Ne generated at the photocathode is retrieved from the profile
element (f)(z,X). Then, CaliopSim retrieves the corresponding Ne CDF from a lookup table
and stored in C- . A uniform random variable fj, is then generated. The variable // is used
to interrogate Cn , and search for the first C- (x) value greater than ju. The value of x
corresponding to the selected C- (x) represents the number of electrons generated at the
detector anode for the incident photoelectrons at the detector photocathode. This value
yields the number of gain amplified electrons generated at the detector anode for the Ne
electrons produced at the photocathode. The final results are stored within ^(z, X).

5.3 Lidar Receiver Electronics Unit
Downstream of the detectors is the CALIOP Lidar Receiver Electronics (LRE)
unit, which houses a series of amplifiers and filters for each channel. These include a
Transimpedance Amplifier (TIA), variable gain amplifiers (VGAs), post-amplifiers, and
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a low-pass filter. The 1064 nm channel TIA is combined with the APD module housed on
the aft optics bench. Following the LRE unit are the analog-to-digital converters.
The Section 2.3.3 describes the CaliopSim models of the TIA, VGAs, post
amplifiers, and analog-to-digital converters. Therefore, only LRE low-pass filter is
described in this section. This section summarizes the functions of the components
housed within the CALIOP LRE unit and presents the simulation approach taken in
CaliopSim. For ease of explaining, adding the DC offset, low-pass filter, and analog-todigital conversion are included in this section.

5.3.1 Low-pass Bessel filter
Before digitization takes place, the signal passes through a low-pass filter to
temporally spread the minimum pulse width of the signal to at least twice the digitizer
sample interval. CALIOP has a third order low-pass Bessel filter with a bandwidth of
approximately 2.5 MHz to broaden the narrow pulse width of the signal to 200 nsec,
which is twice the 100 nsec digitizer sample interval. Although the filter widens the
pulse, the amplitude of the pulse is reduced and the area of the pulse remains the same.
To simulate the CALIOP low-pass filter, the CaliopSim high- and low-gain signal
profiles are convolved with an analytical approximation of the CALIOP system impulse
response. Hunt [57] provides the details of how the analytical approximation was defined
and a summary of his analysis follows. The system impulse response measurements were
made by exposing the detector to an optical pulse of duration less than the nominal
digitizer sampling frequency of 100 nsec. The signals were passed through the CALIOP
third order low-pass Bessel filter and sent to the digitizer. The digitized samples were
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taken at 0.1 jusec intervals and recorded. The analytical function fit to the recorded
digitized samples was then used to define the CaliopSim analytical impulse response
function. The impulse response function & is defined for five adjacent digitized samples
at the sampling interval of 0.1 psec. The values for ft are (0.0, 0.17, 0.5, 0.28, 0.05).
In the convolution process, CaliopSim applies 0 over the five adjacent samples and
then at each sample sums the contributions from previous samples. This process is
illustrated in Figure 5.18. The vertical axis represents digitized sample elements
numbered 0 through 15. For simplicity, the digitized sample values are all assigned to
1.0. The results of multiplying each sample element with 0 are plotted as lines with a
variety of line styles to help differentiate the individual curves. For example, when the
digitized sample P3 is multiplied by 0, a fraction of P3 is spread over the sample
elements P3 through P7, with the maximum recorded at P5. To combine the results of the
filter spread, the fractional elements recorded at each sample location are summed.
Referring again to Figure 5.18, the final digitized value for P8 is defined as
P8 = E8* 0.0 + P I *0.17 + P 6 * 0.5 + P5 *0.28 + P4*0.05.
This summation yields a value of 1.0 for P8.

(5.1)
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Figure 5.18. Illustration of the application of the CaliopSim impulse response function.

CHAPTER 6
RESULTS

This chapter summarizes results obtained from CaliopSim. It begins by analyzing
simulated profiles at the downlink resolution and at three horizontal averaged resolutions
for both night and day conditions. The noise added during the detector simulations is
most apparent in the profiles plotted at the downlink resolution and becomes less
apparent as the size of the horizontal averaging increases. Next, profiles of attenuated
backscatter generated from both the input data and the simulated results are compared to
show that the mean input signal is contained entirely within the simulated noise envelope.
Finally, the excess noise produced during the detector gain amplification process is
compared to the excess noise that is predicted from theoretical calculations.
Three profiles are used to show results obtained from CaliopSim. The three profiles
include pure molecular, molecular plus water cloud at 2.0 km to 4.0 km, and molecular
plus ice cloud at 10.0 km to 12.0 km. The water and ice cloud optical properties (532 nm
depolarization ratio and 532 nm and 1064 nm extinction coefficients, lidar ratios, and
computed backscatter coefficients) are listed in Table 6.1.
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Table 6.1. Water and ice cloud optical properties
Cloud

&532

water
ice

0.01
0.5

CJ332 and CT]064
(k m 1)
0.3
0.2

S 532 and S /064
(sr)
18.0
22.5

P532 and pw 64
(km^sr"1)
1.6e-2
8.9e-3

P532,11and ps 32,1
(km^sr'1)
1.58e-2, 1.58e-4
5.93e-3, 2.97e-3

For each profile, simulated results were obtained for the 1064 nm and 532 nm
parallel and perpendicular channels for both day and night settings. The results are
displayed in a series of figures and show the simulated profiles for all three wavelengths
at the following averaging resolutions: one profile (0.333 km horizontal resolution), 15
profiles (5.0 km horizontal resolution), 60 profiles (20.0 km horizontal resolution), and
240 profiles (80.0 km horizontal resolution). The horizontal averaging corresponds to the
averaging intervals that are used during the CALIPSO production processing to locate
features with the lidar data. The plots are organized in the following order: molecular
profiles for night (Figures 6.5 and 6.6), water cloud profiles for night (Figures 6.7 and
6.8), ice cloud profiles for night (Figures 6.9 and 6.10), molecular profiles for day
(Figures 6.11 and 6.12), water cloud profiles for day (Figures 6.13 and 6.14), and ice
cloud profiles for day (Figures 6.15 and 6.16).
Each profile is displayed as altitude in kilometers vs. count value. The count values
for night range from -5.0e+3 to 3.0+4 and for day range from -2.0e+3 to 6.0e+3. The
count value ranges were chosen to keep all night and day profiles on the same scales to
provide for relative comparisons between simulated results for each wavelength. For each
profile set such as molecular profiles for night (Figures 6.5 and 6.6), the first figure
(Figure 6.5) displays the single profile results in the left column and the 15 profile
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average in the right column. The order of profiles for each column is: 532 nm parallel,
532 nm perpendicular, and 1064 nm. The second figure (Figure 6.6) displays the 60
profile average in the left column and the 240 profile average in the right column.
An analysis of these simulated results begins with the single molecular profiles for
nighttime conditions displayed in the left column of Figure 6.5. The 532 nm parallel
profile shows the count value increasing as the molecular signal increases from high to
low altitudes. The negative values that result as the background is subtracted from very
small signals are too small to be detected in this plot. The 532 nm background values for
nighttime conditions are very small due to the low solar background and low detector
dark current.
The profile elements for the 532 nm perpendicular channel are nearly zero due to
the small 532 nm depolarization that exists for the molecular atmosphere. For the most
part, the only signals within in the 532 nm molecular perpendicular profile are due to
noise.
The 1064 nm molecular profile is much noisier than the 532 nm parallel molecular
profile. As in the 532 nm profile, the count values increase with decreasing altitude, but
negative signals are more prominent. The 1064 nm background signal is dominated by
the large APD dark current and the CaliopSim calculated average background nearly
approximates the APD dark current. Although, the detector dark current is added to each
element of the molecular backscatter, the random effects applied during the detector
simulations for individual backscatter elements often produce signal returns that are
much smaller than an average background. For these cases background subtraction results
in very negative signal return.
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The corresponding averaged profiles over 5.0 km (15 profiles) are listed in the right
column of Figure 6.5, and the averaged profiles over 20.0 km (60 profiles) and 80.0 km
(240 profiles) are listed in the left and right columns in Figure 6.6, respectively. In all
cases, further averaging significantly reduces noise in the simulated data. In comparing
the 532 nm parallel and 1064 nm profiles, the 532 nm wavelength shows greater
sensitivities to the smaller particles in the atmosphere and this is noted as an increasing
backscatter signal from the lower altitudes. In contrast, the 1064 nm profile remains
relatively constant through the atmosphere.
Figures 6.7 and 6.8 show the simulated profiles during nighttime conditions for a
water cloud embedded within the molecular profile. The high backscatter values due to
the water cloud are apparent in all single profile plots for all three wavelengths. During
averaging, the cloud signatures become well defined and the signal attenuation over the
cloud layer is noted by the decreasing signal intensity from cloud top to base. The 532
nm water cloud depolarization is very weak and thus produces a very small signal in the
532 nm perpendicular profile. In comparing the signal intensity of the water cloud for the
532 nm parallel and 1064 nm profiles, the 532 nm signal is higher than for 1064 nm. This
is largely due to the lidar instrument effects applied to each signal channel. The simulated
instrument effects are captured in the simulator calibration constants and are reported in
Table 6.2 for both night and day conditions. The opposite effect will occur for daytime as
the 1064 nm calibration constant is greater than for 532 nm.
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Table 6.2. Calibration constant values for day and night conditions
Wavelength

Day

Night

532 nm parallel and
perpendicular

2.6723517e+020

7.8339556e+020

1064 nm

1.3961812e+020

1.2416247e+020

Figures 6.9 and 6.10 show the simulated profiles during nighttime conditions for an
ice cloud embedded within the molecular profile. The results are similar to those as
explained above for the water cloud. The major difference is noted in the higher intensity
return for the 532 nm perpendicular profile. The 532 nm depolarization for an ice cloud is
considerably higher than for a water cloud, and this produces a strong signal for each of
the 532 nm perpendicular profiles.
The simulated results for the molecular profiles during daytime conditions are
shown in Figures 6.11 and 6.12. In comparison to the nighttime results, the differences in
the profiles are due to differences in the gain settings and the additional solar background
contamination for daytime. As for CALIOP, total elimination of the solar background is
not possible and this causes the peak signal due to the random noise to be increased. The
single profiles for the 532 nm parallel and perpendicular signals appear to be clipped on
the left edge below 10.0 km. The appearance of clipping results as the average
background is subtracted from small molecular signals that have little variation in value.
This numerical effect, combined with the small scale of the plots, makes it appear that the
left edges all have the same value.
The water and ice cloud simulations for the daytime conditions are shown in
Figures 6.13, 6.14, 6.15, and 6.16, respectively. As for the daytime molecular results, the
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characteristics of the simulated results are similar to the nighttime results except for the
differences that occur due to differences in the gain settings and the additional solar
background contamination for daytime.
As discussed above, comparisons of relative backscatter intensities for the three
wavelengths and for day or night conditions are not easily obtained since the instrument
effects are not entirely consistent. However, comparisons may bemade usingattenuated
backscatter. In reference to Chapter 2, Eq. (2.2), the lidar equation wasdescribed as
PBtX ^ ) = ^ C { X ) p ' { z , X ) ,

(6.1)

where P bics(z,V is the measured backscatter signal as plotted in Figures 6.5 through 6.16,
C(A) is the CaliopSim calibration coefficient, and P'(z,/I) (km^sr'1) is the attenuated
volume-backscatter profile. Solving for the attenuated backscatter yields a calibrated and
range corrected signal that can be used to compare the backscatter intensities for the three
wavelengths and for both day and night conditions and is given as
f i ' ( z , X ) = P^

Z
^ K 2.

(6.2)

Figure 6.1 contains four attenuated backscatter profiles. The profiles labeled (a) and
(b) are molecular attenuated volume-backscatter profiles for the 532 nm parallel and 1064
nm profiles during nighttime conditions, respectively. The profiles labeled (c) and (d) are
molecular attenuated volume-backscatter profiles for the 532 nm parallel and 1064 nm
profiles during daytime conditions, respectively. For each profile, the black noisy profile
was obtained from simulated results and the red solid profile was generated as the
simulator input. The simulated profiles are averages of 240 profiles and correspond to
80.0 km in the horizontal direction.
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When viewed as attenuated backscatter, the night and day results for like
wavelengths are coincident, even though this is not apparent from the signal intensity
profiles described in Figure 6.5 (for nighttime) and Figure 6.11 (for daytime). In
comparing the two wavelengths for both day and night conditions, the 532 nm
backscatter shows a greater sensitivity to the small molecular component in the
atmosphere.
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Figure 6.1. 532 nm and 1064 nm molecular attenuated volume-backscatter profile
comparisons for both night (top row) and day (bottom row) conditions.

In the final analysis of the simulated results, excess noise calculations for the PMT
and APD detectors are compared to theoretical results. Excess noise is generated during
detector gain amplification and is due to the variations in the secondary electrons
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emissions. Both the PMT and APD detector simulations are based on processes that have
a random element, which effectively produces the variations in secondary electron
emission.
The excess noise that results due to the variability of the multiplication gain for the
PMT and APD detectors is characterized by an excess nose factor Fm [31]. The variance
of the multiplied electrons can be expressed as
(Ar,m)2 = FmGmVm,

(6.3)

where nm is the number of multiplied electrons and nm is its mean determined by
^ = G „A .

(6.4)

Here No is the number of input electrons.
For the PMT, the variance of the dynode stage 13 probability distribution is
(An f = 1839280.52 (seeTable 5.3) and mean detector gain for dynode stage 13 is Gpmt
= 1.5e+06.For the number of input electrons No = 1, the theoretical value forthe PMT
excess noise factor, F pmt, is 1.5035349. If the excess noise factor is expressed
as(F/ w )1/2, its value would be 1.2261871.
For the APD, the excess noise factor,
produces

F apd

F apd,

= 3.245 for mean detector gain

is computed using Eq. (5.58), which

G apd

= 100.0 and ionization factor k

=

l/2

0.0128. If the excess noise factor is expressed as (Fapd) , the APD excess noise factor
would be 1.8.
The excess noise factors calculated for the PMT and APD detector simulations
were compared to their respective detector theoretical excess noise factors. Excess noise
factors for the PMT detector simulation were calculated by taking the ratios of two
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signal-to-noise ratios for molecular backscatter, a water cloud, and an ice cloud. The first
set of signal-to-noise ratios are computed at the detector photocathode (SNRc) and the
second set at the detector anode (SNRa). The excess noise factor for the APD detector
simulation was determined by applying Eq. (6.3) to the simulated distributions generated
by the CaliopSim APD detector simulation process.
Beginning with the PMT excess noise factor calculations, Liu [32] defines the
signal-to-noise ratio (SNRc) of the input photoelectrons generated at the photocathode as
N, / ( N m)l,/2 and the signal to noise ratio (SNR a ) of the output photoelectrons generated at

the detector anode as Ns/ ( N mFPMT)'/2, where Ns is the number of photons received from
the backscatter signal, Nin is the mean number of total incident electrons generated at the
detector photocathode for the backscatter, background and dark current, and F pmt is the
excess noise. By taking the ratio SNRc/SNR a, the excess noise factor can then be
determined as ( FPMT)'/2.
Excess noise calculations were generated for the 532 nm parallel and perpendicular
signals that were simulated for both day and night conditions. The simulated data used in
the excess noise calculations included the following 4 the regions: molecular backscatter
at 2.0 km to 4.0 km and 10.0 km to 12.0 km; a water cloud at 2.0 km to 4.0 km; and an
ice cloud at 10.0 km to 12.0 km. The water and ice cloud were defined using the same
optical properties as described in Table 6.1.
The simulated data were generated for 960 profiles (64 major frames, 320.0 km).
The simulated data within the selected regions for each profile were extracted from the
CaliopSim process at two points, (a) after completing the random photoelectron
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generation at the detector photocathode and (b) after completing the detector random gain
amplification process at the detector anode. Each region consisted of 134 altitude bins.
The test consisted of three steps. First, to calculate the signal to noise ratios for
each altitude bin and over a number of profiles for the simulated data generated at the
detector photocathode

0

(zk,A,lj) as
mean
stddev

where the subscript k identifies the profile altitude bin, I identifies the profile number, and
subscript n is the number of profiles. The SNRc values were computed at each altitude bin
to assure constant light levels.
Second, repeat the same calculation as in the first step, except use the simulated
data generated at the detector anode. These calculations are performed as
mean
(6.6)

stddev[^0^ (zk,A,/; )
In the third step, the excess noise is calculated as
(6.7)

For simplification, {FPMT (zk, X f ^

2

will be expressed as FpMr(zh^) from here forward.

Execution of the tests proceeded as follows. For the first test, FpMT(zk,fy was
calculated for every 5.0 km or 1 major frame. In the second test, FpMr(zk,A) was
calculated for every 20.0 km or 4 major frames. In the third test, FpMr(zk,V was
calculated for every 80.0 km or 16 major frames.
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The excess noise calculations for an ice cloud for both the 532 nm parallel and
perpendicular channels at nighttime conditions are plotted in Figure 6.2. The calculated
excess noise values for the 532 nm parallel channel corresponding to the altitude range
bins between 10.0 km and 12.0 km are plotted in part (a). The calculated excess noise
values for the 532 nm perpendicular channel corresponding to the same altitude bins and
are plotted in part (b). For both plots, the excess noise values calculations are displayed
as follows: light purple corresponds to the 5.0 km horizontal resolution; green
corresponds to the 20.0 km horizontal resolution; and red corresponds to the 80.0 km
horizontal resolution. The expected excess noise value (F pmt = 1.226) is drawn as a solid
black line.
For the ice cloud case, the calculated excess noise values appear to agree well with
the theoretical value. As the number of points included in the SNR calculations increased,
the calculated excess noise calculations agreed more closely to the theoretical result. It
was also noted that the calculated excess noise values did not depend on light level and
that similar results were produced for all altitude bins within each horizontal resolution.
To summarize the results of the excess noise calculations for all tested regions, the
means for each horizontal resolution and at each region were computed and are listed in
Table 6.3. The excess noise values for the simulated molecular profiles are low for the
5.0 km resolution. This is not unexpected since the number of photoelectrons generated at
both the detector photocathode and anode are often very small values and would result in
a low signal-to-noise ratio. The results obtained for the 20.0 km and 80.0 km resolutions
agree well with the expected excess noise value. Excess noise values were not reported
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Table 6.3. 532 nm excess noise calculations
5.0 km
Reso ution

20.C km
Reso ution

80.C km
Reso ution

Day

Night

Day

Night

Day

Night

Molecular 2.0 - 4.0 km

1.20

1.11

1.22

1.20

1.22

1.22

Molecular 10.0 - 12.0 km

1.19

1.05

1.22

1.15

1.22

1.21

1.23

1.22

1.22

1.23

1.23

1.23

1.22

1.17

1.22

1.22

1.22

1.22

1.23

1.23

1.23

1.22

1.23

1.22

Ice Cloud 10.0-12.0 km
Parallel Channel
Ice Cloud 10.0 - 12.0 km
Perpendicular Channel
Water Cloud 2.0 - 4.0 km

for the perpendicular channel for the molecular and water cloud regions since the
perpendicular backscatter for those regions is extremely small.
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12.0
Ice Cloud
532 nm parallel
5.0 km
2 0 .0 km
8 0 .0 km

Altitude,

11.5

11.0

10.5

10.0
0.0

0.5

1.0 1.5 2.0
E xcess Noise

12.0
Ice Cloud
532 nm perpendicular
—
—

Altitude, km

11.5

5.0 km
2 0 .0 km
18 0 .0 km

11.0

10.5

0 .0

0 .5

1.0 1.5 2 .0
E xcess Noise

2.5

3.0

Figure 6.2. 532 nm parallel (top) and perpendicular (bottom) channel excess noise
calculations for an ice cloud.
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The excess noise calculations for the APD did not follow the same process as for
the PMT. Since the random process for simulating photoelectron generation at the
detector photocathode is included in the APD probability distribution function, excess
noise could not be determined using the ratio of photocathode and anode signal-to-noise
ratios. Instead, the theoretical APD excess noise factor Fapd = 3.245 (Eq. (5.58)) was
compared to excess noise factors computed from the theoretical APD probability
distribution functions generated for input into CaliopSim (Eq. (5.57)) and resulting
probability distributions generated by the CaliopSim APD detector simulation process.
To begin, the CaliopSim input APD probability distribution functions were
generated for incident electrons No from 1 to 30. Excess noise factors were calculated for
each distribution and are plotted as functions of No in Figure 6.3.The computed excess
noise factors are plotted as a solid red line and the expected excess noise factor for the
APD detector, Fapd = 3.245 is plotted as a blue dotted line.
The distribution excess noise factors were computed as follows. First, the variance
of each distribution was calculated using the moment generating functions, which are
defined as follows

( 6 .8 )

and

(6.9)

The variance is then calculated as
(6.10)
The excess noise factor for each distribution was calculated as

In reference to Figure 6.3, the calculated excess noise factors over estimate the
expected value for distributions with No equal to 1 and 2, and under estimate the expected
value for distributions with No between 3 and 10. Good agreement occurs for
distributions with No greater than 10. Since the APD detector dark current dominates the
low intensity signal, the number of electrons generated at the APD photocathode is
expected to be a large number and should always exceed 10.
To verify that the CaliopSim APD detector process results agree with the
theoretical results, the CaliopSim APD detector process was executed for 1.0e+06 trials
for input electron numbers No = 1, 10, 20, 25, and 50. The resulting distributions for No =
1, 20, and 50 are plotted vs. No in Figure 6.4. In this figure, the CaliopSim APD detector
process distributions are colored green and the corresponding APD input probability
distributions are plotted as solid red lines.
Excess noise factors were computed for each CaliopSim APD detector process
distribution and are plotted as green dots in Figure 6.3 for No = 1, 10, 20, and 25. The
excess noise factors computed from the CaliopSim APD detector process distributions
agree well with the expected excess noise factor for the distributions with input electron
numbers 10 or greater.
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Figure 6.3. APD multiplication gain excess noise factors for input incident electrons
from 1 to 30. The expected excess noise factor is indicated by the blue dotted line. Excess
noise factors associated with the APD input probability distributions are plotted as a solid
red line. Excess noise factors associated with the CaliopSim APD detector process are
plotted as green circles.
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Figure 6.4. CaliopSim distributions for the APD detector process executed for 1.0e+06
trials for input electron numbers No - l 9 20, and 50. The distributions for No = 1, 20, and
50 are plotted vs. No. The CaliopSim APD detector process distributions are colored
green and the corresponding APD input probability distributions are plotted as solid red
lines.
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Figure 6.5. Nighttime conditions: simulated molecular profiles for 1.0/3.0 km and 5.0 km.
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Figure 6.6. Nighttime conditions: simulated molecular profiles for 20.0 km and 80.0 km.
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Figure 6.8. Nighttime conditions: simulated water cloud profiles for 20.0 km and 80.0 km.
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Figure 6.9. Nighttime conditions: simulated ice cloud profiles for 1.0/3.0 km and 5.0 km.
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Figure 6.11. Daytime conditions: simulated molecular profiles for 1.0/3.0 km and 5.0 km.
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Figure 6.13. Daytime conditions: simulated water cloud profiles for 1.0/3.0 km and 5.0 km.
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Figure 6.14. Daytime conditions: simulated water cloud profiles for 20.0 km and 80.0 km.
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APPENDIX
This appendix contains a list of all symbols used in this document. The appendix is
divided into 10 sections including:
1. Atmosphere Model;
2. Satellite Subsystem;
3. Laser Transmitter Subsystem;
4. Receiver Telescope;
5. Field Stop Transmission;
6. Multiple Optical Elements;
7. Narrowband Filters;
8. PMT (532 nm), APD (1064 nm) Detector Subsystem: Photocathode,
Detector, Anode;
9. Post-amplifier and Filter Subsystem; and
10. Analog-to-digital Converter.
Each section is divided into four columns. Column 1 lists the parameter or symbol
name, column 2 provides a brief description, column 3 lists the units, and column 4 lists
values defined as constants in CaliopSim. The values for the instrument parameters were
obtained from the CALIOP instrument designers and engineers. “NA” is used to denote
those values calculated within CaliopSim.
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SYMBOL LIST
General
Parameter
cm
CBkg(fy
C B k s(h )
X, X q

Parameter
b
d
F(X)
Ff
Fr

8

G(v)
IB k g (X )
I r (X )
I f (X )

h(X)
L(v)

L f(X)
m
nB

Description
System calibration
coefficient
Background calibration
coefficient
Backscatter calibration
coefficient
Wavelength
Atmosphere
Description
L-Gen linear equation yintercept
L-Gen Gaussian equation
depth parameter

equation
dependent
equation
dependent
nm
Model
Units
equation
dependent
equation
dependent

Solar spectral irradiance

Wm'2pm"'

1848.0 (532 nm)
668.0(1064 nm)

none

0.0 to 0.01

sr'1

1. 0 / t c

none

0.84

equation
dependent

NA

Wm'2pm '1sr'1

NA

Wm‘2pm"1sr"1

NA

Wm'2pm '1sr'1

NA

W m^pm^sr'1

NA

equation
dependent

NA

sr

NA

equation
dependent

NA

none

1000

Fraction of foam over
water
Foam reflectance over
water
Asymmetry parameter
L-Gen Gaussian variation
expression for x- and yaxis directions
Background radiance
Rayleigh top of
atmosphere radiance
Overlying layer top of
atmosphere radiance
Surface (Lambertian) top
of atmosphere radiance
L-Gen linear variation
expression for x- and yaxis directions
Lambertian reflectance
from a cloud or aerosol
layer
L-Gen slope of linear
equation
Number of elements in
Baseline Region

Units

Value

counts-m3

NA
NA
NA
532.0 or 1064.0
Value
NA
NA
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Parameter

Atmosphere Model
Description
Units

N d (z)

Molecular number density
profile

molecules-m"3

N o3(z)

Ozone number density
profile

molecules-m'3

P(r,z,X)

Total backscatter signal

PBkg(V

Background signal

P Bks(z, T )

Backscatter signal

P r(V
r

Rayleigh phase function
Range from the lidar
Range from lidar, stored as
profile
Extinction-to-backscatter
ratio
Extinction-to-backscatter
ratio
( subscript X:
= m for molecular
= p for particulate)
L-Gen wavelength
dependent particulate
extinction-to-backscatter
ratio
( subscript X:
= P for particulate
= L for layer
= ML layer mean
= null for Optical Property
Combination)
( subscript X:
= 532 or 1064)
Surface wave mean square
slope variance
Signal-to-noise ratio at
detector anode
Signal-to-noise ratio at
detector cathode

range (z)

S(z,A)

Sx(z,A)

Sx,A

<S2>
SNRa
SNRC

equation
dependent
equation
dependent
equation
dependent

Value
Values range from
1.0e+19 < N o 3 (z) <
1.0e+26
Values range from
1.0e+14 < N o 3 (z) <
1.0e+20
NA
NA
NA

m or km

NA
NA

m or km

NA

sr

NA

sr

NA

sr

NA

ms"1

5.1e-6 to 0.05

none

NA

none

NA
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Parameter
SZA
P (zX )
Tr 2(A)

u
varl ... var5
z
as(X)
ctf(X)
J3(z,A)

Px(z,Z)

Pp(z,Z)
Ps(z,Z)
Ps(zs,Z)

Px,p(z’ty

Px, s ( z , Z )

Atmosphere Model
Description
Units
Solar zenith angle
Two-way transmittance
Two-way transmittance
through the Rayleigh
atmosphere
Water surface wind speed
L-Gen Layer Descriptor
Values
Height above mean sea
level
Surface reflectance
Feature (cloud or aerosol
layer) albedo
Total volume-backscatter
Total volume-backscatter
( subscript X:
= m for molecular
= p for particulate)
532 nm Parallel volumebackscatter
Backscatter coefficient for
surface
532 nm Perpendicular
volume-backscatter
532 nm Parallel volumebackscatter
( subscript X:
= m for molecular
= p for particulate)
532 nm Perpendicular
volume-backscatter
( subscript X:
= m for molecular
= p for particulate)

none

Value
89.999 for night
25.84 for day
NA

none

NA

ms’1
equation
dependent

NA

m or km

NA

sr

0.1 to 0.9

sr

NA

m ^sr'1or
km^sr’1

NA

m ^sr'1 or
km ^sr'1

NA

m ^sr'1 or
km^sr"1

NA

sr'1

NA

m^sr’1 or
km^sr’1

NA

m^sr’1 or
km ^sr'1

NA

m^sr’1 or
km^sr'1

NA

degrees

NA
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Parameter

P

yz

P 'M
P'pM
P 's(z,y

P ’x

Xx

AR
Az

Sx

n
K q3

Atmosphere
Description
L-Gen Volume-backscatter
( subscript Y :
= L for layer
= P for particulate)
( subscript Z:
= X for Parallel channel
= 532 for Total)
Total attenuated volumebackscatter
532 nm Parallel attenuated
volume-backscatter
532 nm Perpendicular
attenuated volumebackscatter
L-Gen wavelength
dependent backscatter
coefficient for Optical
Property Combination
( subscript X:
= 532 or 1064)
L-Gen true backscatter
color ratio
( subscript X:
= L for layer
= null for Optical Property
Combination)
L-Gen range bin size
L-Gen layer thickness
532 nm depolarization
ratio
( subscript X:
= m for molecular
= p for particulate
= L for particulate (L-Gen)
= P for particulate (L-Gen)
= null for Optical Property
Combination (L-Gen)
Term in angular
distribution of Rayleighscattered light
532 nm ozone extinction
cross-section at 220.0 K

Model
Units

m ^sr'1 or
knf'sr"1

m '1sr'1 or
km"1sr‘1
m ^sr'1 or
km^sr'1

Value

NA

NA
NA

n f's r'1 or
km^sr'1

NA

m '1 sr'1 or
km '1 sr'1

NA

none

NA

meters
meters

15.0
NA

none

NA

none

1.442 (532 nm)
1.384 (1064 nm)

km2

2.728461e-31
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Parameter

Atmosphere Model
Description
Units

Value
6.0750294e-28 (532
nm)
3.679658le -2 9 (1064
nm)

K r (/I)

Rayleigh extinction cross
section

km2

6

Variation in angle of the
Rayleigh scattering
intensity

radians

0 to 71

Po

Cosine of the solar zenith
angle

none

Solar zenith angle
usually set to 89.999 for
night and 25.84 for day

He

Cosine of the observing
zenith angle

none

1.0

Po(fy

Specular Fresnel reflection

sr

1.3 (532 nm and 1064
nm)

sr

NA

none

NA

m '1 or km’1

NA

m’1 or km’1

NA

m’1 or km’1

NA

none

NA

none

NA

none

0.1 (532 nm)
0.006(1064 nm)

Pn

Ps(V
<j(z,/I)

&x(z)

<7XX

t(z , A)

TP(A)
Tr (A)

533 nm depolarization
factor for Rayleigh
scattering
Sea surface reflectance
Total volume-extinction
coefficient
V olume-extinction
coefficient
( subscript X:
= m for molecular
= p for particulate
= 03 for ozone)
L-Gen wavelength
dependent extinction
coefficient
( subscript X:
= P for particulate
= L for layer
= ML for layer mean
= null for Optical Property
Combination)
( subscript A,:
= 532 or 1064)
Optical depth
L-Gen particulate optical
depth
Rayleigh optical depth
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Ed

Atmosphere Model
Description
Units
Largest optical depth of all
none
layers in a profile
L-Gen wavelength
dependent optical depth
( subscript X:
= L for layer
none
= null for Optical Property
Combination)
( subscript X:
= 532 or 1064)
Satellite Subsystem
Description
Units
Height profile, 15m
m or km
resolution (relative to
mean sea level)
km
Altitude of spacecraft
Height profile, variable
resolution (relative to
m or km
mean sea level)
( subscript X:
= 532 or 1064)
off-nadir angle
deg
Laser Transmitter Subsystem
Description
Units
Speed of light
ms"
Laser pulse energy
J
Jrn"2
Laser energy density

ETa )

Transmitted laser energy

J

h

Planck’s constant
Optical efficiency of the
beam expander
Laser energy as a function
of wavelength about
central wavelength Xq
(T0 = 532 or 1064)

Js

0.0933 (532 nm, 1064
nm)
6.6262e-34

none

0.848

m-1

NA

Parameter
*f0 y

?xx

Parameter
H (z)
H sc

Vx(z)

On
Parameter
c
EoW

k

L exoW

N fW

Photon factor

N pW

Photon number

Pr

Pulse repetition rate

J '1
none
Hz

Value
NA

NA

Value
-2.0 to 100.0
705.0
-2.0 to 40.0 (532 nm)
-2 to 30.1 (1064 nm)
0.3
Value
2.997924508e+08
0.11 (532 nm, 1064 nm)

2.17e+18 (532 nm)
5.35e+18 (1064 nm)
2.5e+17 (532 nm)
5.0e+17 (1064 nm)
20.16
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Parameter
tb

Sv
w(r)
w0

0B
0D

Oe

Td

Parameter
Ao

Ac
Ar
Rd
0

(r)

Parameter
Aj

A fss(A)

Receiverr"elescope
Description
Units
Horizontal distance from
center of laser beam at any
meters
range r
Length of scattering
meters
volume
Radial extent of laser beam

meters

Radius of the 1/e contour
meters
of the laser beam at r = 0
Laser line width, full width
at half maximum of laser
line
nm
( subscript X:
= 532 or 1064)
Telescope blur circle
prad
Full angular divergence of
prad
the laser beam
Effective half angular
divergence of the laser
prad
beam
pulse duration
nsec
Receiver' "elescope
Description
Units
Area of receiver at the
m2
primary mirror
Fraction of the unobscured
none
primary mirror area
Primary mirror effective
m2
area
Receiver telescope
meters
diameter
Lidar system solid angle at
sr
any range r
Field Stop Transmission
Description
Units
Area viewed by telescope
m2
at any range r
Area of field-of-view for
solar background
m2
transmission

Value
NA
4.05
At surface:
47.6 (effective)
35.3 (actual)
NA

0.028 (532 nm)
0.060(1064 nm)
35.0
100.0
67.0
27
Value
0.785
0.9
0.71
1.0
NA
Value
At surface = 6597.1
At surface = 6597.1
(532 nm and 1064 nm)
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Parameter
d

Field Stop Transmission
Description
Units
Distance between laser and
telescope axis at any range
meters

Value
At surface =14.8

r

fE (r t) y/)

f'FOV

rt

SX, S Y

T fsb (^ )

@e
Ofo v

@x, 0 Y

V

tF SB (V

A point from the center of
the laser beam circle
within a target plane at any
range r
Radius of receiver field of
view at any range r
Distance from center of
telescope axis to r p o v at
any range r
Separation of the laser
transmitter and receiver
telescope relative to an x , y
coordinate system centered
on telescope axis
(approximates)
Fraction of backscatter
laser energy transmitted
through receiver field stop
at any range r
Effective transmitter fullangle beam divergence
Full angle receiver fieldof-view
Misalignments in
mounting the laser
transmitter on the payload
(approximates)
Angle between the
displacement line (line
between centers of laser
and telescope circles) and
line from center of
telescope circle to rt
Amount of laser energy
enclosed within receiver
field-of-view circle at any
range r

meters

NA

meters

At surface = 45.82

meters

NA

meters

x-direction = 0.0
^-direction = 0.5

none

At surface = 0.788
(532 nm and 1064 nm)

prad

135.0

prad

130.0

mrad

x-direction = 0.0
^-direction = 0.02

radians

NA

J

At surface = 0.071 (532
nm and 1064 nm)
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Parameter
Tr W

Parameter

A nbs ,x W

F

G yW

Ir
It
n
t

T bs,x ( V

T p K>x (X )

T nbb ,x (A )

SkE

Multiple Optical Elements
Description
Units
Throughputs of multiple
optical elements in the
none
receiver
Narrowband Filters
Description
Units
Area under combined filter
transmission curve (used to
determine the amount of
background light through
nm
filters)
( subscript X:
= 532 or 1064)
Etalon reflection finesse
none
1064 nm Gaussian
transmittance functions for
computing the combined
none
interference and blocking
filters transmission
( subscript y = 1, 2, 3)
Etalon reflection intensity
none
Etalon transmission
none
intensity
Etalon order of
none
interference
Etalon gap thickness
Blocking filter
transmission
( subscript X:
= 532 or 1064)
Narrowband filter peak
transmission
( subscript X:
= 532 or 1064)
Fraction of backscatter
energy transmitted through
narrowband filter
( subscript X:
= 532 or 1064)
Etalon filter bandwidth or
full width at half
maximum (532 nm)

pm

Value
0.77 (532 nm)
0.82(1064 nm)
Value

0.0587 (532 nm)
0.466 (1064 nm)

22.54

NA

0.87 (approximation)
0.89 (approximation)
708.0 (when max
transmission occurs)
188328.0
(approximation)

none

0.73 (532 nm)
1.0 (1064 nm)

none

0.87 (532 nm)
0.903 (1064 nm)

none

0.7 (532 nm)
0.898 (1064 nm)

nm

0.028
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Parameter
AAe

SAg

e
M
tb

(A )

Tc (A )

t e (A

tg

)

(A )

Parameter
U|7i(x)
c ,W
D(kn, kn+l)
e
f, fd

Gd(A)
k
k, kn

Narrowband Filters
Description
Units
Value
Etalon spacing between
passbands, or free spectral
nm
0.75 (approximation)
range
Gaussian filter full width
nm
0.475
at half maximum (1064
nm)
Etalon angle of incidence
radians
0.0 (approximation)
within medium
Etalon index of refraction
1.0 (approximation)
none
of gap medium
Blocking filter
NA
none
transmission
Combined Etalon and
blocking filter
none
NA
transmission
none
NA
Etalon transmittance
Gaussian transmission
NA
none
function
PMT (532 nm), APD (1064 nm) Detector Subsystem:
Photocathode, Edetector, Anode
Description
Value
Units
Cumulative distribution
NA
none
function (CDF) for PMT
Cumulative distribution
NA
none
function (CDF) for APD
Matrix of probability terms
used to generate Neyman
NA
none
type-A distributions, n
refers to dynode
1.60217733d-19 As
Electron charge
As
Excess noise
F p m t 1/ 2 = 1.23
none
(subscript D = PMT or
F a p d 1/ 2 = 1.8
APD)
Detector gain
1.5e+6 (532 nm, PMT)
(subscript D = PMT or
none
100 (1064 nm, APD)
APD)
0.0128
APD ionization ratio
none
Electron number in
probability distributions,
NA
none
subscript n refers to PMT
dynode stage
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Parameter
m
n

n , N0

Nb

NBkg,X

N B gs,x(z),
N Bkg(z, A )

N bics,x (z) ,
N Bks (z ,A )

PMT (532 nm), APD (1064 nm) Detector Subsystem:
Photocathode, Detector, Anode
Description
Units
Value
PMT mean dynode gain
none
2.98595971
multiplication factor
PMT dynode stage
none
1 to 13
Mean number of electrons
generated at APD
none
NA
photocathode
Number of elements in
None
1000
Background Region
Number of photons per
second collected by
receiver from a volume of
atmosphere for
background contribution
photons-s'1
NA
( subscript X:
= P for 532 nm parallel
= S for 532 nm
perpendicular
= 1064 for 1064 nm)
Number of photons per
second collected by
receiver from a volume of
atmosphere for
background contribution
( subscript X:
photons-s'1
NA
= P for 532 nm parallel
= S for 532 nm
perpendicular
= 1064 for 1064 nm
= null for second format)
Number of photons per
second collected by
receiver from a volume of
atmosphere for backscatter
contribution
( subscript X:
NA
photons-s-1
= P for 532 nm parallel
= S for 532 nm
perpendicular
= 1064 for 1064 nm
= null for second format)
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Parameter

N dcW

Nx(z)

PD(S(z,A),k)

Pe( (/>(z , X), k)

P m(kn)>
PS(K)

Pn(m\ n )

PMT (532 nm), APD (1064 nm) Detector Subsystem:
Photocathode, Detector, Anode
Description
Value
Units
Detector dark current,
defined to approximate
2.13e+3 (532 nm)
detector end-of-life
electrons-s'1
3.8e+8 (1064 nm)
conditions. For 1064 nm
N d c is the noise-equivalent
current.
Number of photons per
second collected by
receiver from a volume of
atmosphere
NA
( subscript X:
photons-s'1
= P for 532 nm parallel
= S for 532 nm
perpendicular
=1064 for 1064 nm)
PMT: Multiply
Random gain
stochastic Neyman
multiplication process
type-A
implemented for each
APD: Combined
none
detector and the subscript
Poisson and Gaussian
D refers to PMT or APD.
Probability
Distributions
Poisson distribution.
Generates probability of
generating k electrons at
the photocathode with the
NA
none
mean arrival rate of (f)(z, X)
photoelectrons per range
bin.
Multiply stochastic
Neyman type-A
distribution (PDF),
NA
none
subscript m refers to mean
dynode gain, n and 5 refer
to dynode stage
Probability that an APD
will generate m electrons
NA
in response to the
none
absorption of n electrons
at the photocathode
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Parameter
R(k)
s
Sa

Smx

w

M z>A)

&Bks(Zsrf>A)

0 (z,A)

Ms

os

v ( z ,y

PMT (532 nm), APD (1064 nm) Detector Subsystem:
Photocathode, Detector, Anode
Value
Description
Units
Ratio profiles for
NA
generating Neyman type-A
none
distributions
none
PMT dynode stage
1 to 13
Scale factor for
2.0 (532 nm)
none
background signal
1.0(1064 nm)
Number of columns in Dmatrix that is used to
none
249
generate Neyman type-A
distributions
Driving rate parameter for
Neyman type-A
1.0
none
distributions
Photoelectron mean arrival
rate per range bin at
photocathode
electrons per
NA
(subscript X —
range bin
Bks for backscatter
Bkg for background
null for either
Photoelectron mean arrival
electrons per
NA
rate for surface at
range bin
photocathode
Random photoelectrons
electrons per
NA
per range bin generated at
range bin
photocathode
0.109 (532 nm)
detector quantum
none
0.4 (1064 nm)
efficiency
Means of Neyman type-A
probability distributions,
NA
none
subscript s refers to
dynode stage
Standard deviations of
Neyman type-A
probability distributions,
none
NA
subscript s refers to
dynode stage
Gain amplified current at
detector anode for PMT
Amperes
NA
and APD
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Parameter

BLp(A)

G ad(A)

GFp W

Gyp (A)

G,(X)
G t(V

p ( z ,y

P d c ,p (z ,A )

P p(z,V

m

Post-amplifier and Filter Subsystem
Description
Units
Constant DC-offset for
day/night (D/N) and low/high-gain path
counts
( subscript P:
= H (high-gain)
= L (low-gain))
Analog-to-digital
V
conversion gain factor
Post-amplifier gain
settings for low- /high-gain
paths
V
( subscript P:
= H (high-gain)
= L (low-gain))
Variable-amplifier gain
settings for day/night
(D/N) and low- /high-gain
paths
V
( subscript P:
= H (high-gain)
= L (low-gain))
Day/night, high-gain, lownone
gain ratio
TIA gain
Background subtracted,
TIA gain amplified signal
profiles
Average DC-offset values
for high- and low-gain
paths
( subscript P:
= H (high-gain)
- L (low-gain))
Signal profiles for highand low-gain paths
( subscript P:
= H (high-gain)
= L (low-gain))
Low-pass filter impulse
response function

Value
Low / High Gain, D
1200/5500 (532 nm)
2000/7500(1064 nm)
Low/High Gain, N
1200/ 1600 (532 nm)
1600/3000(1064 nm)
2.0 (532 nm and 1064
nm)
Low / High Gain
1.25 / 1.25 (532 nm)
1.23 /6.15 (1064 nm)

Low / High Gain, D
1.0/28.18 (532 nm)
4.85/ 16.52(1064 nm)
Low / High Gain, N
1.0/ 177.8 (532 nm)
4.85/31.62 (1064 nm)
NA

V/A

2.49e+3 (532 nm)
1.1 le+6 (1064 nm)

V

NA

counts

NA

V

NA

none

[0.0, 0.17, 0.5, 0.28,
0.05]
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SYMBOL LIST CONTINUED

Parameter
'v akgW
Parameter
C ad
D vfs

B

Post-amplifier and Filter Subsystem
Description
Units
Average background for
Amperes
PMT and APD
Analog-to-digital Converter
Description
Units
Analog-to-digital
Counts/V
conversion factor
Digitizer volts
Volts
System sampling interval
psec

Value
NA
Value
4096
4
0.1
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